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ABSTRACT
OVERCOMING VIOLATIONS OF REAL-WORLD KNOWLEDGE
IN A FANTASY-WORLD TEXT
by
Erinn K. Walsh
University of New Hampshire, September, 2016

Fantasy-text is a genre in which events routinely violate the rules we know to be true in
the real-world. In six experiments I explored the inherent conflict between unrealistic fictional
events and general world knowledge (GWK) to examine these competing sources of information
within the context of extended fantasy-narrative. Experiments I-III demonstrated that fantasyunrelated violations caused measurable disruption to the comprehension of an extended fantasy
narrative despite an abundance of contextual support for real-world impossible events that
violate GWK. Experiments IV and V demonstrated that fantasy-related violations caused
measurable disruption when they occurred at the local level and the fantasy-context stood in
direct opposition to the target sentence. However, Experiment VI demonstrated that measurable
disruption can be initially eliminated when readers encountered fantasy-related violations at the
global level; but delayed processing difficulty occurred on the spillover sentence, downstream of
the target sentence. All six experiments are discussed within the context of the RI-Val model.
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INTRODUCTION
In order for a reader to comprehend a text they must continually integrate what they are
currently reading with what came before. As the reader encodes new information, that
information, as well as the contents of working memory (WM) send a signal to all of memory.
All related information resonates in response to this signal and the information that resonates to
the highest degree, and above a given threshold then becomes available to the reader and serves
to guide comprehension. Successful integration often requires the reader to make inferences to
fill in the gaps between explicitly-stated text and the writer’s intended meaning. The product of
these processes is an evolving memory representation of the text, also called a situation model,
containing both explicitly-stated information and information inferred by the reader.
An important goal for any theory of comprehension is to explain how readers are able to
integrate what they are reading with what they already know. Most current models involve two
primary components: activation and integration. More recently, in the RI-Val model (Cook &
O’Brien, 2014; O’Brien & Cook, in press), there is an assumption that once information is
integrated, there is a third stage in which information is checked and/or validated. Unless there is
strong context, validation is usually dominated by information available from GWK. This can be
especially problematic for text that, by definition, violates GWK about the real-world (e.g.,
fantasy, science fiction, etc.). And yet, readers of these genres are not typically disrupted. That
both context and GWK compete for activation (i.e., availability), and therefore can differentially
impact validation, provides a potential explanation for this phenomenon. But the
competition/interaction between sources of information used for validation (i.e., context and
GWK) is complex and has not yet been systematically manipulated. The goal of the present
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studies was to use novel, fantasy-text to explore the inherent conflict between unrealisticfictional events and GWK.
The current dissertation will focus on the interaction of GWK and text-based knowledge
in narrative text. There will be special consideration paid to fictional and fantasy-based text. I
will begin with a brief review of past models of comprehension in Chapter I. In Chapter II, I will
describe more current models of comprehension with a focus on memory-based views including
O’Brien and Cook’s three-stage, RI-Val model (Cook & O’Brien, 2014; O’Brien & Cook, in
press). In Chapter III, I will describe how GWK interacts with the contents of WM and long-term
memory (LTM) of the text-base to exert influence on the evolving text-representation and impact
comprehension. I will consider fictional-text scenarios in which GWK about the real-world is
often in conflict with the text, and/or with the overarching assumptions of the fictional-world. By
investigating different types of violation, (i.e., those that violate either preexisting GWK and/or
context), it will allow me to consider how this conflict might be overcome, including foreseeable
limitations. In Chapter IV, I will describe six experiments designed to explore the interaction of
GWK and text-based knowledge in an extended fantasy-narrative. The final chapter will include
a general discussion.
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CHAPTER I
EARLY MODELS OF READING COMPREHENSION

Text-Based
Early models of reading comprehension were designed to capture the processes and
representation of the explicit information presented in the text. That is, they were focused on
text-based analysis and text-based representation. Undoubtedly, the most influential text-based
model was, Kintsch and van Dijk’s 1978 model. Within the Kintsch and van Dijk process model
there is a basic set of interconnected propositions. As a reader encodes information it will be
connected into a series of propositions. Propositions are a formal unit of analysis with each
proposition designed to capture a basic idea unit. Propositions consist of a predicate and one or
more arguments, which are concepts or other propositions. Consider the following sentence:
1.) The truck hit the distracted jogger.
This sentence can be broken down into two propositions.
1 (Hit, Truck, 2)
2 (Distracted, Jogger)
Given the assumption of a limited capacity system, a reader cannot process an entire set of
propositions all at once. There is an assumption that the reader processes text in cycles. During
each cycle, a reader encodes a subset of propositions (generally 7-13). The propositions are then
connected on the basis of argument overlap. The representation will be a hierarchical structure
composed of propositions that connect to one another based on their degree of argument overlap.
According to the “leading-edge rule” important and or recent propositions will be favored to
remain in what is called the “buffer” (Kintsch & Vipond, 1979). Contents of the buffer guide the
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comprehension of further text. As a reader continues through a text the contents of the buffer
evolve to reflect understanding. The process model suggests that comprehension difficulty
occurs when there is a lack of argument overlap and thus, propositions are not well connected.
One of the limitations of the process model and other text-based models of reading
comprehension is that that they primarily capture the text itself and not what the text is about.
Text-based analysis is limited because the representation only captures information that is
explicitly represented in the text; therefore it includes nothing that the reading brings to bare. An
additional limitation is that each proposition is only able to connect to one other proposition—
resulting in a hierarchical model. Intuitively this type of model fails to capture all that occurs
during comprehension. Further, van Dijk and Kitsch (1983) and many others (e.g., Garrod &
Sanford, 1982a; 1982b; Johnson-Laird, 1983; Keenan, Baillet, & Brown, 1984; Sanford &
Garrod, 1981) recognized that argument overlap is neither sufficient nor necessary for local
coherence (i.e., connecting current input with the preceding 1-2 sentences) and that a hierarchical
structure was only an approximation of the memory representation. In fact, O’Brien (1987)
demonstrated that a hierarchical representation failed to explain the results of an antecedent
reinstatement search (see also O’Brien, Albrecht, Hakala, & Rizzella, 1995; O’Brien, Plewes, &
Albrecht, 1990). This and subsequent research support a memory representation consisting of an
integrated network in which text units are connected on the basis of causal relations (e.g., Cirilo,
1981; O’Brien, 1987; O’Brien & Myers, 1987; Trabasso & Sperry, 1985; Trabasso & van den
Broek, 1985). Although the process model and other text-based models of comprehension fail to
capture fully a complete understanding of the comprehension process, they do outline a
mechanism for the influence of variables outside of the text itself, such as GWK.
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Causal Models
In order to address some of the short-comings in a purely text-based model, Trabasso and
Sperry (1985) proposed a causal analysis model. According to their model, readers will make all
possible causal connections between all idea units. The comprehension process is characterized
by problem-solving, in which idea units are causally linked until the conclusion, in which all lose
ends (or in this case idea units) are linked with one or more other idea units.
One problem with early, causal models such as Trabasso and Sperry’s model (1985), is
that it contains no process model for how or when to identify causal links in the face of a limitedcapacity system. Fletcher and Bloom (1988) addressed this limitation by adding a process model
to early causal models. They called their process model the “current-state selection strategy”
(CSS). The CSS is in many ways similar to the “leading edge strategy” suggested by Kintsch and
Vipond (1979), but instead of carrying important or recent propositions in memory, the reader
maintains causal relations. The reader will hold propositions in WM until they can be linked up
to another proposition and thus, conclude a causal chain. A proposition will be held in WM until
encountering a likely anaphor. The causal connections will be maintained much like the “shortterm buffer.” If a causal link cannot be established, a search of LTM will occur.
Langston and Trabasso (1999) also maintained the importance of causal relations. They
suggested a two-step model to predict what information will be available to the reader
throughout the course of comprehending a text. First, they suggest conducting a discourse
analysis to identify the causal relations readers might infer between clauses. Second, they
suggest using a connectionist model to calculate the integration of each new clause with the
previous context on the basis of causal connections. The result of these two steps is a quantitative
account for accessing information from the text. Each clause is represented by a node, which is
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connected to one or more other nodes through causal links. Each time a new clause is added to
the network, the activation level of all existing nodes, as well as the strength of connections
between them is updated. This results in a continuously evolving network of nodes with
fluctuating activation values and causal links.
Although text-base and causal models have no doubt furthered our understanding of how
readers process text, each type specifies only representations of the text itself. However, it is
evident that more than just the text itself must be considered. Subsequent models address some
of the inherent limitations of a text-based analysis by changing the focus to what the text is
about. This shift made clear the need for a “mental model” or “situation model” that represents
the situation described by the text.

Situation Model
The prior models of reading were focused heavily on the text-based level of the
representation. van Dijk and Kintsch (1983) recognized that a list of propositions did not
sufficiently capture all that occurs during reading comprehension. In response to this limitation,
they proposed using a situation model to represent the story created by the text. However, Oden
(1987) pointed out that a situation model representation could still be composed of propositions,
as long as those propositions described the events and not just the surface structure of the text.
The importance of a situation model is that the focus shifted from a text-based level of analysis
to a situation level that described what the text was about. Consider the following sentence pairs
from Bransford, Barclay and Franks (1972):
1a. Three turtles rested on a floating log, and a fish swam beneath them.
1b. Three turtles rested on a floating log, and a fish swam beneath it.
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2a. Three turtles rested beside a floating log, and a fish swam beneath them.
2b. Three turtles rested beside a floating log, and a fish swam beneath it.
A text-based representation of the pairs indicates that both sentences pairs differ by just one
proposition. However, in pair one both sentences could result in the same mental representation
whereas pair two results in distinct representations. When participants were asked to memorize
one of these sentences and later choose which one they had read, those who memorized a
sentence from pair one had more difficulty recognizing which sentence they had learned. This
evidence demonstrates that a propositional representation is not a sufficient model of
comprehension and further, that readers construct some representation of the situations described
by the text.
The shift toward a situation or mental model view of text comprehension made necessary
an exploration of the processes involved in constructing this new level of representation.
Glenberg, Meyer and Lindem (1987) suggested that constructing a mental model requires an ongoing interaction between the text and the reader’s linguistic, pragmatic, and world knowledge
(p.69). They further asserted that a situation model representation is updatable, manipulable, and
perceptual-like; it serves to guide the reader in interpreting text, forming inferences, and judging
whether or not the text is coherent. Glenberg et al. tested one assumption of the situation model
that the structure of an event would influence what information would be readily available to the
reader. See sample passage in Table 1. They designed passages in which they introduced the
reader to a protagonist and then followed by mentioning an object (e.g. sweatshirt) that was
either spatially associated with the protagonist or spatially dissociated with the protagonist. They
presented readers with an item recognition procedure in which they had to report whether or not
the item had been in the passage. The authors held the assumption that the situation model would
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Table 1.
Sample passage from Glenberg, Meyer, & Lindem (1987)
Setting sentence:
John was preparing for a marathon in August.
Critical (associated):
After doing a few warm-up exercises, he put on his sweatshirt and went jogging.
Critical (dissociated):
After doing a few warm-up exercises, he took off his sweatshirt and went jogging.
Filler:
He jogged halfway around the lake without too much difficulty. Further along his rout, however,
John’s muscles began to ache.
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capture the spatial structure of the events, therefore, the associated object should be held closer
to the protagonist while the dissociated object would be unrelated and thus, further from the
protagonist. By this reasoning, they hypothesized that objects in the associated condition would
be recognized more quickly than objects in the dissociated condition because the structure of the
situation model would keep associated objects more readily available. Using a text-based
analysis, one would predict no difference between the response times because the passages were
written to be equivalent in their propositional representations. Their results did show shorter
response times for associated objects than dissociated objects. These findings indicate that spatial
structure is a part of a situation model and plays a role in comprehension. Further, this spatial
structure made some information more readily available to the reader.
Cook, Guéraud, Was, and O’Brien (2007) confirmed the findings of Glenberg et al.
(1987). See sample passage in Table 2. First, they developed longer passages describing an
object as either highly associated or highly dissociated with a protagonist. For example, Dorothy
either loves her skates and always brings them to the park (associated condition) or never brings
her skates with her (dissociated condition). Several sentences then served to background the
target object, followed by a critical sentence and a spillover sentence. The critical sentence was
either consistent or inconsistent with the information previously given about the target object.
Critical sentences that were consistent with information in the associated condition (Dorothy
eagerly put on her skates.) were inconsistent with information in the dissociated condition, and
critical sentences that were consistent with information in the dissociated condition (e.g.,
Dorothy wished she had a pair of skates.) were inconsistent with the information in the
associated condition. If protagonist-associated objects are more accessible in memory than
protagonist-dissociated objects, information about these objects should be integrated more
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Table 2.
Sample passage from Cook, Guéraud, Was, & O’Brien (2007)
Introduction:
Dorothy loved the winter season in New England. One morning she woke up to find that there
was a fresh blanket of snow on the ground. She decided to go to the local park to enjoy the
winter weather.
Associated Elaboration:
Her boyfriend had recently given her a pair of customized ice skates that Dorothy always took to
the park with her. Dorothy got the skates from her closet and tossed them over her shoulder on
her way out the door.
Dissociated Elaboration:
She decided to leave behind her customized ice skates that her boyfriend gave her. Dorothy had
never taken these skates to the park because she did not want them to be damaged by the uneven
ice on the outdoor rink.
Filler:
She trudged through the snow covered streets on her way to the park. She was amazed at how
beautiful the trees looked as their branches glistened in the sun. Dorothy noticed that there were
quite a few people already enjoying the winter wonderland when she arrived. She spotted some
friends who were having fun at the frozen pond. They called Dorothy over to join them.
Dissociated-Consistent/Associated-Inconsistent Critical and Spillover Sentences:
Dorothy wished she had a pair of skates.
She decided to go the rental booth.
Associated-Consistent/Dissociated-Inconsistent Critical and Spillover Sentences:
Dorothy eagerly put on her ice skates.
She tied her laces and went to the rink.
Closing:
She asked the lady at the counter for her size. Dorothy laced up the skates and stepped onto the
ice.
Probe:
Skates
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readily upon reading the critical sentence. Therefore reading times for the critical sentence in the
inconsistent condition should be slower in the protagonist-associated condition than in the
protagonist-dissociated. Results followed this pattern, thus replicating Glenberg et al. (1987).
Cook et al. (2007) further expanded on these findings by implementing a naming
procedure. Naming time offers a more direct test of concept availability. To employ this
task, each of the target objects were used as a probe word (e.g., skates) and participants were
asked to read this word aloud either immediately following the elaboration section or
immediately following the filler section. In addition, they also created a neutral condition in
which the target object was mentioned, but not specifically connected to the protagonist. This
allowed for direct comparison between the object availability and the control condition. It was
expected that objects would be highly available in all conditions directly following the
elaboration section due to semantic priming. However, the critical question is whether object
availability would vary across conditions when the probe word was presented after the filler
section.
Given the assumption that protagonist-associated objects are held active in memory, any
change in their availability from the elaboration section to the filler section should be smaller in
the associated condition than in the neutral condition. Conversely, neither protagonist-dissociated
objects nor neutral objects should be available after the filler section. Therefore there should be
no difference between naming times between these two conditions. Results were mixed. Target
words were read more quickly following the elaboration section compared with the filler section
across the three conditions. However, there was no significant interaction between elaboration
and probe position. This indicated that objects across elaboration condition were less accessible
after the filler section. Thus, the privileged status of protagonist-associated objects is fleeting.
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These results suggest that the larger contradiction effect found in Experiment I was due to
differences in the integration (i.e. accessibility) rather than any underlying differences in the
object activation levels (i.e., availability).
In a final experiment, Cook et al. (2007) sought to decipher these two concepts (i.e.,
accessibility and availability). They designed an experiment in which the degree of importance
of the association between the protagonist and target object was manipulated. The protagonistassociation was high, low, or neutral. Participants read target sentences that were inconsistent
with the situation model. The goal was to answer whether or not this factor would influence the
object’s accessibility and integration. If a situation model includes objects associated with the
protagonist and only checks the consistency of the critical sentence, the importance of the object
should not influence its integration. Therefore reading times for the inconsistent critical sentence
should be longer in the high and low conditions than in the neutral condition. Results showed
that reading times for the critical sentence in both high and low associated conditions were
longer than in the neutral condition. There was no difference between reading times in the high
versus the low associated condition. These results show there is no measurable effect of
importance on the integration of the critical sentence. This suggests that readers include
protagonist-associated objects in their representation of the text and incoming text is then
checked for consistency.
Morrow, Bower and Greenspan (1987) further examined the accessibility of information
from situation models made available during comprehension. In a series of experiments they
asked subjects to memorize the layout of buildings as well as the objects in each of the rooms.
Next they read passages in which a protagonist was introduced and given a reason for going into
the building. See sample passage in Table 3. These passages contained either critical “goal
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Table 3.
Sample passages from Morrow, Bower and Greenspan (1987)
A. Goal Narrative
Wilbur regretted the day he had ever become the head of the research center. He had just found
out that the board of directors was coming for a surprise visit the next day. He called all of the
employees together in the library and told them the center was a complete mess.
Closet Blackboard
He ordered them to start cleaning up the building immediately. He said he wanted the directors
to see a spotless, organized center. He told everybody to spread out and clean every room. He
made sure the library was being cleaned and then went to supervise the rest. First he walked from
the library into the laboratory.
Microscope Catalogue
He noticed some technicians sorting papers into piles and told them to be neat. He strode to the
storage area and told the workers to stack the crates carefully. Then he walked from the storage
area into the wash room.
Closet Dock
He was pleased to see the sparkling tile floor since he knew the board of directors was more
impressed by cleanliness than by good research. Next he entered the repair shop and snapped at
the shop foreman for leaving greasy machine parts laying around. Then he walked from the
repair shop into the lounge.
Counter Computer
When he ordered the ping pong table removed, he began to feel that he was overreacting to the
visit. So he tried to calm down as he went into the experiment room and looked around. Then he
walked from the experiment room into the reception room.
Tools Cart
He thought the flowers his secretary had placed in the room were a nice touch. He went into the
office and gathered his notes for the presentation to the board. Then he walked from the office
into the conference room.
Chair Projector
He spread out his notes on the table and made sure everything was set up for the presentation. He
went to the library to find a report he needed and then was pestered by an assistant who needed
help with a project. Then he walked from the library into the laboratory.
Wilbur Plant
He was beginning to feel that despite all odds, the research center would be ready by tomorrow.
B. Path Narrative
Judy had received several threatening notes in her mailbox at the research center, but she
dismissed them as a joke. She was trying to finish up a project so she worked late one night in
the laboratory. Her concentration was broken by the sound of a slamming door.
Mirror Clock
Then she heard footsteps in the distance. She looked around the laboratory but didn’t see anyone.
Suddenly she remembered the threatening notes and became frightened. She decided to see if
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anyone else was in the building. While she was walking through the storage area toward the
wash room, she glanced nervously behind the crates.
Judy Lifter
Once in the wash room, she grabbed a paring knife that was by the sink. She gathered her
courage and slipped out of the room quietly. While she was walking through the repair shop
toward the lounge, she stifled a scream when she slipped on some oil.
Bed Projector
Reaching the lounge, she switched on the lights, but no one was there. She switched off the lights
as she crept out of the room. As she was walking through the experiment room toward the
reception room, she made sure no one was hiding in the booths.
Rack Radio
She entered the reception room and noticed the front door was locked. She left the room still
feeling frightened. While she was walking through the office toward the conference room, she
heard papers rustling.
Radio Lamp
When she reached the conference room, she noticed the coffee maker was bubbling. Feeling
puzzled, she left the room. While she was walking through the library toward the laboratory, she
discovered the new research assistant reading on the couch.
Lockers Sink
She quickly went onto the laboratory, feeling very relieved and a little foolish. Then she
remembered she had left on the lights in the other rooms so she left the laboratory. While
walking through the storage area toward the wash room, she switched off the lights.
Crates Closet
She remembered the knife she had slipped in her pocket and felt silly about overreacting so
much.
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sentences” or “path sentences”. Goal sentences described the protagonist making his way
through the building from one room to another; path sentences described the protagonist en route
to a goal destination but were not yet there. After each goal sentence they received a probe
verification task in which they were given two objects and were asked to indicate if the objects
were from the same room. Results for the goal sentences showed that response time was faster
when the objects were from the goal room that the protagonist had just reached. Further, as the
distance from the goal room increased, response time also increased. This supported a location
and distance effect of information accessibility in a situation model. Results for the path
sentences showed that response times for objects in the room mentioned, the goal room, as well
as rooms that were near the goal room were all equally fast. These results provide strong support
for a distance effect. The authors concluded that in goal sentences readers focus on the
character’s location, whereas in path sentences, they focus on both the character’s location as
well as the intended destination.
O’Brien and Albrecht (1992) further examined the development of a situation model.
Specifically, they tested the popular claim that readers will update their situation model to
include information relevant to the protagonist (e.g. Black et al., 1979; Bower & Morrow, 1990;
Morrow, 1985a, 1985b; Morrow et al., 1990) and further, that they adopt the protagonist’s
perspective. See sample passage in Table 4. They designed passages that described a protagonist
in one of two specific locations (e.g., Kim stood inside/outside the health club). In a “close”
condition, a second location sentence immediately followed the first, while in a “distant”
condition, three intervening sentences fell before the second location sentence. In the
“consistent” condition, the second location sentence described the protagonist moving from her
starting location (e.g., She decided to go outside the health club). In the “inconsistent” condition,
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Table 4.
Sample passage from O’Brien and Albrecht Experiment Ia and Ib (1992)
As Kim stood (inside/outside) the health club she felt a little sluggish.
Filler:
Workouts always made her feel better. Today she was particularly looking forward to the
exercise class because it had been a long, hard day at work. Her boss had just been fired and she
had to fill in for him on top of her own work
Target sentence:
She decided to go outside and stretch her legs a little.
She was getting anxious to start and was glad when she saw the instructor go in the door of the
club. Kim really liked her instructor. Her enthusiasm and energy were contagious.
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this second location sentence contradicted the first by stating that the protagonist moved to the
location at which she could already be found. Results indicated that participants read the critical
sentence (second location sentence) more slowly when it was inconsistent. Further, they read this
sentence more slowly in the close condition than in the distant condition. These results provide
additional support that readers track the protagonist’s location in their situation model.
In a second experiment, O’Brien and Albrecht (1992) tested directly the assumption that
readers adopt the perspective of the protagonist while reading a text. They developed passages
that described a protagonist in one consistent, physical location. Next, a second character was
described moving in a direction that was either consistent or inconsistent with that of the
protagonist (e.g., when she saw the instructor come in the door). See sample passage in Table 5.
For example, when the first sentence described Kim standing inside the health club, the
instructor coming in the door was consistent with the protagonist’s perspective. In contrast, when
the first sentence described Kim standing outside the health club, the instructor was now moving
in a direction inconsistent with the protagonist’s perspective. If readers adopt the protagonist’s
perspective, they should experience comprehension difficulty as demonstrated by a slow-down in
reading time when the text described a second character moving in a direction inconsistent to the
protagonist. Results did not support this claim; there was no difference in reading times between
the inconsistent and consistent conditions. In a follow-up study, readers did show evidence of
disruption when reading the inconsistent sentence; however, these participants were specifically
instructed to read the passages from the perspective of the protagonist. Therefore it seems that
without explicit instructions, the reader will not automatically take on the perspective of the
protagonist for the purpose of his or her representation of the text.
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Table 5.
Sample passage from O’Brien and Albrecht Experiments II and III (1992)
As Kim stood (inside/outside) the health club she felt a rush of excitement.
Distant Condition:
Workouts always made her feel better. Today she was particularly looking forward to the
exercise class because it had been a long, hard day at work. Her boss had just been fired and she
had to fill in for him on top of her own work.
Target sentence:
She was getting anxious to start and was glad when she saw the instructor come in the door of
the club.
Kim really liked her instructor. Her enthusiasm and energy were contagious.
Did Kim like her exercise instructor?
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Focus Models
The strength of situation models is that they reflect the impact of outside factors on the
comprehension process, such as previously integrated text and general world knowledge.
However, situation models do not provide a mechanism by which incoming text can be put into
the context of what came before. Sanford and Garrod (1981) presented the scenario-mapping and
focus (SMF) theory to address how this process occurs. They described two memory structures:
a place for implicit information and another for explicit information. Explicit focus generally
contains information active in memory about the protagonist, such as objects or places written in
the text; while implicit focus contains information from general world knowledge. Explicit focus
is necessarily limited by the constraints of WM; however, implicit focus is without such
constraints. Implicit focus may contain any related information within LTM.
Sanford and Garrod (1981) suggested that “discourse pointers” link explicit and implicit
focus. They describe discourse pointers as elements of the situation model that serve to trigger
information no longer active in memory (i.e., “active memory.”) Their purpose is in continually
guiding the reader to information that they might need. However Cook, Halleran, & O’Brien
(1998) concluded that discourse pointers were ultimately too restrictive a mechanism to specify
the information accessible to the reader. Instead, they found evidence suggesting that related
information from memory would influence comprehension.
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CHAPTER II
CURRENT MODELS OF READING COMPREHENSION

Construction-Integration Model
Probably the most influential, current model of reading comprehension is Kintsch’s
(1988) construction-integration (C-I) model. The C-I model is a two-stage process model. In the
first stage (i.e., construction), portions of the text as well as GWK become active through an
automatic, activation process. The activation process starts with a concept or idea encountered in
the text sending out an unrestricted-signal to all of memory. This signal is “dumb”, holding that
relevant and irrelevant information may be primed. There are four possible sources of activation:
the current sentence or proposition, the previous sentence or proposition, GWK, and past text.
The signal may emanate from any of these sources to all of memory and activate any number of
nodes. The second stage, integration, occurs when activation has spread to all possible
connections until it stops. This results in related concepts receiving more activation that lesser
related concepts. Comprehension is limited by what is referred to as “constraint satisfaction”.
Constraint satisfaction refers to the principle that a concept becomes active based on how related
it is to the current contents of WM (i.e., its featural overlap)
There is substantial research that supports that concepts become active based on featural
overlap (e.g., Cook, et al., 1998; Long & Lea, 2005; O’Brien & Albrecht, 1991). The more
features that a node shares in common, the more likely a concept is to become active. O’Brien
and Albrecht (1991) wrote passages in which an event was described in either low or high
context. See sample passage in Table 6. In the high context version the description given was
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Table 6.
Sample passage from O’Brien and Albrecht (1991)
Mary was driving in the country one day
High context:
when she smelled a terrific odor.
Low Context:
and she gazed at the setting sun as she went.
Suddenly a small black (skunk/cat)
High Context:
with a white stripe down its back
Low Context
with a long furry tail
ran in front of her car. Mary knew she couldn't stop in time. However, she hoped she had
managed to miss the animal and continued on her way. After a while, she noticed she was low on
gas. While at the gas station, the attendant asked her what had run
in front of her car.
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filled with rich contextual cues supporting an elaborated concept (i.e., in the example passage,
“skunk” is the elaborated concept that a reader will likely infer). In contrast, in the low context
version, there is less elaboration and fewer cues that suggest the target concept (i.e., “skunk”)
leaving room for a reader to infer alternate antecedents (i.e., “cat”). Following a reinstatement
sentence, readers were asked to name aloud either the highly elaborated concept or alternative
concept. They predicted that in the high context version, “skunk” would be named faster that
“cat”, but that associated concepts like “cat” would be named more quickly than unrelated
concepts. This is because associated concepts contain more features in common with the target
concept. Further, they predicted that the target concept and associated concept would be read
equally fast in the low elaboration version. Their results supported these predictions. In the highcontext version, both target concepts and associated concepts became active.

Explanation-Based View
In one prominent explanation-based view, Graesser, Singer and Trabasso (1994) predict
specifically what types of inferences are generated on-line. They used Bartlett’s (1932) concept
of “search after meaning” to suggest that the reader will actively search LTM, actively form
inferences, and actively form linkages between ideas stated in the text. However, they emphasize
that although a reader will strive to construct meaning from a text, he or she will not necessarily
succeed. According to Graesser, Singer and Trabasso (1994), the three principles underlying the
“search after meaning” are goal assumption, coherence assumption and explanation assumption.
The goal assumption suggests readers address their underlying goals. This is assumed to occur at
a deep level of processing. The coherence assumption suggests readers attempt to form a
situation model that is both locally and globally coherent. Finally, the explanation assumption
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suggests readers attempt to explain why actions, events and states are part of the text. There are
three types of inferences unique to the explanation-based view in that they are thought to be
generated on-line. These three types of on-line inferences include superordinate goals, causal
antecedents, and global thematic inferences. Further, the following types of inferences are not
thought to occur on-line, forecasting future episodes and tracking spatial location of objects. In
all cases, these hypotheses only apply assuming the reader is attempting to construct a
meaningful situation model, has sufficient background knowledge, and considers the text
considerate. Unlike the minimalist hypothesis (McKoon & Ratcliff, 1992) which focuses on
whether a given inference category will occur automatically versus strategically, the explanationbased view focuses on what inferences will be actively generated as a part of the “search after
meaning” principle.

Event-Indexing Model
The event-indexing model (Zwaan, Langston & Graesser, 1995; Zwaan, Magliano &
Graesser, 1995) includes predictions of how the reader will construct a situation model.
According to this view, the protagonist’s events and intentional actions are the central focus of
situation models. Further, the authors suggest these events and actions are held together along
five dimensions: time, space, protagonist, causality, and intentionality. The time dimension refers
to whether or not the incoming text describes a situation that occurs in a same time as the
previous sentence; this is referred to as the narrative “now.” Similarly, the spatial dimension
refers to whether or not the incoming text describes a situation that occurs in the same spatial
setting as the previous sentence; this is referred to as the narrative “here.” A causal dimension
refers to whether or not there is a direct causal link between the situation described in the
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previous sentence and the incoming sentence. The protagonist and intentional dimensions refer
to whether or not the incoming sentence is about the same protagonist and whether the overlying
goal/motivation remains the same, respectively. An assumption of this model is that the reader
will actively track each of these five dimensions. Additionally, when the reader encounters new
or incongruent information along any of the five dimensions they will update their representation
of the text. Within the event-indexing model, readers will always hold a fully up-to-date
representation of the text that will be unaffected by outdated information.
A fully up-to-date representation of the text has been largely discredited (e.g. O’Brien,
Cook, & Guéraud, 2010; O’Brien, Cook, & Peracchi, 2004). In fact, the field has gradually
moved toward a more memory-based view of comprehension, which I will talk about in the next
section.

Memory-Based View
In contrast to the event-indexing model and the explanation-based view, the memorybased view of text processing (Myers & O’Brien, 1998; O’Brien & Myers, 1999) does not
assume any active search process on the part of the reader. Instead, the memory-based view
relies on the influence of backgrounded information from the text as well as information in LTM
on current text processing. The concept of resonance was first proposed in basic models of
memory (e.g., Gillund & Shiffrin, 1984; Hintzman, 1986; Ratcliff, 1978). Ratcliff (1978), used a
tuning fork metaphor to describe the resonance process. When a tuning fork is struck, waves of a
given frequency emanate, and tuning forks that share common frequencies will resonate in
response to this initial signal. Those that share the greatest overlap in frequency will resonate
most strongly. Much like a tuning fork, when a reader encodes information, a signal is sent to all
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of memory. In response to this signal, related concepts resonate, and those concepts that resonate
to the highest degree, and above a given threshold, will return to active memory and may
influence comprehension.
Myers and O’Brien (1998) explained the activation process during reading in their
resonance model (see also O’Brien & Myers 1999). The resonance model is similar to the
construction phase of the C-I model. Concepts within the current sentence or contents of WM
serve as signals sent out to all of memory concurrently. Although the intensity of the signal may
be affected by the amount of attention allocated to concepts in focus, signals continue
uninterrupted and do not operate under conscious control. The resonance process is passive,
dumb, and unrestricted. The process is said to be passive because the reader has no control of the
initial signal. It is dumb because anything with a sufficient amount of semantic overlap will be
activated regardless of its influence on comprehension. And finally, resonance is unrestricted
because signals are constantly sent out to all of memory; this includes both the episodic memory
trace/context as well as GWK. A passive activation mechanism of this kind allows the reader
access to a large amount of information without overburdening a limited-capacity system.
Information made available through resonance will influence the comprehension process.
Once information has been made available (i.e., returned to WM through resonance),
more active strategies may be considered. One such strategy is “standards of coherence” (e.g.,
van den Broek, Risden & Husebye-Hatman, 1995). These standards describe a reader’s
motivation when the resonance process fails to provide the information necessary to establish
coherence. The higher the reader’s standard of coherence, the more interconnections they will
attempt to form between concepts in the representation. If they encounter something they do not
understand in the text, they might continue reading or wait for relevant information in memory to
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fill in the gaps and achieve comprehension. A reader with a high standard of coherence is more
likely to wait for the necessary information in memory to become active before continuing to the
next sentence. This would result in a slow down in reading time reflecting a high degree of
processing.
A useful protocol used to assess the availability and influence of information during
comprehension is the contradiction paradigm (Albrecht & O'Brien, 1993; Cook, Halleran, &
O'Brien, 1998; O'Brien & Albrecht, 1992; O'Brien, Rizzella, Albrecht, & Halleran, 1998). The
contradiction paradigm was developed in the context of the memory-based view of reading
comprehension and can be used to assess directly the extent to which information from earlier
has become available. In this paradigm, participants read passages containing information in a
target sentence that conflicts with information in LTM. If the conflicting information becomes
active and the reader attempts to resolve the conflict, then it should disrupt comprehension and
inflate the time to read the target sentence. Reading time provides a reliable assessment of the
degree of difficulty integrating information into memory; therefore, it provides an excellent
measure of contributions of GWK to moment-by-moment comprehension.

What Separates Current Models of Comprehension
Recently, O’Brien and Cook (2015) discussed the fundamental differences between
current models of discourse comprehension. The degree to which readers invoke strategic
processes remains a point of major contention between explanation-based models (e.g.,
Gernsbacher, 1990; Graesser, Singer & Trabasso, 1994; Zwaan, 1999) and memory-based
models (e.g., Kintsch, 1988; 1998; Myers & O’Brien, 1998; O’Brien & Myers, 1999; Sanford &
Garrod, 1998; 2005; van den Broek, Risden, Fletcher & Thurlow, 1996). For example,
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explanation-based models contain the assumption that readers actively engage in inference
generation to maintain comprehension, whereas within memory-based models, inferences
become available through passive activation processes.
Perhaps the most fundamental divide between explanation-based and memory-based
models remains in their assumptions about how readers access inactive information from LTM.
Explanation-based models all assume some level of active, on-going search of LTM directed by
the reader to retrieve information critical to maintaining global coherence. In contrast, memorybased models all fall along a sliding scale marking the extent to which they reject the concept of
a reader-directed, active search of LTM. In fact, the strongest memory-based models reject any
active search component, especially as it pertains to gaining access to information necessary for
maintaining global coherence. Despite this assertion, proponents of memory-based models would
not contend that readers do not and cannot engage in any strategic processes. Readers are capable
of a great many feats; however, the critical point wherein the two camps disagree is the point at
which incorporating strategic processes will capture a more complete model of reading
comprehension and further our understanding of such processes.

Maintaining local and global coherence: The Memory-Based View
Constructing a situation model requires drawing inferences to accomplish
comprehension. One of the initial distinctions between explanation-based and memory-based
models of processing was the degree to which they emphasized global coherence. We now know
that a fully coherent text will maintain both local and global coherence. Local coherence
involves connecting currently processed information with the immediately preceding context
(information that is in WM), generally the previous 1-3 sentences). Global coherence involves
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establishing connections between the currently processed information and relevant information
that occurred much earlier in the text that is no longer in WM. Previously, it was thought that
global coherence was accessed only when there was a break in local coherence or if the
information was readily accessible (McKoon & Ratcliff, 1992). On the basis of further
examination, it is now well accepted that readers attempt to maintain both local and global
coherence at all times.
For example, Albrecht and O’Brien (1993) demonstrated that readers were disrupted
when they reached a global coherence break even when the text was locally coherent. See sample
passage in Table 7. Participants read passages in which a character was introduced and described
then backgrounded. Next, a critical sentence was presented that was either globally consistent or
globally inconsistent with the protagonist’s characteristics. Reading times showed evidence of
disruption (slower reading times) when the text was globally inconsistent even though they were
always locally consistent. They also found that recall for the regions of text involving the
inconsistencies was improved. This is consistent with predictions by O’Brien and Myers (1985)
that when readers experience comprehension difficulty that can be resolved, there will be a
memory benefit for information pertaining to the inconsistency.
O’Brien, Rizzella, Albrecht, and Halleran (1998) altered materials from Albrecht and
O’Brien (1993) by adding a qualified condition in which certain conditions were described under
which the target characteristic would or would not apply to the protagonist. See sample passage
in Table 8. Results indicated that readers still experienced comprehension difficulty in the
qualified condition when the target action was fully operative. These results provide support for
resonance as unrestricted and dumb. Additionally, results showed readers use general world
knowledge to maintain a globally coherent representation of protagonist.
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Table 7.
Sample passage from Albrecht and O’Brien (1993)
Introduction:
Today, Mary was meeting a friend for lunch. She arrived early at the restaurant and decided to
get a table. After she sat down, she started looking at the menu.
Consistent Elaboration:
This was Mary’s favorite restaurant because it had fantastic junk food. Mary enjoyed eating
anything that was quick and easy to fix. In fact, she ate at McDonalds at least three times a
week. Mary never worried about her diet and saw no reason to eat nutritious foods.
Inconsistent Elaboration:
This was Mary’s favorite restaurant because it had fantastic health food. Mary, a health nut, had
been a strict vegetarian for 10 years. Her favorite food was cauliflower. Mary was so serious
about her diet that she refused to eat anything that was fried or cooked in grease.
Neutral Elaboration:
This was Mary’s favorite restaurant because it has a nice quiet atmosphere. Mary frequently ate
at the restaurant and had recommended it to all of her friends. She especially liked the cute
tables and the country style cloths on them. It made her feel right at home.
Filler:
After about 10 minutes, Mary’s friend Joan arrived. It had been a few months since they had
seen each other. Because of this Mary and Joan had a lot to talk about and chatted for over a half
hour. Finally, the signaled the waiter to come take their orders. They checked the menu one
more time. Mary and Joan had a hard time deciding what to have for lunch.
Critical Sentences:
Mary ordered a cheeseburger and fries.
She handed the menu back to the waiter.
Closing:
Her friend didn’t have as much trouble deciding what she wanted. She ordered and they began to
chat. They didn’t realize there was so much for them to catch up on.
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Table 8.
Sample passage from O’Brien, Rizzella, Albrecht, and Halleran (1998)
Introduction:
Today, Mary was meeting a friend for lunch. She arrived early at the restaurant and decided to
get a table. After she sat down, she started looking at the menu.
Consistent elaboration:
This was Mary's favorite restaurant because it had fantastic junk food. Mary enjoyed eating
anything that was quick and easy to fix. In fact, she ate at McDonald's at least
three times a week. Mary never worried about her diet and saw no reason to eat nutritious foods.
Inconsistent elaboration:
This was Mary's favorite restaurant because it had fantastic health food. Mary, a health nut, had
been a strict vegetarian for ten years. Her favorite food was cauliflower. Mary was so serious
about her diet that she refused to eat anything which was fried or cooked in grease.
Qualified elaboration:
As she was waiting, Mary recalled that this had been her favorite restaurant because it had
fantastic health food. Mary recalled that she had been a health nut and a strict
vegetarian for about ten years but she wasn't anymore. Back then, her favorite food had been
cauliflower. At that time, Mary had been so serious about her diet that she had refused to eat
anything which was fried or cooked in grease.
Filler:
After about ten minutes, Mary's friend arrived. It had been a
few months since they had seen each other. Because of this they had a lot
to talk about and chatted for over a half hour. Finally, Mary signaled the
waiter to come take their orders. Mary checked the menu one more
time. She had a hard time deciding what to have for lunch.
Target sentence 1:
Mary ordered a cheeseburger and fries.
Target sentence 2:
She handed the menu back to the waiter.
Closing:
Her friend didn't have as much trouble deciding what she wanted. She ordered, and they began to
chat again. They didn't realize there was so much for them to catch up on.
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Further support for the maintenance of both local and global coherence within the
memory-based view comes from Cook, Halleran, and O’Brien (1998). Participants read passages
in which a protagonist engaged in an action that would be considered inconsistent with the
description given for a secondary character. That is, the passage introduced the protagonist’s
friend and elaborated on a critical characteristic (e.g., Mary’s friend Joan is a vegetarian). By
rewriting the elaboration sections from O’Brien et al. (1998) to describe the secondary character
they were able to directly test the premise that resonance is unrestricted. Reading times on the
target sentence (e.g., Mary ordered a cheeseburger and fries) were not slowed, indicating that
readers were not disrupted by the information about the secondary character; however, a
subsequent probe study revealed that characteristics of the secondary character became
reactivated following the target sentence. This is consistent with an unrestricted reactivation
process in which concepts (e.g., vegetarianism) will become active based on their degree of
featural overlap (i.e., the characters’ eating habits). This study also demonstrates that relevance
does not determine what information will influence the reactivation process. Activation based
upon featural overlap can be described as activation based not on relevance but rather on
“relatedness.”
Perhaps the most convincing evidence that related but outdated information continues to
influence activation comes from O’Brien, Cook, and Guéraud (2010). In O’Brien et al. passages
describe a critical character or object undergoing an irreversible change-in-state (e.g., a tree is
cut down). See sample passage in Table 9. The passages contain information that is either
consistent, inconsistent, or qualified with respect to a target sentence (e.g., All that remained of
the tree was a stump). The critical qualified condition, a tree is described, a decision is made that
it will not be cut down, but then the tree was struck by lightning and must be cut down. In this
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Table 9.
Sample passage from O’Brien, Cook, and Guéraud (2010)
Introduction:
Susan was writing her first novel from her study at home.
Consistent condition:
Her study was on the second floor and she had a beautiful view from one of the widows facing
the backyard. She loved to sit and think about what she wanted to write while looking out the
window at a graceful old oak tree. When her husband wanted to cut it down she reluctantly
agreed with him. They both thought it was a tragedy that such a beautiful tree had to be taken
down. Still, they had it cut down and removed.
Inconsistent condition:
Her study was on the second floor and she had a beautiful view from one of the widows facing
the backyard. She loved to sit and think about what she wanted to write while looking out the
window at a graceful old oak tree. Once her husband wanted to cut it down but she stopped him.
She thought it would be a tragedy if such a beautiful tree were taken down. He agreed and
decided not have it cut down and removed.
Qualified condition:
Her study was on the second floor and she had a beautiful view from one of the widows facing
the backyard. She loved to sit and think about what she wanted to write while looking out the
window at a graceful old oak tree. Once her husband wanted to cut it down but she stopped him.
She thought it would be a tragedy if such a beautiful tree were taken down. He agreed and
decided not to have it cut down and removed. Soon afterwards, however, the tree was struck by
lightning and had to be cut down.
Filler:
Susan really wanted to focus on working on her novel. She had already outlined the plot and
developed her characters. Today, though, she was suffering from a bad case of writer’s block.
She just could not decide what she wanted to write next. While she was thinking, she got up and
went over to look out the window.
Target sentence 1:
All that remained of the tree was a stump.
Target sentence 2:
Susan missed seeing the tree in her yard.
Closing:
She decided to plant a new tree in the same spot in the spring.
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condition, the outdated information (e.g., the characters decided not to cut down the tree) is
paired with an irreversible change of state. Although the outdated information was rendered
inconsequential, readers still showed signs of disruption; the target sentence was read
more slowly in the qualified condition than the consistent condition. Because the outdated
information was related, it became reactivated through a passive resonance process. This
information then continued to affect processing.
One critical point made by Cook and Guéraud (2005) in reference to the “Mary studies”
by O’Brien and colleagues, is that the inconsistency between Mary being a vegetarian and her
ordering a cheeseburger occurs at the level of GWK. That is, the inconsistency is not due to the
surface structure of the text itself; the narrative does not contain information explicitly stating
that vegetarians do not eat meat or that cheeseburgers are meat. Rather, these connections, and
thus the inconsistency between the character description and her actions, occur at the level of
GWK and not within the text itself.

The RI-Val Model of Comprehension
Recently, the unique influence of GWK has been a topic of focus in the literature of
increasing interest (e.g., Isberner & Richter, 2014; Singer, 2006; 2013; Singer & Doering, 2014).
A classic view in psychology suggests a two-stage model of comprehension and evaluation in
which a reader must first understand the information read before she can validate the information
against GWK (see Richter & Rapp, 2014 for an overview). However, a traditional two-stage
model cannot necessarily account for the impact of GWK on the comprehension process itself
(i.e., validation). Validation refers to the process by which the message of the text is monitored
for consistency (e.g., Singer, 2013). Previously, the validation stage has been separated out from
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comprehension under the assumption that text must first be comprehended before it is validated
(Connell & Keane, 2006). However, if a reader integrates the contents of WM with the concepts
that have become active through a resonance process, given sufficient contextual overlap, the
episodic trace of the text will compete with any information active in GWK to dominate the
integration stage. Evidence suggests that the connections made during the integration stage are
based solely on “goodness of fit,” or semantic overlap (Cook, 2014; Ferreira, Ferraro, & Bailey,
2002; Ferreira & Patson, 2007; Sanford, 2002). Stopping at the integration stage would suggest
that readers do not necessarily check the output of integration against GWK when clearly this
must be taken into account (Singer, 2006; 2013; Singer & Doering, 2014; Singer & Halldorson,
1996). In fact, recent evidence suggests that not only is validation not optional, it occurs
automatically (e.g., Isberner & Richter, 2014). In line with this progression from two-stage to
three-stage models of comprehension, a new instantiation of the memory-based model of reading
comprehension was recently presented by O’Brien and Cook (Cook & O’Brien, 2014; O’Brien &
Cook, in press). The three-stage memory-based model includes: resonance (R), integration (I)
and validation (Val)—RI-Val. Within the RI-Val model, the three stages (resonance, integration,
and validation) are considered to be passive, parallel and asynchronous processes. They are
passive, meaning that their occurrence is automatic and not actively initiated by the reader. The
stages occur in parallel but are asynchronous because activation (resonance) begins before
integration, which begins before validation. And finally, there comes a point at which the three
processes are running at the same time (i.e., in parallel). During the resonance stage, each time
the reader encounters new information, that information as well as the contents of WM send a
signal to all of memory. Related information in all of memory resonates in response to this
signal; the information that resonates to the highest degree, above a given threshold, becomes
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readily available to the reader and serves to guide integration. During the integration stage,
information that has become available through resonance is linked to information in WM. As
soon as there is a minimum of two concepts upon which to operate, one from resonance and one
in WM, integration proceeds and a linkage is formed between the two. Linkages formed during
integration are assumed to occur based only on their “goodness of fit,” or semantic overlap
(Cook, 2014; Ferreira, Ferraro, & Bailey, 2002; Ferreira & Patson, 2007; Sanford, 2002).
Linkages then can be viewed as concepts that have been joined due to a minimum level of
semantic overlap such that they “fit sufficiently.” During the validation stage these linkages are
verified or “validated” against information in LTM, which includes GWK. Either contextual
information, information from GWK, or information from both sources may exert influence on
the validation process. O’Brien and Cook (in press) have adopted a passive, pattern-matching
mechanism similar to the partial-matching hypothesis proposed by Reder and colleagues (e.g.,
Kamas et al., 1996; Reder & Cleeremans, 1990; Reder & Kusbit, 1991). Kamas and Reder
(1995) suggest that this passive mechanism involves comparing conceptual features in active
memory to information reactivated from LTM. This mechanism allows for features to “match” if
they have a sufficient number of overlapping features even if the underlying concepts are not
identical (i.e., partial match). This mechanism provides a powerful way through which linkages
can be “checked” via a passive process that has the potential to make evident the mismatch
caused by inconsistencies or anomalies. The mismatch would then guide further comprehension.
O’Brien and Cook (2016) further suggest that a reader’s coherence threshold will
influence how long a reader spends on the validation stage before moving on in the text (in
press). The coherence threshold is presented as an empirically testable subcomponent of a
reader’s “standards of coherence,” previously discussed as a larger set of standards defined by
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van den Broek et al. (1995). In contrast, a complete definition of standards of coherence does not
lend to testable predictions or empirical manipulations.

A complete definition of standards of coherence is:
…standards reflect a reader’s knowledge and beliefs about what
constitutes good comprehension as well as the reader’s specific goals for reading the
particular text. Readers use these standards to gauge their comprehension and to
determine whether to engage in further comprehension processes… (van den Broek,
Virtue, Everson Tzeng, & Sung, 2002, p. 137)

Although this definition makes standards of coherence sounds like a predominantly readerdriven, strategic process, van den Broek et al. (2011) contend that comprehension involves both
automatic and strategic processes. They argue that automatic processes are continuous, whereas
strategic processes are only initiated by the reader when the reader has judged them necessary for
establishing a given level of coherence. Thus, strategic processes are employed only when the
reader “feels” that their standards of coherence are not being met; this implies that strategic
processes are only employed when automatic processes have failed. One of the problems with
this definition is the sheer number of variables that can interact and influence a reader’s
standards of coherence. Isolating these variables to make a priori predictions about how
standards of coherence will impact comprehension stands as an unfeasible task.
Despite the difficulty in testing standards of coherence, O’Brien and Cook (2016) do not
contest that refined definitions (e.g., van den Broek, Virtue, Everson Tzeng, & Sung, 2002)
include many complex factors that impact the comprehension process. Indeed, O’Brien and Cook
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readily acknowledge the philosophical value in such a list. However, without constraints on the
construct of standards of coherence it is difficult to test empirically.
Within the RI-Val model, a reader with a higher coherence threshold will allow more
time in the validation stage; additional time in the validation stage will presumably bolster
maximal comprehension. In contrast, a reader with a low coherence threshold may require
substantially less output to buildup in the validation stage before moving on in the text. It is more
likely in this scenario that critical information may not have become available to influence
comprehension. This reader will likely miss important information that might have a large
impact on the memory representation of the text.
Support for the RI-Val model was demonstrated by Cook and O’Brien (2014) when they
used the contradiction paradigm to directly test the impact of varying the strength of the
connection between GWK and information in a target sentence describing a character’s actions.
They hypothesized that if the inconsistency effect is mediated by and validated against GWK,
then manipulating the strength of the relation between GWK and the character’s actions
described in the target sentence should moderate the size of the effect (p.28). For example a
character, Mary, who was described as a vegetarian, ordered either a “cheeseburger” in the
“high-related” condition or ordered “tuna salad” in the “low-related” condition; in the highrelated condition, the connection between GWK for “vegetarian” is very strong, whereas, in the
low-related condition, this connection is notably weaker. See sample passage in Table 10. If the
strength of the connections between concepts in GWK (with a stronger connection in the highrelated condition than the low-related condition) influences the size of the inconsistency effect,
reading times on a target sentence should be longer in the high-related condition than in the lowrelated condition. Strong connections between “cheeseburger” and “vegetarian” through GWK
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Table 10.
Sample passage from Cook and O’Brien (2014)
Introduction:
Today Mary was meeting a friend for lunch. She arrived early at the restaurant and decided to get
a table. After she sat down, she started looking at the menu.
Consistent Elaboration:
This was Mary’s favorite restaurant because it had fantastic meat dishes. She enjoyed eating
anything that was quick and easy to fix. In fact, she ate at McDonald’s at least 3 times a week.
She never worried about her diet and saw no reason to limit what she ate.
Inconsistent Elaboration:
This was her favorite restaurant because it had fantastic health food. She, a health nut, had been a
strict vegetarian for 10 years. Her favorite food was cauliflower. She was so serious about her
diet that she refused to eat anything which was fried or cooked in grease.
Filler:
After about ten minutes, Mary's friend arrived. It had been a few months since they had seen
each other. Because of this they had a lot to talk about and chatted for over a half hour. Finally,
Mary signaled the waiter to come take their orders. Mary checked the menu one more time. She
had a hard time figuring out what to have for lunch.
Target Sentences:
High Related: Mary decided to order a cheeseburger.
Low Related: Mary decided to order a tuna salad.
She handed the menu back to the waiter.
Closing:
Her friend didn’t have as much trouble deciding what she wanted. She ordered and they began to
chat again. They didn’t realize there was so much for them to catch up on.
Probe for Experiment II and III:
Mary was a strict vegetarian.
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of “meat” (i.e., vegetarians do not eat meat; cheeseburgers contain meat) exist in the “highrelated” condition. Presumably, when a reader encodes a target sentence, these concepts become
reactivated quickly, are available for integration with the contents of WM, and are easily verified
against GWK. Results confirmed this prediction; an immediate slowdown was observed on the
first target sentence. In the low-related condition by contrast, the connection between
“vegetarian” and “tuna salad” is much more tenuous. A weaker connection delays the activation
of “vegetarian” and subsequently, the integration and validation processes. In the low-related
condition, readers did not show measurable comprehension difficulty until the second target
sentence. A verification probe procedure also confirmed that it took longer for concepts to
become available to the reader.
Further support for the RI-Val model came from research on processing anomalies. Cook
(2014) designed passages in which the text made reference to a particular object (e.g., cello). See
sample passage in Table 11. Participants then read target sentences that required them to
reinstate either a correct antecedent (e.g., cello), an incorrect but highly-related antecedent (e.g.,
violin), or an incorrect and low-related antecedent (e.g., oboe). Response times demonstrated that
participants were quicker to read a reinstatement target sentence in the correct condition (i.e.,
cello) than in either the incorrect, low-related condition (i.e., oboe) or incorrect, high-related
condition (i.e., violin). However, participants in the incorrect, low-related condition took longer
to read a reinstatement target sentence than either the correct or incorrect, high-related condition.
In the correct and incorrect, high-related conditions, antecedents shared more featural overlap
than did the correct condition and the incorrect, low-related conditions. Presumably the increased
featural overlap between the correct antecedent and the incorrect, high-related antecedent
assisted in the integration process connecting newly encoded information with the LTM
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Table 11.
Sample Passage from Cook (2014) Experiment I
Introduction:
Terry loved classical music. She spent most of her waking
hours listening to it, either in her room or in the car.
Correct Antecedent:
Terry decided that it would be fun to teach herself how to play.
She drove to a music shop located in the next town. As she
entered the store she saw a beautiful cello. The large instrument
was almost bigger than she was. Terry decided she
wanted to learn how to play it. She imagined herself sitting
down to play the heavy instrument. Terry asked the salesman
for a price. After thinking for a few minutes, she decided to
buy it that afternoon.
Incorrect–High-Overlap Condition:
Terry decided that it would be fun to teach herself how to play.
She drove to a music shop located in the next town. As she
entered the store she saw a beautiful violin. It was very
lightweight and fit perfectly between her chin and shoulder.
She imagined herself dancing as she played beautiful music.
Terry asked the salesman for a price. After thinking for a few
minutes, Terry decided to buy it that afternoon.
Incorrect–Low-Overlap Condition:
Terry decided that it would be fun to teach herself to play. She
drove to a music shop located in the next town. As she entered
the store she saw a beautiful oboe. The keys were bright and
shiny, and the case was lined in black velvet. Terry decided
she wanted to learn how to play it. She imagined herself
fingering the keys to create perfect notes. Terry asked the
salesman for a price. After thinking for a few minutes, she
decided to buy it that afternoon.
Background:
When Terry arrived home she found a message on her answering
machine from her friend Jill. Because Terry hadn’t
spoken to Jill in over a week, she decided to invite her over for
coffee. When Jill came over, she told Terry that she had a new
boyfriend. After chatting about Jill’s new boyfriend for a
while, Jill asked Terry about what was new with her.
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Table 11 Continued
Reinstatement and Spillover Sentences:
Terry showed her the cello she bought.
She even tried to play a few notes.
Closing:
Terry told Jill that she was going to start practicing that very
evening.
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representation of the text. However, the connection, or linkage between the target sentence and
the prior context was then validated. During the validation stage, the linkage was checked and by
the following sentence, reading times indicated that participants continued to process the
antecedent; spillover sentences were read slower in both incorrect conditions. An additional
experiment assessed whether the goodness of fit between the correct and incorrect, high-related
antecedents was based on contextual information, conceptual information, or both. Contextual
elaboration of the antecedents was eliminated which led to longer reading times in both incorrect
conditions than in the correct condition; further, no significant difference was detected between
incorrect conditions. Without the contextual cues from the text to assist in linking incoming
information with previously encoded information about the text, both incorrect antecedents were
difficult to integrate. Presumably, in the absence of contextual cues it is more likely that the
reader reinstated the specific object; when contextual information was present and described
features held in common by multiple objects, it is conceivable that the anaphor was not
completely resolved during a reinstatement target sentence in the incorrect conditions. Reading
time data supports this; the reinstatement sentence was read more quickly in the incorrect, highrelated condition than in the incorrect, low-related condition. Further, the slow-down
demonstrated in the spillover sentence in both incorrect conditions reflects the validation
process. Although contextual information aided integration in the incorrect, high-related
condition, links formed during integration were then checked against GWK wherein the conflict
between the representation of the text and GWK causes continued measurable disruption.
Williams, Cook and O’Brien (in prep) used a different type of semantic anomaly to
examine the validation stage. The Moses Illusion refers to a specific type of semantic anomaly in
which readers fail to detect incorrect information (e.g., How many animals of each kind did
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Moses bring on the Ark?). Previous research has incorporated question-answer paradigms to
demonstrate that semantic distortions are often undetected when the distortions share features in
common with the correct concept (e.g., Erickson & Mattson, 1981; Reder & Kusbit, 1991). In
the Moses example, most readers quickly answer, “Two,” without noticing that the question
asked about Moses (a highly related distortion) instead of Noah (the correct concept). Williams
et al. argued that there must be conditions under which readers will detect the distortion because
they have the requisite knowledge (i.e., that it was Noah, and not Moses who took the animals on
the ark) in LTM. This led them to utilize a version of the Moses Illusion embedded in narrative
passages to assess readers’ moment-by-moment comprehension of semantic anomalies. See
sample passage in Table 12. Participants read passages in which they are introduced to a main
character (e.g., Tom) followed by a context section that would provide either six (high-context)
or two (low-context) contextual cues (e.g., “a great flood”) consistent with the correct concept
(e.g., Noah). After the context section participants read a target sentence with either the correct
concept or distorted concept (e.g., Noah/Moses brought two animals of each kind on the ark).
Participants then read spillover sentences to measure any comprehension difficulty that might
carryover from the target sentence. Contextual cues were always consistent with the correct
concept. Results demonstrated that anomalous information (i.e., distortions) led to a slowdown in
reading time. However, the timing of this slowdown depended on the amount of competing
activation from the episodic memory trace of the text and information in GWK. In the lowcontext condition, target sentences were read more slowly in the distorted condition than in the
correct condition. However, in the high-context condition, there was no difference in reading
times between the correct and distorted conditions on the target sentence; participants in the
high-context distorted condition did not slowdown until the spillover sentence. According to the
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Table 12.
Sample Passage from Williams, Cook, and O’Brien (in prep) Experiment I
Introduction:
Tom was an avid reader who enjoyed many different kinds of magazines and books. Each
morning, Tom started his day by eating a bowl of cereal and reading the morning paper. He
found this time to be both relaxing and informative. When Tom had any free time, he would
sneak away to his den and read as much as he could. He took great pride in being well-read and
saw reading as a way to broaden his world knowledge.
High Context:
Because of his desire to understand other people’s culture, Tom decided to read some of the
bible. He began with the Old Testament and the many stories found within its chapters. Tom
read about the beginning of mankind and a great flood that God had used to punish his
people. Although Tom was not devotedly religious, he thought that by reading about prominent
religious figures he would better understand other people’s views. One new piece of
information Tom learned was that
Low Context:
Because he had the day off from work, Tom decided that he was going to spend the majority of
the day reading. Tom was excited for some quiet time. After reading the latest sports news on
the internet, he happily settled down in his study with a book on world culture and religion. The
first few chapters Tom read were written about some of the opening stories of the bible. One
new piece of information Tom learned was that
Target Sentence:
Noah/Moses brought two animals of each kind on the ark.
Spillover Sentence:
Tom enjoyed learning about the ark in the bible.
Closing:
Eventually, Tom’s eyes grew tired and he got up to take a break. He made himself a sandwich
and thought about all the interesting things he had read about.
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RI-Val model (Cook & O’Brien, 2014) when participants read the target sentence a signal is sent
out to all of memory. Concepts that resonate most strongly will reach a threshold of activation
and return to WM. During integration, linkages are formed between information that has become
available during the activation stage and information from the target sentence. In the highcontext condition, there is a significant amount of related information emanating from the
episodic memory trace to compete with information stored in GWK; the initial linkage will be
dominated by episodic, contextual information that shares features in common with both the
correct and distorted concepts. Thus, readers do not slowdown on the target sentence in the highcontext distorted condition because the match is “good enough.” However, disruption is seen
during the spillover sentence because processing continues and during the validation stage, the
linkages are checked and the mismatch in the distorted condition is registered. In contrast, in the
low-context condition, less contextual information from the episodic memory trace will compete
with semantic information in GWK and a slowdown may occur earlier.
In a second experiment, Williams et al. added a background section between the context
and target sentence. See sample passage in Table 13. In the first experiment, when participants
read the target sentence, contextual information from the episodic trace (the context section)
should be active in memory and thus available to compete with semantic information from
GWK. By adding a background section, contextual information should no longer be active and
thus, it will not immediately compete with information that becomes active in GWK. In the
absence of such competition, the mismatch between GWK and the distorted target sentence
became available sooner; participants read the target sentence slower in the distorted condition
regardless of how much context they had read.
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Table 13.
Sample Passage from Williams, Cook, and O’Brien (in prep) Experiment II
Introduction:
Tom was an avid reader who enjoyed many different kinds of magazines and books. Each
morning, Tom started his day by eating a bowl of cereal and reading the morning paper. He
found this time to be both relaxing and informative. When Tom had any free time, he would
sneak away to his den and read as much as he could. He took great pride in being well-read and
saw reading as a way to broaden his world knowledge.
High Context:
Because of his desire to understand other people’s culture, Tom decided to read some of the
bible. He began his reading with the Old Testament and the many stories found within its
chapters. Tom read about the beginning of mankind and a great flood that God had used to
punish his people. Although Tom was not devotedly religious, he thought that by reading about
prominent religious figures he would better understand other people’s views.
Low Context:
Because he had the day off from work, Tom decided that he was going to spend the majority of
the day reading in his den. Tom was excited for some quiet time. After reading the latest sports
news on the internet, he happily settled down in his study with a book on world culture and
religion. The first few chapters Tom read were written about some of the opening stories of the
bible.
Background:
His desire to learn about new topics helped make Tom’s reading material more interesting.
Usually, Tom enjoyed material that was full of unique information. Sometimes Tom would
write down notes to help him remember facts. However, he felt he had a superb memory. Tom
thought he was capable of remembering large chunks of information without taking notes.
Today was a day he chose to think about what he learned without taking notes. One new piece of
information Tom learned was that
Target Sentence:
Noah/Moses brought two animals of each kind on the ark.
Spillover Sentence:
Tom enjoyed learning about the ark in the bible.
Closing:
Eventually, Tom’s eyes grew tired and he got up to take a break. He made himself a sandwich
and thought about all the interesting things he had read about.
______________________________________________________________________________
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In two subsequent experiments, Williams et al. manipulated the readers’ coherence
threshold to assess its impact on the timing of anomaly detection. Using materials from the first
experiment in which the high or low context section immediately preceded the target sentence,
the coherence threshold was first raised and then lowered. Participants’ coherence threshold was
raised by increasing the number of comprehension questions they were asked from one per
passage to three. Before reading the experimental passages, practice passages were included with
three comprehension questions in order to establish a higher demand on the reader. Raising the
readers’ coherence threshold should increase the amount of time they allow for the validation
stage to run to completion before moving on in the text. When the coherence threshold was
raised, results demonstrated that participants read the target sentence slower in both the high and
low-context distorted conditions compared to the correct condition. Given a higher threshold for
a “match”, participants allowed more information to accumulate before moving on in
the text. This allowed the mismatch to become evident sooner, despite the increased amount of
related information in the high-context condition.
In a final experiment, Williams et al. lowered the coherence threshold by asking
comprehension questions roughly one-third of the time. There were no differences in reading
times on the target sentence across conditions. On the spillover sentence, participants in the lowcontext distorted condition slowed down. Thus, by lowering the coherence threshold, the
mismatch in the distorted condition between episodic, contextual information and semantic
GWK was delayed in the low-context condition and not measurable in the high-context
condition. The results of all four experiments support the RI-Val model of comprehension. Initial
integration appears to be based on featural overlap between the current text and the contents of
active memory. Linkages formed during integration are then “checked” against information in
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LTM. However, the extent to which validation will run to completion will depend, at least
partially on the reader’s coherence threshold. It is of note that both contextual, episodic
information and semantic GWK may dominate initial validation processes. However, as
validation proceeds, it should become increasingly context-free; the longer validation runs its
course the more GWK will dominate the process.
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CHAPTER III
THE ROLE OF GENERAL WORLD KNOWLEDGE AND TEXT-BASED KNOWLEDGE IN
NARRATIVE TEXT

Two broad sources have the potential to impact text comprehension at a given point in
time: the episodic memory trace (i.e., contextual information) and GWK. In a brief narrative that
provides limited contextual support for anything but an underdeveloped situation model, a reader
will rely heavily on GWK. During the activation, integration, and validation stages, GWK will
compete with relatively little text-based information provided by a brief narrative. In contrast, in
an extended narrative with rich elaboration and contextual detail, it is likely that a reader will
form a more highly-developed situation model; in this scenario, information provided by the
text-base should compete with GWK in its influence over the three stages of comprehension.
Rizzella and O’Brien (2002) demonstrated clearly the influence of GWK on the
comprehension process. Their research was designed to address seemingly contradictory findings
in two previous studies designed to measure the speed and probability of accessing concepts in
text (see Albrecht & O’Brien, 1991; Yekovich & Walker, 1986). Whereas Albrecht and O’Brien
(1991) found that central concepts are more readily accessible within narrative text, Yekovich
and Walker (1986) demonstrated that peripheral concepts are retrieved more quickly within
script-based text. An important distinction between the two studies is the type of text used.
Albrecht and O’Brien (1991) used narrative texts in which conceptual relatedness depended
mainly on connections established within the narrative itself, rather than relying on preestablished connections between concepts and narrative theme from GWK; Yekovich and
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Walker (1986) made use of script-based texts which capitalize on stereotypical situations with
commonplace activities and routines that evoke a set of prescribed knowledge (e.g., going to a
restaurant; see Bower, Black & Turner, 1979). This distinction prompted Rizzella and O’Brien
(2002) to tease apart the relationship between conceptual dominance (i.e., central versus
peripheral) and accessibility within a memory-based framework (i.e., resonance). Across several
experiments, Rizzella and O’Brien compared narrative and script-based text, and also varied
conceptual centrality (central vs. peripheral) and relatedness to text theme (high-related vs. lowrelated). Recall and recognition probes (including related and unrelated words that did not
explicitly appear in the text known as “foils”) were used to measure accessibility of concepts.
First, Rizzella and O’Brien replicated and extended Yekovich and Walker’s findings by using
their script-based passages. When recognition probes were used, participants took longer to
recognize theme-related, central foils than peripheral concepts. Additionally, the false-alarm rate
(stating incorrectly that a foil had appeared in the passage) was higher for central foils. Rizzella
and O’Brien then used cued recall to eliminate the possibility that participants were relying in a
plausibility-judgment strategy (e.g., Reder, 1982) by simply responding to probes based on their
“goodness of fit” with the theme of the passage. Cued recall results also showed that central
concepts are more difficult to access than peripheral concepts in script-based texts; participants
took longer to produce central concepts than they did to produce peripheral concepts. Rizzella
and O’Brien next manipulated centrality of concepts by varying the elaboration of central versus
peripheral concepts in script-based and narrative text. In both script-based and narrative text the
number of times a concept was mentioned was controlled (central concepts were mentioned
more than peripheral concepts). In script-based texts only, theme centrality (how related a
concept is to the theme of the passage) was also manipulated; this was not done for narrative text
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because concepts are generally unrelated to the passage theme. Whether foils were unrelated or
related, central concepts were recognized more quickly for both script-based and narrative texts
and error rates were lower for central concepts. When a recall procedure was used, central
concepts were still produced quicker than were peripheral concepts. Rizzella and O’Brien noted
that a critical difference from Yekovich and Walker’s (1986) original study as well as the
replication is that centrality of the concept was based entirely on relatedness to passage theme;
within a script-based text the connection between the theme and the concept is based on GWK.
When a concept was probed for recall, the signal was sent out to all of memory and information
about the script from GWK would resonate and compete with information resonating from the
episodic memory trace of the text itself. There would be a higher degree of competing activation
of script-based knowledge from GWK for central concepts than for peripheral but equal amounts
of resonating information from the episodic memory trace; thus participants would be able to
recognize the peripheral concept as having appeared in the passage more quickly because there
would be less competition between GWK and the episodic memory trace of the text. Conversely,
when elaboration of central and peripheral concepts was varied the greater number of mentions
of central concepts in the text would increase the amount of activation drawn to the episodic
memory trace. Consequently, response times for central concepts were quicker than peripheral
concepts because the overall activation from both GWK and the episodic memory trace was
higher for central concepts. Overall results indicate that central concepts are more readily
accessible; however, under certain, limited conditions the opposite finding that peripheral
concepts are more easily accessed is true. Peripheral concepts are more readily accessible when
a) the text is script-based, b) elaboration of central and peripheral concepts is held constant and
theme-relatedness is used to measure centrality, and c) theme-related foils are used in a
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recognition task. Under these circumstances, the competing activation between information
activated in GWK (which in script-based text is well-established) and information from the
episodic memory trace causes source confusion (e.g., Fincher-Kiefer, 1995) and difficulty
recognizing central concepts as having occurred in the text. Overall results make clear the
interaction between GWK and the text representation.
During the resonance process, information from multiple sources (e.g., GWK and
context) will compete. In the absence of rich, contextual support, information that returns to
active memory will be dominated by GWK (e.g., Cook & O’Brien, 2014). However, Williams et
al. (in prep) showed that given sufficient contextual support, information from the episodic
memory trace (i.e., context) influenced validation and readers took longer to detect semantic
anomalies. The influence of competing activation was also outlined in Kendeou, O’Brien and
colleagues’ account for the successful use of refutation text in aiding the knowledge revision
process within the Knowledge Revision Components (KReC) Framework (Kendeou & O’Brien,
2014; Kendeou, Walsh, Smith & O’Brien, 2014). The KReC principle of competing activation
states that as the amount of correct information related to a misconception increases and is
integrated into a preexisting network, the new information will begin to overpower the network
much like the high contextual cues that dominated the processing of semantic anomalies in
Williams et al. (in prep).
The competing activation principle subsumed under both the RI-Val model of
comprehension (Cook & O’Brien, 2014; O’Brien & Cook, in press) as well as in the KReC
framework (Kendeou & O’Brien, 2014) should also hold true in any text genre. For example, one
might imagine that in a fantasy-type text, newly acquired information in the narrative would be
in direct opposition to information in GWK about what is possible in the real-world (e.g., a
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wizard changes a person into a toad). Information in GWK is dominated by real-world
expectations and rules about the physical limitations of a person (e.g., we know that a person
cannot be changed into a toad). However, if enough information about the specific fantasy-world
in a text is encoded into LTM, the competing activation that this new, fantasy-based information
draws should overpower preexisting knowledge about the real-world. Further, the fantasy-based
knowledge should draw activation away from GWK about the real-world.
A different way of examining the interaction between GWK and narrative is by using
fictional settings that represent unrealistic worlds. A recent study by Rapp, Hinze, Slaten and
Horton (2014) examined the reader’s use of information acquired from both unrealistic and
realistic narrative texts. They pointed out that although there is no reason to believe the contents
of a fictional text, (in fact, in some types of fiction there is much reason not to believe
information presented), several studies have shown that readers depend on information they
acquire in a fictional text to complete various tests of that knowledge (e.g., Appel & Richter,
2007; Gilbert, Krull, & Malone, 1990; Gilbert, Taforodi, & Malone, 1993; Prentice, Gerrig, &
Bailis, 1997; Wheeler, Green, & Brock, 1999). Rapp et al. made use of method established by
Marsh and colleagues (e.g., Marsh, Meade, & Roediger, 2003) to determine when, and to what
degree readers rely on accurate, misleading, or neutral statements embedded in the text. Marsh
and colleagues have demonstrated that readers provide inaccurate information after reading
misleading versions of narrative text; further, they often report not only that the information
appeared in the text, but misreport that they knew the information previously (e.g., Marsh &
Fazio, 2006). However, unlike previous studies, Rapp et al. varied the type of fictional text by
using both realistic and unrealistic narratives.
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Although Rapp et al. suggested that it is surprising that readers rely on information from
fictional text, assuming a memory-based view of text processing, this phenomenon does not
seem unlikely. In fact, given the three assumptions of the resonance process—it is passive,
dumb, and unrestricted—it is easy to imagine a reader of a fictional text encoding information
about the narrative into LTM; when later tested, a signal would be sent to all of memory and any
information that reached a sufficient threshold of activation (information from GWK and or
information about the text) would return to WM to impact comprehension. Rapp et al. suggested
that one possibility is that readers may “compartmentalize,” or store information from fictional
sources separately from GWK about the real-world. However, this seems unrealistic for a
number of important reasons. A reader would have to determine the boundaries of what would
go in one compartment and what would go in the other; this would require an entire set of
production rules to encode information in compartments. To separate out memory structures
would require much strategic processing and an enormous amount of capacity. Although
compartmentalization is unlikely, there seem to be qualitative differences when reading text that
takes place in an unrealistic fictional setting. Rapp et al. demonstrated that readers relied less on
information that they had acquired in an unrealistic text compared to information they had
acquired from realistic texts.
One major difference readers face when reading unrealistic fictional texts is the presence
of contextual information that violates GWK about the real-world. In any text situated in the
real-world, whether it be non-fiction or fiction, the reader should have no trouble validating the
information they have read against GWK and contextual information as long as the author has
not violated basic assumptions that hold true in the real-world. However, in any text set in a
counterfactual world (e.g., fantasy) the reader must make affordances because the author will
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intentionally violate what the reader knows to be a rule in the real-world. Thus, unless there is a
mechanism that allows for GWK to be violated (e.g., competing activation), the reader of a
fantasy text will have difficulty validating information throughout the text. As any reader of
fantasy, science fiction, or fairy tales can attest, we have no problem comprehending a different
world in which the rules violate those of our own. In fact, in a good story of this type, a reader
can become easily immersed and wildly engaged by a so-called counterfactual world. And yet, it
must also be the case that information about fantasy-worlds, well-known superheroes, and
beloved magical creatures should become a part of a reader’s GWK just like any other type of
information they encounter. The question then becomes, when does so called “fantasy-GWK”
exert enough influence on the reader to overcome contradicting information about real-world
rules? I will consider this question in the context of several studies which examine counterfactual
and/or fantasy-based information.
Ferguson and colleagues have assessed the impact of real-world violations on
comprehension using both eye-tracking and event-related potential (ERP) studies (Ferguson &
Sanford, 2008; Ferguson, Sanford & Leuthold, 2008). In a series of studies, Ferguson, Sanford
and colleagues used eye-tracking (Ferguson & Sanford, 2008) and ERP (Ferguson, Sanford &
Leuthold, 2008) to measure comprehension of counterfactual statements that were real-world
incongruent. The consistent finding was that real-world violations caused an early and
measurable disruption to comprehension. This supports the idea that information is validated
against GWK in the absence of rich contextual support from the episodic memory representation
of the text. This implies that even when a reader is in a counterfactual/fantasy world, and
violations do not break the rules of this world, at some low level there is a recognition that GWK
has been violated.
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In a related study, Nieuwland and van Berkum (2006) used ERP with short stories in
which inanimate objects took on animacy (e.g., a peanut falls in love). In the first experiment,
participants listened to brief passages composed of six sentences in which a human character has
a conversation with either another person (animate condition) or an inanimate object (inanimate
condition). See sample passage in Table 14. Each sentence used an anaphoric noun phrase to
reference the person or object-character (i.e., the peanut). ERPs were recorded for these critical
anaphors. ERP results showed greater N400 signals, an electrophysiological measure of
comprehension difficulty, on the first sentence in the inanimate condition. However, the
difference between N400 readings was not significant by the third sentence and remained equal
between conditions through the rest of the narrative. Nieuwland and van Berkum argued that the
context built up support for inanimate characters taking on animate roles; in the first sentence
participants were disrupted, but by the third sentence participants were no longer disrupted by
animacy violations. Given enough supportive context for a counterfactual/unrealistic world in
which a peanut is an animate character, measurable disruption was attenuated.
To further explore the impact of context on animacy violations, Nieuwland and van
Berkum conducted a second experiment in which all passages contained inanimate objects that
take on animate characteristics. Participants listened to passages in which an inanimate object is
introduced as a character with human-like qualities (e.g., a peanut that can walk and talk and
display human emotion) See sample passage in Table 15. Later in the passage, the character is
described in a way consistent to its animate role (e.g., the peanut was in love) or consistent with
its traditional, inanimate form (e.g., the peanut was salted). Results demonstrated an increased
N400 effect when the peanut was described in a manner consistent with an inanimate object
(e.g., the peanut was described as salted) rather than the love-struck character established in the
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Table 14.
Sample passage from Nieuwland and van Berkum (2006) Experiment I
(approximate translation from Dutch)
1. Once upon a time, a psychotherapist was consulted in her home office by a yacht/sailor with
emotional problems.
2. The yacht/sailor confided in her that everything in life had gone wrong and started crying.
3. The psychotherapist consoled the yacht/sailor by stating that everyone experiences these kinds
of troubles every now and then.
4. But the yacht/sailor doubted whether to continue outlining his problems to her.
5. The psychotherapist advised the yacht/sailor to be honest not only with her, but especially
with himself.
6. At that moment the yacht/sailor cried out that he was absolutely terrified of water.
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Table 15.
Sample passage from Nieuwland and van Berkum (2006) Experiment II
(Approximate translation from Dutch)

A woman saw a dancing peanut who had a big smile on his face. The peanut was singing
about a girl he had just met. And judging from the song, the peanut was totally crazy about her.
The woman thought it was really cute to see the peanut singing and dancing like that. The peanut
was salted/in love, and by the sound of it, this was definitely mutual. He was seeing a little
almond.
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narrative. This research supports the idea that information is initially validated against GWK
even when a reader is in a counterfactual/fantasy world (see also Ferguson & Sanford, 2008;
Ferguson, Sanford & Leuthold, 2008). Establishing a rich context that will influence the
validation process takes time to build up. However, given sufficient contextual support, the
influence of the fictional world can overcome the influence of GWK and influence the validation
process by competing with information resonating from GWK. A critical point to be emphasized
is that validation against GWK is passive (i.e., not under the reader’s control); in a
counterfactual/fantasy-text wherein counterfactual information is checked against GWK,
validation is doomed to initial failure unless there is specific information stored in GWK related
to the counterfactual event. The latter point was demonstrated in a series of studies using wellknown, fantasy-characters (e.g., Filik, 2008).
One instance in which validation of counterfactual information might bypass this initial
failure can be demonstrated in studies using well-known, fantasy-characters. Filik (2008)
designed passages in which a well-known fantasy-character or an unknown, non-fantasycharacter is introduced (e.g., the Incredible Hulk or Terry). The character then acts in a way that
is possible for both characters or the character acts in a way that is only consistent with the
abilities of the well-known fantasy-character (e.g., glared at/picked up a lorry). See sample
passage in Table 16. Eye-movement data was collected on the critical region (e.g., the word
“lorry”) as well as other post-critical regions. Results demonstrated that readers were not
disrupted when a well-known fantasy-character performed an act that was impossible in the realworld. One sentence was enough to draw on the fictional knowledge of the well-known character
in GWK. Filik and Leuthold (2008) conducted a follow-up study using ERP with the same
materials used in Filik (2008). ERP evidence also supported that given a one-sentence
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Table 16.
Sample passage from Filik (2008)
Fantasy Character:
The Incredible Hulk was annoyed that there was a lot of traffic on his way.
He glared at/picked up the lorry and carried on down the road.
Non-Fantasy Character:
Terry was very annoyed at the traffic jam on his way to work.
He glared at/picked up the lorry and carried on down the road.
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introduction to a well-known fantasy-character, readers showed no evidence of disruption when
that character did something impossible in the real-world (e.g., the Incredible Hulk lifts a cab);
there was no N400 effect usually found readers process anomalies.
Filik and Leuthold (2013) pointed out that the previous results (e.g., Filik, 2008, Filik &
Leuthold, 2008) do not necessary provide concrete evidence that readers use information stored
about well-known characters in LTM/GWK because the comparison texts were based in the realworld. They noted that it could be the case that when reading fantasy-text, readers engage in
what Gerrig (1998) called a “willing suspension of disbelief,” (although it is not clear that
Gerrig’s intent was to imply that the reader shuts off GWK when reading fictional-text). Warren
et al. (2008) marks this as the point at which “the impossible becomes possible.” To address this
point, Filik and Leuthold designed two additional experiments, the first using ERP and the
second using eye-tracking methodology. The purpose of their next studies was to further explore
if and when readers make use of character-based knowledge from GWK. In experiment one,
short passages were designed in which either one of two well-known fantasy characters of
differing abilities was introduced or a non-fantasy character (e.g., the Incredible Hulk, Scooby
Doo and Shaggy, or Terry). They read passages that were either narrative consistent, meaning
the fantasy character performed real-world impossible actions that were possible given the
character’s abilities, narrative inconsistent in which fantasy characters that did not have the
correct abilities performed a real-world impossible action, or real-world inconsistent, in which
the non-fantasy character performed a real-world impossible action. See sample passage in Table
17. Results demonstrated an increased N400 for both inconsistent conditions but no increase in
the narrative consistent condition.
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Table 17.
Sample passage from Filik and Leuthold (2013) Experiment I
Narrative Consistent:
The Incredible Hulk
The Incredible Hulk was annoyed at the traffic in front of him. The angry man picked up the
lorry and continued on his way
Narrative Inconsistent:
Scooby Doo and Shaggy
Shaggy was annoyed at the traffic in front of him. The angry man picked up the lorry and
continued on his way.
Real-world Inconsistent:
Traffic Jam
Terry was annoyed at the traffic in front of him. The angry man picked up the lorry and
continued on his way.
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In a second experiment, the same materials were used except a real-world inconsistent
condition was added. In the real-world inconsistent condition a non-fantasy character performed
a real-world impossible action. See sample passage in Table 18. Eye-movement was measured
during reading. Results indicated that readers were disrupted when reading about characters
performing inconsistent actions; this was true both of well-known fantasy characters and nonfantasy characters. Eye-movement data also demonstrated that readers could more easily recover
from such disruptions for well-known fantasy characters than they could for non-fantasy
characters (e.g., when Shaggy lifted a cab versus when Terry, the human lifted a cab). These
results suggest that readers store and make use of specific information about well-known fantasy
characters within GWK. This result is in conflict with the idea that when reading a fantasy text,
readers will generally accept that anything is possible. Instead, when well-known character
information is stored in GWK, it is quickly utilized in comprehending text. When validating an
inconsistent action against GWK, information about the well-known character will quickly
influence this process.
Like Filik and colleagues, Foy and Gerrig (2014) relied on well-known fantasy characters
to capitalize on the readers’ stored character knowledge of impossible/unrealistic actions. They
also sought to demonstrate that some real-world consistent actions and outcomes are not
expected of well-known fantasy characters. They argued that readers store information about
well-known fictional characters (e.g., Superman) and use this information to evaluate what is
normal and or expected, and in turn, abnormal and or unexpected for a certain character in a
narrative text. In their first experiment, an ordinary character (e.g., a Boston police officer) or a
well-known fantasy character (e.g., Superman) face either a realistic event (e.g., He died when
the bullets hit him in the chest) or a fantastic event (e.g., The bullets bounced off his chest and hit
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Table 18.
Sample passage from Filik and Leuthold (2013) Experiment II
Narrative Consistent:
The Incredible Hulk
The Incredible Hulk was annoyed at the traffic in front of him. The angry man picked up the
lorry and continued on his way
Narrative Inconsistent:
Scooby Doo and Shaggy
Shaggy was annoyed at the traffic in front of him. The angry man picked up the lorry and
continued on his way.
Real-world Consistent:
Traffic Jam
Terry was annoyed at the traffic in front of him. The angry man glared at the lorry and continued
on his way.
Real-world Inconsistent:
Traffic Jam
Terry was annoyed at the traffic in front of him. The angry man picked up the lorry and
continued on his way.
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the ground). See sample passage in Table 19. Participants read target sentences faster when the
character and event were consistent (i.e., an ordinary character faces a realistic event or a fantasy
character faces a fantastic event). For example, readers were faster to read that bullets bounced
off Superman’s chest than reading that the same thing happened to the Boston police officer. By
the same token, readers were faster to read that the Boston police officer died when bullets hit
him in the chest than when Superman died when bullets hit him in the chest. These results also
support the presence of information in GWK about well-known fantasy characters. Within the
RI-Val model, when information is validated against information that has become available
through activation and integration from the text and GWK, information stored and activated
about Superman and his powers in GWK is consistent with Superman experiencing fantastic
events and inconsistent with him experiencing real-world consistent events (e.g., dying when
bullets hit his chest).
In two follow-up studies, Foy and Gerrig (2014) describe a familiar fictional character
(e.g., Shrek), an unfamiliar fictional character that was closely tied to a familiar character (e.g.,
Shrek’s cousin Krug), or an unfamiliar, ordinary character (e.g., an ordinary farmer named Tom)
experience realistic or fantastic events. See sample passage in Table 20. Participants read
sentences that described a character experience a fantastic event equally fast in the familiar
fictional character and unfamiliar fictional character conditions (i.e., Shrek and Shrek’s cousin
Krug). Foy and Gerrig argued that the close link between the familiar and unfamiliar fictional
character places the unfamiliar character in the established fantasy world of the former (i.e.,
Krug is placed in Shrek’s world). Information about the familiar character (e.g. Shrek) is then
activated when a participant reads about the unfamiliar character (e.g., Shrek’s cousin Krug).
Both textual information and information from GWK about the familiar character support the
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Table 19.
Sample passage from Foy and Gerrig (2014) Experiment I
Realistic story:
Officer Wagner drove around the streets of Boston, on patrol. Over the radio, he heard that there
was a disturbance at a bank. He drove to the bank to investigate the situation. When he went
inside, he saw a man holding a gun. He saw the man turn towards him and fire.
Fantastic story:
Superman soared over the skyscrapers of Metropolis, patrolling the city. In the distance he heard
an alarm go off at a bank. He flew towards the bank to investigate the situation. When he went
inside, he saw a man holding a gun. The man turned towards Superman and fired at him.
Realistic event:
He died when the bullets hit him in the chest.
Fantastic event:
The bullets bounced off his chest and hit the ground.
The man turned and ran towards the exit.
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Table 20.
Sample passage from Foy and Gerrig (2014) Experiment IIa. and IIb.
Familiar Fantastic:
Shrek went to bed but was unable to fall asleep. After tossing and turning for an hour, he decided
to get up. He walked around his cabin and saw that everybody else was asleep. Shrek’s stomach
growled loudly and he realized that he was hungry. He walked to the kitchen and decided to have
a late night snack.
Unfamiliar Fantastic:
Shortly after Shrek married Fiona, his cousin Krug came up to visit for a week. One night Krug
was having a hard time falling asleep, so he decided to get up. He walked around his cabin and
saw that everybody else was asleep. Krug’s stomach growled loudly and he realized he was
hungry. He walked to the kitchen and decided to have a late night snack.
Unfamiliar Ordinary:
Thomas owned a farm nearby Shrek’s swamp. Being afraid of ogres, Thomas kept a pitchfork by
his bed at night. One night, he heard something outside and was unable to sleep. He lit a candle
and walked around his farm to make sure that there were no ogres creeping about. His stomach
grumbled when he walked in to the kitchen, so he decided to have a snack.
Fantastic Event (Experiment IIa):
He gobbled down a big plate of tasty slugs.
Realistic Event (Experiment IIb):
He ate a small cup of yogurt with raisins.
Afterward, he yawned and crawled into bed.
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integration and initial validation processes permitting the reader to capitalize on what they know
about the familiar character and generalize it to the unfamiliar character. Although Foy and
Gerrig (2014) demonstrated the power of established fantasy-world knowledge to act as a part of
GWK, it is unclear how readers process texts that deal with unfamiliar fantasy-worlds or
unfamiliar fantasy-characters that might draw upon information in GWK about fantasy-worlds.
Recently, Dean, Cook and O’Brien (in prep) argued that it must be the case that readers
are able to read stories about unfamiliar, novel fantasy-characters without being continually
disrupted. Indeed, they posited that the nature of the narrative opening might serve as a cue to
activate fantasy-related information from GWK. They designed narrative passages involving
unfamiliar, novel fantasy characters to examine the impact of classic, storybook opening lines on
comprehension. See sample passage in Table 21. Participants read narrative passages that began
with either a classic storybook opener (e.g., Once upon a time…) or a neutral opener (e.g., One
day…). Next, they are introduced to either a well-known fantasy character that interacts in their
established fantasy world (e.g., Superman on the planet Krypton) or an unknown fantasy
character with comparable abilities interacting in a comparable but unknown fantasy-world (e.g.,
Benjamin and the planet Waldorf). Next, a filler section was read, which ends with a critical
action involving the fantasy character (e.g., a man fires a gun at Superman/Benjamin). The
participant then read a target sentence in which the outcome would be possible in a fantasyworld but impossible in the real-world (e.g., The bullets hit and bounced off his chest). Results
demonstrated that there was no difference in reading time between the known characterstorybook opener condition (e.g., Once upon a time Superman…) and the known characterneutral opener condition (e.g., One day Superman…). Presumably, with a well-known character
readers have access to information about the character and fantasy-world stored in GWK (e.g.,
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Table 21.
Sample passage from Dean and O’Brien (in prep) Experiment I
Storybook Opener:
In a faraway city not unlike Boston lived a man unlike any other. He was careful to hide himself
from the rest of the world. However, at times it was impossible not to use his powers.
Common Opener:
Greenery can be hard to come by in a large city. Walking through endless scenes of concrete
makes the parks popular places for retreat. Recreational parks are often crowded places where
people partake in many activities.
Introduction:
Superman/Benjamin decided to walk to the neighborhood park to enjoy the beautiful weather. As
he was walking, he looked up at the sky. He thought of Krypton/Waldorf and how different his
life would have been on his home planet. However, he enjoyed his superhuman abilities on Earth
and his ability to save other people’s lives. Only sometimes, he wished he would not have to
keep his identity a secret and hide all his unique powers from everyone. He could just fly to the
park instead of walk.
Filler:
But the weather was beautiful, and he enjoyed the nice walk. At the park, he strolled down the
walking path and enjoyed the sights. Families were having picnics on the grass. In the distance
some kids were passing a baseball. After some time, he realized it was starting to get dark and
that it was time to head home. As he walked by an alley, a man jumped out and pressed a gun
against his back, demanding he empty his pockets. Superman/Benjamin turned towards the
robber. Alarmed, the man fired the gun at Superman/Benjamin.
Target:
The bullets hit and bounced off his chest.
Spillover:
Shocked, the robber dropped the gun and ran.
Conclusion:
Superman/Benjamin kicked the gun aside and apprehended his attacker. Using his super strength
and power of flight, he delivered the criminal to the police station.
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Filik, 2008; Filik & Leuthold, 2008; Filik & Leuthold, 2013; Foy & Gerrig, 2014). Thus, when
they encounter the target sentence, it will activate related knowledge from the context of the
episodic memory trace and information from GWK. The storybook opener is not necessary for
the reader to strengthen the narrative representation or to access additional fantasy knowledge
from GWK in the known-character condition. However, in the unknown character-storybook
opener condition (e.g., Once upon a time Benjamin…) participants read target sentences faster
than in the unknown character-neutral opener condition (One day Benjamin…). Critically,
reading times for the unknown character-storybook opener condition did not differ from either
known character condition. Dean et al. argued that the storybook opener strengthened the
narrative’s fantasy nature within the memory representation of the text. In the unknown character
conditions, there is no information residing in GWK about the character; thus, only when
preexisting fantasy knowledge is accessed, are readers not disrupted by real-world impossible
events involving unknown characters.
In a second experiment, Dean et al. reduced the amount of storybook information in the
opener from three sentences of storybook information to one sentence of storybook information
and two neutral sentences. This experiment was designed to address the possibility that the
storybook opener served to prime information in GWK about fantasy text to assist the reader.
Results indicated that there was no difference in reading times of the target sentence between the
unknown character conditions; there was no impact of opener type. Further, reading time for
both unknown character conditions were reliably slower than both known character conditions.
Together these results suggest that the nature of the story’s opener can strengthen the fantasybase of the narrative’s memory representation.
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The nature of the memory representation can be bolstered by both contextual information
and GWK. However, in the absence of a strong base of fantasy-knowledge for a particular
narrative, the memory representation must be built up from scratch using rich, contextual
information. In many fictional and or fantasy-texts, readers are exposed to a counterfactual,
make-believe world in which real-world violations, impossibilities are the norm. If validation is
truly passive, the question then becomes if one creates a fantasy-text long enough to establish a
contextual knowledge-base (i.e., counterfactual world-knowledge of the rules established in the
fantasy-text), which becomes part of the knowledge-base against which validation occurs, can
that contextual knowledgebase overcome real-world violations and allow the reader to process
the text without experiencing any interference from GWK about the real-world? A secondary
question is that if the extended fantasy-text is able to establish such a contextual knowledge-base
about the fantasy-elements, will the volume and interconnectedness of the memory
representation of the fantasy-knowledge impact readers’ comprehension of fantasy-unrelated,
real-world inconsistencies?
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CHAPTER IV
EXPERIMENTS
The goal of the current experiments was to explore the interaction between activation,
integration, and validation and their combined impact on comprehension of a novel, fantasynarrative. A subsequent goal was to investigate the competing activation mechanism and the
differential impacts of that mechanism on real-world violations and fantasy-world violations as a
function of the amount of fantasy-related information made available to the reader. In
Experiments I-III, contradictions (i.e., sentences that violated information established earlier in
the narrative) involved non-fantasy elements of the narrative (i.e., fantasy-unrelated) and thus,
violated GWK and had no related-contextual support from the fantasy-discourse to counter this
violation (e.g., a character that was described as a vegetarian makes cheeseburgers for dinner). In
Experiments IV-VI, the contradictions involved fantasy-elements of the narrative and thus
violated both real-world GWK as well as the directly-related fantasy-context (e.g., a character
that was described as lacking the ability to turn invisible disappear against the background).
Although fantasy-related violations were inconsistent with the directly-related fantasy-context,
they fit well within the broader context of the narrative, in which the main character had an
infinite array of supernatural powers. All Experiments were framed within the context of the RIVal model (Cook & O’Brien, 2014; O’Brien & Cook, in press).
In order to explore the impact of real-world violations as well as fantasy-world violations
on real-time comprehension, I utilized the contradiction paradigm, developed by O’Brien and
colleagues (Albrecht & O’Brien, 1993; Cook, Halleran, & O’Brien, 1998; O’Brien & Albrecht,
1992; O’Brien, Rizzella, Albrecht, & Halleran, 1998). The contradiction paradigm can be used to
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assess whether related information from either earlier portions of the narrative (i.e., context) or
GWK has become available. In this paradigm, participants read text that contains information in
a target sentence that conflicts with information in earlier portions of the text and or GWK. If the
conflicting information becomes active, then it should disrupt comprehension and inflate the
time to read the target sentence. Reading time provides a reliable assessment of the degree of
difficulty integrating information into memory; therefore, it provides an excellent measure of
contributions of earlier portions of the text or GWK to moment-by-moment comprehension. In
the present studies, I incorporated the contradiction paradigm into a narrative to assess the degree
of difficulty readers experience when real-world violations and fantasy-violations occur in a
novel, fantasy-text.

Experiments I-III
Experiments I-III contained fantasy-unrelated contradictions. That is, the inconsistent
target sentences violated mundane, non-fantasy elements of the narrative. Fantasy-unrelated
contradictions were always inconsistent with both the context of the narrative as well as GWK.
For example, when a character was described in the text as being a health-conscious, strict
vegetarian and a reader then encountered a target sentence in which the same character cooks
cheeseburgers for dinner, both the related-context and the reader’s GWK are inconsistent with
this event. The reader will likely experience disruption from this inconsistency shown in a
measurable slowdown to read the target sentence. However, if the fantasy-narrative is
sufficiently rich, the contextual support for the fantasy-world—and by extension, the occurrence
of impossible events—should become part of the reader’s GWK that may influence validation.
This newly established, GWK for fantasy-based information could serve to mitigate the effects
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of any real-world violation. In these experiments, I make the distinction between preexisting
GWK (which could contain fantasy information in addition to an abundance of real-world
information) and newly-established GWK—that is, fantasy-based GWK that has been
established in the context of the current narrative. For the sake of clarity, I will continue to refer
to contextual information that may become part of the reader’s fantasy-based GWK, as
contextual support from the narrative.
In the current narrative, while fantasy-events were possible, it is also the case that socalled “magical” characters interacted in a relatively normal, non-magical world in which realworld rules apply. In this setting, violations of GWK that do not pertain to the fantasy-context
(i.e., fantasy-unrelated contradictions) should still be validated predominately based on realworld guidelines. Experiment I was designed to assess the impact of fantasy-unrelated violations
that occurred at a local level. In Experiment II, fantasy-unrelated violations occurred at three
positions within the narrative to assess whether the strength of the overall fantasy-context—with
contextual support and strength accumulating over the course of the narrative—would impact the
reader’s comprehension of violations at a local level. In Experiment III, the same fantasyunrelated violations occurred at three positions at the global level to assess whether the broad,
fantasy-context would affect comprehension of fantasy-unrelated violations.

Experiment I
In Experiment I, participants read an extended fantasy-narrative that contained fantasyunrelated violations at a local level. See Appendix A for the full narrative used in Experiment I.
Following previous research (e.g., Ferguson & Sanford, 2008; Ferguson, Sanford & Leuthold,
2008; Nieuwland & van Berkum, 2006), I predicted that an early impact of GWK would be
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observed such that real-world violations that are fantasy-unrelated would be detected (time to
read inconsistent target sentences would be longer). Given that the contradictions are fantasyunrelated, the context provides no specific information to mitigate the effect of the contradiction,
validation of real-world inconsistent information will likely fail—the reader’s GWK and textbased information related to the contradiction will be dominated by real-world expectations.
Method
Participants
Participants were 40 undergraduate students at the University of New Hampshire. All
participants were native English speakers and received partial course credit for participation in
the experiment.
Materials
Participants were randomly assigned to one of two versions of an extended fantasynarrative adapted from Roald Dahl’s, “Matilda,” (1988). Each version of the narrative contained
ten target sentences: five consistent and five inconsistent and ten spillover sentences. Target
sentences were 6-9 words and 40-43 characters long. There were always exactly seven words
that transitioned into the target sentences. Spillover sentences were 6-8 words and 40-43
characters long. The critical context (i.e., context that was either consistent or inconsistent with
relation to the target sentence) consisted of three sentences and 40-45 words. All contradictions
were fantasy-unrelated in nature, meaning that they involved non-magical elements of the
narrative. Fantasy-unrelated contradictions violated GWK and had no related contextual-support
from the fictional-world discourse to counter these violations. Each contradiction only appears in
a given position in the narrative, thus, the design is not fully counterbalanced. The contradictions
occurred at the local level—that is, the target sentences directly followed the consistent or
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inconsistent context. Target sentences were directly followed by spillover sentences to capture
delayed-processing effects. In all experiments, “yes” or “no” comprehension questions were
inserted to periodically break up the text and to ensure participants were reading carefully. These
comprehension questions also provided the reader an opportunity to take short breaks if
necessary before resuming the story.
Procedure
All participants were run individually. Participants were randomly assigned to one of two
material sets. The fantasy-narrative was presented on a video monitor controlled by a Dell 386
microcomputer.
After providing informed consent, participants were asked to place each hand on either
side of the experimental apparatus. They were instructed to rest their right thumb on a lineadvance key, their right index finger on a “yes” key, and their left index finger on a “no” key. At
the beginning of the experiment, the word “READY” appeared in the center of the screen. When
participants were ready to begin the narrative, they pressed the line advance key. Each
subsequent press of the line advance key erased the previous line of text and presented a new line
of text, so participants read the narrative line by line. Participants were instructed to read at a
normal and comfortable rate. Comprehension time was measured as the time between the line
advance key presses. Comprehension questions were asked periodically throughout the course of
the narrative. Before a comprehension question, the word “QUESTIONS” appeared for 2000
milliseconds in the center of the screen. The comprehension questions then automatically
appeared, and participants were instructed to indicate their yes or no answer using the
appropriate keys. If participants responded incorrectly, the word “ERROR” appeared centered on
the screen for 750 milliseconds. After the participant answered the comprehension question, the
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word “READY” appeared centered on the screen. The participant was instructed to use the
“READY” screen as an opportunity to take a short break before resuming the narrative if needed.
This instruction was given to maximize the chance that participants would continue reading
carefully as they made their way further into the lengthy narrative. Participants were asked to
complete two practice passages with the experimenter monitoring to ensure they were familiar
with the procedure before beginning the study. Across all experiments, participants took between
45-60 minutes to read the narrative.
Results and Discussion
Across all Experiments, reading times for the target sentences as well as spillover
sentences were recorded. Reading times that were greater than 2.5 standard deviations from the
mean were discarded. This resulted in the loss of less than 3% of the data for each experiment. In
all experiments reported, F refers to tests against an error term based on participant variability.
No tests were run using an error term based on item variability. This is because all of the target
sentences were embedded within one narrative and altering the narrative to make one item
consistent or inconsistent would have potential consequences on how other target sentences were
read; therefore a standard items analysis was not possible. All analyses reported are significant at
the .05 alpha level unless otherwise indicated.
The mean reading times of the target and spillover sentences in Experiment I are
presented in Table 22. Target sentences were read more slowly in the inconsistent condition than
in the consistent condition, F(1,38) = 45.101, MSe = 74,779.3. There were no reliable
differences in reading time for the spillover sentence (p = .199).
The purpose of Experiment I was to confirm that despite rich contextual support for
impossible and magical events, if a violation occurs at the level of GWK and does not directly
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Table 22.
Experiment I: Mean Reading Times (in milliseconds) and standard deviations (in parentheses) as
a Function of Consistency
Target Sentence
Spillover Sentence

Consistent
1727 (460)
1964 (466)

Inconsistent
2138 (555)
2052 (530)
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involve the fantasy-context, comprehension will be disrupted. Consider the predictions using the
RI-Val model given the following contradiction from the materials. Olive, the story’s magical
protagonist, flies to the library every week and sees the same librarian, Anna. Anna was either
described in the consistent condition as being harsh and stern, (Anna always kept a close watch
over all who visited the town library and would never let anyone misbehave on her watch. She
was unforgiving, harsh, and very stern with everyone. In fact, Anna’s rules were both strict and
unrelenting.), or she was described as kind and patient in the inconsistent condition, (Anna
always kept a close watch over all who visited the town library and visitors were always well
behaved on her watch. She was kind, good natured, and patient with everyone. In fact, Anna’s
rules were both compassionate and understanding.). Readers then encountered text that
described Olive forgetting to return a novel on time to the library and a target sentence: Anna
screamed at Olive on her next visit. According to the RI-Val model, when a reader encounters
the target sentence, a signal will go out to all memory in parallel. Any information that reaches a
certain threshold of activation will return to WM. In this scenario, when contradictions are
presented at the local level, when the reader encodes the target sentence it is likely that
contextual information about Anna, the librarian and her characteristics are held in active
memory. Within the context of the RI-Val model, this contextual information would dominate
the integration stage when linkages are formed between the contents of active memory and the
output of the activation stage, before the validation stage proceeds. During the validation stage,
the linkages made between the information made available through resonance about Anna’s
characteristics and the target sentence in which she screamed at Olive, are passively “checked.”
Consider the inconsistent condition, in which Anna was described as kind and patient. This
information would be linked to the target information and during the validation stage, a
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mismatch would become evident and a slowdown in reading should result. The results were
consistent with this prediction and establish a baseline in which real-world contradictions that are
fantasy-unrelated disrupt comprehension.

Experiment II
One explanation for the results of Experiment I is that the contradiction effect was driven
by violations that occurred early in the narrative before sufficient fantasy-context had been
presented that could mitigate disruption when reading even fantasy-unrelated contradictions. It is
possible that in an extended narrative, in which the reader has been provided with sufficient time
and contextual support to develop an elaborate situation model and large store of fantasy-based
knowledge, that the reader may process real-world contradictions differently because the amount
of fantasy-based information (i.e., context) increasingly competes for activation. Therefore, it
could be the case that an overall contradiction effect for real-world violations in Experiment I
occurred because position was not controlled or examined. That is, most of the obtained effects
were the result of contradictions that occurred early in the narrative and not late in the narrative.
It is possible that despite violations occurring to fantasy-unrelated narrative elements, that as the
fantasy context begins to dominate the situation model, it will influence the activation,
integration, and validation of non-fantasy contradictions. If this is the case, fantasy-unrelated
contradictions will eventually fail to disrupt comprehension late in the narrative. Alternatively, it
is possible that regardless of genre, the type of information being validated and overall amount
and strength of information from the context and GWK related to the contradiction will dictate
whether it will disrupt comprehension. Assuming the latter position, a reader that encounters a
fantasy-unrelated violation should be disrupted regardless of its position in the text. Experiment
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II was designed to explore this issue. In Experiment II, target sentences were broken up into
three positions in the narrative to assess the impact of contextual support over the course of the
narrative. See Appendix B for the full narrative. Please note that sections marked
“backgrounding” were included in Experiment III only.
Method
Participants
Participants were 40 undergraduate students at the University of New Hampshire. All
participants were native English speakers and received partial course credit for participation in
the experiment.
Materials
The materials consisted of the same extended narrative used in Experiment I. However,
each version of the narrative contained 24 target sentences that were either consistent or
inconsistent. The target sentences were broken up into beginning, middle, and end segments of
the fictional narrative in order to detect any effect of position. Eight of these appeared early,
eight appeared in a middle section and eight appeared late in the narrative. Passages were nested
within position such that a given item only occurred in one position in the narrative.
Contradictions once again occurred at the local level.
Procedure
The procedure was the same as Experiment I.
Results and Discussion
The mean reading times of the target and spillover sentences in Experiment II are
presented in Table 23. Target sentences were again read more slowly in the inconsistent
condition than the consistent condition, F(1,38) = 85.492, MSe = 155,248.559. Planned
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Table 23.
Experiment II: Mean Reading Times (in milliseconds) and standard deviations (in parentheses)
as a Function of Consistency and Position
Early
Consistent

Target
Sentence 1861 (389)
Spillover
Sentence 2081 (486)

Middle

Late

Inconsistent

Consistent

Inconsistent

Consistent

Inconsistent

2534 (646)

1795 (487)

2168 (545)

1783 (367)

2148 (601)

2319 (616)

1734 (372)

1959 (512)

1807 (422)

2020 (551)
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comparisons revealed that this effect was significant at each position: early, F(1,38) = 71.768,
MSe = 252,282.406; middle, F(1,38) = 24.504, MSe = 226,835; and late, F(1,38) = 23.320, MSe
= 229,044.130. However, the strength of this inconsistency effect differed by position, F(2,76) =
6.187, MSe = 99,416.309. Planned comparisons revealed that the inconsistency effect was
stronger early in the narrative when compared to both the middle of the narrative, F(1,38) =
8.528, MSe = 422,199.443; and the late portion of the narrative, F(1,38) = 9.794, MSe =
385,834.410. The strength of the inconsistency effect did not differ reliably for target sentences
occurring in the middle of the narrative versus target sentences occurring late in the narrative (p
= .941). Target sentences were read more slowly when they occurred earlier in the narrative than
when they occurred later, F(2,76) = 9.207, MSe = 145,744.156.
Spillover sentences were also read more slowly in the inconsistent condition than in the
consistent condition, F(1,38) = 26.614, MSe = 114,817.051. Planned comparisons revealed that
this effect was reliable at each position: early, F(1,38) = 10.066, MSe = 226,322.278; middle,
F(1,38) = 11.631, MSe = 174,299.147; and late, F(1,38) = 7.788, MSe = 233, 582.786. There
were no reliable differences in the size of the inconsistency effect as a function of position (p =
.969). Planned comparisons confirmed this (all p’s > .818). Spillover sentences were also read
more slowly when they occurred earlier in the narrative than when they occurred later in the
narrative, F(2,76) = 23.956, MSe = 117,821.814.
It is clear from the pattern of reading time results that the position of the fantasyunrelated contradictions did not mitigate the contradiction effect. Although the absolute size of
the contradiction effect was larger when it occurred early in the narrative, the contradiction effect
did indeed carry through the entire narrative: early, middle and late. Despite an abundance of
fantasy-context that supported the occurrence of impossible events, readers continued to be
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disrupted by real-world violations that were fantasy-unrelated in nature. These results support the
prediction that fantasy-unrelated information that violates preexisting GWK will be validated
against directly related context and GWK. The mismatch between the inconsistent target
sentences and the information available during the validation stage remains clear. Although the
size of the contradiction effect was larger when it occurred early in the narrative, it is difficult to
assume differential processing based on the absolute size of the contradiction. Furthermore, as
will be demonstrated later, this position effect did not replicate in Experiment III when fantasyunrelated contradictions occurred at a global level.

Experiment III
In Experiment II, readers continued to be disrupted by fantasy-unrelated violations even
late in the narrative when presumably, a large amount of contextual support for impossible
events had accumulated. Another possibility is that continued disruption in Experiment II may
have occurred because the conflicting information co-occurred in active memory (i.e., conflicting
context was likely held in active memory when the reader encoded the target sentence). This
would have increased the impact of preexisting GWK and counter activation emanating from the
contextual information (i.e., the fantasy-context). Experiment III assessed this possibility. The
same 24 fantasy-unrelated violations occurred at a global level. See Appendix B for the full
narrative, which includes sections labeled “backgrounding.” Once again, given an extended
narrative with time and contextual support to develop an elaborate situation model, it creates the
possibility that a large store of fantasy-based knowledge will exert a strong influence even on
fantasy-unrelated contradictions. Indeed, at a global level, the critical contextual information
related to the contradiction should no longer be held in active memory. Competing fantasy-
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context may influence the activation, integration, and validation of fantasy-unrelated
contradictions and readers may not be disrupted by these contradictions later on in the narrative.
Conversely, if activation, integration and validation are dominated by the volume and strength of
related information from the text and preexisting GWK, readers should still be disrupted when
encountering a real-world violation even at the global level.
Method
Participants
Participants were 40 undergraduate students at the University of New Hampshire. All
participants were native English speakers and received partial course credit for participation in
the experiment.
Materials
The materials consisted of the same extended narrative used in Experiment II with the
following change: the 24 fantasy-unrelated violations occurred at a global level. This was
accomplished by adding a backgrounding section between the consistent or inconsistent context,
before the target sentence. This section was always five sentences long and 76-80 words.
Procedure
The procedure was the same as Experiments I and II.
Results and Discussion
The mean reading times of the target and spillover sentences in Experiment III are
presented in Table 24. Results again showed that target sentences were read more slowly in the
inconsistent condition than in the consistent condition, F (1,38) = 90.616, MSe = 111,805.
Planned comparisons revealed that this effect was significant at each position: early, F(1,38) =
62.779, MSe = 85,877.701; middle, F(1,38) = 42.787, MSe = 186,671.692; and late, F(1,38) =
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Table 24.
Experiment III: Mean Reading Times (in milliseconds) and standard deviations (in parentheses)
as a Function of Consistency and Position
Early
Consistent

Target
Sentence 1915 (458)
Spillover
Sentence 2256 (740)

Middle

Late

Inconsistent

Consistent

Inconsistent

Consistent

Inconsistent

2282 (609)

1802 (408)

2249 (606)

1837 (423)

2256 (663)

2243 (619)

1788 (392)

1943 (504)

1776 (471)

1972 (404)
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29.266. The strength of the inconsistency effect did not differ between any of the three positions
(all p’s > .24). Unlike Experiment II, target sentences were not read more slowly when they
occurred earlier in the narrative than when they occurred later in the narrative (p = .515).
Spillover sentences also tended to be read more slowly in the inconsistent condition than
in the consistent condition, F(1,38) = 3.962, MSe = 190,932.324, p = .054.
The inconsistency effect was not reliable for spillover sentences occurring early in the narrative
(p = .884); however, the effect of consistency was reliable for spillover sentences occurring in
the middle of the narrative, F(1,38) = 4.318, MSe = 221,173.936; and for spillover sentences
occurring late in the narrative, F(1,38) = 8.962, MSe = 170,848.935. However, the size of the
inconsistency effect tended to vary as a function of position. This interaction was marginally
significant, F(2,76) = 2.907, MSe = 84,306.739, p = .061. Planned comparisons confirmed that
the inconsistency effect tended to be larger in the middle position when compared to the early
position, F(1,38) = 3.61, MSe = 312,026.584, p = .065; and in the late position when compared
to the early position F(1,38) = 4.589, MSe = 380,563.529. The size of the inconsistency effect
did not differ reliably between the middle and late positions (p = .648). Spillover sentences were
read more slowly when they occurred earlier in the narrative than when they occurred later,
F(2,76) = 31.399, MSe = 122,644.022.
In Experiment III, when readers encoded a target sentence that was inconsistent, because
inconsistencies occurred at a global level, the directly-related context should not have been
active in memory. This allowed a greater chance for information from the newly-established
fantasy-context to influence the validation of fantasy-unrelated, real-world inconsistent
information. That the contradiction effect did not go away, even late in the narrative indicated
that validation continued to be dominated by preexisting GWK and directly-related context.
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Experiments IV-VI
In Experiments IV-VI, the nature of the contradictions changed: the contradictions
involved fantasy-elements of the narrative and thus violated both GWK as well as the directlyrelated fantasy-context. However, the fantasy-related violations fit well within the broader
context of the narrative in which the main character had an infinite array of supernatural powers.
For example, when the magical protagonist was described in the text as lacking the ability to turn
invisible and a reader then encountered a target sentence in which the same character
disappeared against her current surroundings, both the directly-related fantasy context (i.e., that
the character lacks the power of invisibility) and the reader’s GWK (i.e., that people cannot turn
invisible) are inconsistent with this event. The reader will likely experience disruption from this
inconsistency and slowdown when reading the target sentence. However, it is also that case that
fantasy-related inconsistencies fit well with the broad, fantasy-context in which the main
character performs impossible actions. Because the contradictions are related to the nature of the
narrative’s competing contextual-support, it is more likely that this context will influence
validation. Incorporating fantasy-related contradictions offered a way to begin testing the
strength of the broad, fantasy-context and its impact on the validation stage. Experiment IV will
begin to test this strength.
Experiment IV was designed to assess the impact of fantasy-related violations
that occurred at the local level. In Experiment V, fantasy-related violations occurred at two
positions within the narrative to assess whether the strength of the overall fantasy-context would
increase and possibly reduce reader’s disruption caused by violations at the local level later in
the narrative. In Experiment VI, the same fantasy-related violations occurred at two positions at a
global level to assess whether the general fantasy-context would affect comprehension of
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fantasy-related violations when the contradictory information was not readily available in active
memory.

Experiment IV
Experiment IV was designed to assess the overall impact of fantasy-related contradictions
in a novel, fantasy-narrative when contradictions occurred at a local level. See Appendix C for
the full narrative used in Experiment IV. Given that the violations were fantasy-related in nature,
the broad, fantasy-context built up during the narrative should influence the validation stage.
Information about the protagonist’s magical powers is likely to become available. This
information could impact the validation process; however, inconsistent target sentences also
violate directly-related fantasy-context. And given that the contradictions were not separated by
position (i.e., early or late in the narrative) and that they occurred at a local level, it is more likely
that the related-fantasy context will dominate the validation stage and produce a contradiction
effect.
Method
Participants
Participants were 40 undergraduate students at the University of New Hampshire. All
participants were native English speakers and received partial course credit for participation in
the experiment.
Materials
Experiment IV paralleled Experiment I: each version of the narrative contained ten
contractions: five consistent and five inconsistent all of which occurred at the local level.
However, in Experiment IV the contradictions were fantasy-related, meaning the text directly
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violated the related, fantasy-context. That is, the reader encountered a statement that directly
contradicted information established within the fantasy-world. Like in Experiments I-III, target
sentences were 6-9 words and 40-43 characters long. There were always exactly seven words
that transitioned into the target sentences. Spillover sentences were 6-8 words and 40-43
characters long. The critical context consisted of three sentences and 40-45 words.
Procedure
The procedure was the same as Experiments I-III.
Results and Discussion
The mean reading times of the target and spillover sentences in Experiment IV are
presented in Table 25. Target sentences were read more slowly in the inconsistent condition than
in the consistent condition. F(1,38) = 13.32, MSe = 72,729.503. This effect was not reliable for
the spillover sentence (p = .498).
The results of Experiment IV showed that despite rich contextual-support for impossible
and magical events, if a reader encounters fantasy-related violations that are inconsistent with
related context and preexisting GWK, comprehension will be disrupted. This disruption occurred
despite the increased competition from the broad, fantasy-context. Consider the predictions using
the RI-Val model given the following contradiction from the materials. Olive was at her teacher,
Miss Willows’ house for their daily tutoring lessons, during which the teacher and her pupil
explored Olive’s magical abilities. Olive was either described in a consistent condition as having
the ability to turn invisible, (Olive was excited when she found out she could turn invisible and
wished she could tell her friends but she could not. She could now travel about completely
unnoticed. The power of invisibility let her decide if she wanted to be seen or remain
undetected), or she was described as only wishing she could turn invisible, (Olive was excited by
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Table 25.
Experiment IV: Mean Reading Times (in milliseconds) and standard deviations (in parentheses)
as a Function of Consistency
Target Sentence
Spillover Sentence

Consistent
1812 (498)
2112 (537)
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Inconsistent
2032 (596)
2069 (575)

the thought of becoming invisible and only wished she could learn but she could not. She
yearned to travel about completely unnoticed but that wasn’t possible. The power of invisibility
would let her decide if she was seen or remained undetected). Readers then encountered text that
described Olive standing in Miss Willows’ living room and a target sentence: and she
disappeared against the wallpaper.
According to the RI-Val model, when a reader encounters the target sentence at a local
level, it is likely that related, fantasy-context about Olive’s ability or inability to turn invisible is
held in active memory. There is a greater likelihood that fantasy-related information from the
broad context (i.e., information related to the magical powers that Olive does have) would be
available to influence validation later in the text, when a large amount of context has been
established. However, given that the contradictions are spread across the narrative, it is likely
that an overall contradiction effect will be found. Further, because contradictions occurred at the
local level, when the reader encounters the target sentence, the related, fantasy-text should be
active. Thus, any opportunity that the broad fantasy-context would have to influence the
validation stage would be severely limited. The directly preceding contextual information (i.e.,
the text establishing that Olive did or did not have a given power) would dominate the
integration stage when linkages are formed between the contents of active memory and the
output of the activation stage, before the validation stage proceeds. During the validation stage,
the linkages made between the information made available through resonance about Olive’s
abilities and the target sentence in which she disappeared against the wallpaper, are passively
“checked.” Consider the inconsistent condition, in which Olive was described as lacking the
power to turn invisible. This information would be linked to the target information stating that
she disappeared, and during the validation stage, a mismatch would become evident and a
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slowdown in reading should result. The results were consistent with this prediction and establish
a baseline in which fantasy-related contradictions disrupt comprehension.

Experiment V
The contradiction effect observed in Experiment IV could have been driven by fantasyrelated contradictions that occurred early in the narrative before sufficient, broad fantasy-context
had been established. And although the contradictions in Experiment IV were fantasy-related,
meaning they directly contradicted information stated in the fantasy-context, the contradictions
were consonant with the broader fantasy-world. It is possible that a high amount of fantasycontext would compete with contradictory fantasy-context specific to a given contradiction even
when violations occurred at a local level. This buildup of fantasy information could provide a
sufficient “partial match” (e.g., Kamas et al., 1996; Reder & Cleeremans, 1990; Reder & Kusbit,
1991), such that readers would miss a fantasy-related contradiction despite having access to the
correct information. Experiment V was designed to explore this possibility. Experiment V
paralleled Experiment II; contradictions occurred at a local level and occurred either early in the
narrative or late in the narrative to assess the possible effect of position. See Appendix D for the
full narrative. Please note that sections marked “backgrounding” were included in Experiment VI
only. All contradictions in Experiment V were fantasy-related, meaning they violated the local
fantasy-context as well as preexisting GWK, but fit well within the broad, fantasy-context.
Results should reveal a contradiction effect early in the narrative before sufficient fantasycontext has been established. Given minimal supportive context in the early stages of the
narrative, validation of real-world, and fantasy-inconsistent information should fail. Later in the
narrative however, the contextual support that has built up throughout the narrative should begin
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to influence more strongly the validation stage for fantasy-related information. Additionally, the
contextual fantasy-based information may also draw on fantasy-knowledge stored in GWK.
Validation may be dominated by the broad fantasy-context and perhaps GWK about fantasyworlds. Fantasy-based information from throughout the narrative regarding Olive’s powers as
well as GWK of fantasy worlds will compete with inconsistent information from local fantasycontext that Olive only wished she could turn invisible but cannot as well as GWK. Presumably
a reader would have built up a store of fantasy-world knowledge provided by the text that
supports the occurrence of real-world impossibilities (e.g., wizards, magic, and flying). This may
come at a cost. Later in the narrative, readers would not be disrupted by fantasy-related
contradictions that violate real-world knowledge as well as the local fantasy-context. Measurable
disruption on a target sentence would be attenuated because sufficient contextual support for
fantasy-based events had been established and could outweigh the specific fantasy information
that had been contradicted in the context. Once again, it may also be the case that readers would
continue to be disrupted by fantasy-related contradictions later in the text because the validation
process would be dominated by local, fantasy-context given that the inconsistent information
would likely be in active memory when the reader encountered the inconsistent target sentence.
Method
Participants
Participants were 40 undergraduate students at the University of New Hampshire. All
participants were native English speakers and received partial course credit for participation in
the experiment.
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Materials
Experiment V paralleled Experiment II: it was designed to determine whether the
contradiction effect would get smaller as the broad fantasy-context had been strengthened later in
the narrative. In Experiment V, each version of the narrative contained 16 fantasy-related
contradictions that were either consistent or inconsistent. Eight of these appeared early in the
narrative and eight appeared late. Once again, contradictions appeared at a local level.
Procedure
The procedure was the same as Experiments I-IV.
Results and Discussion
The mean reading times of the target and spillover sentences in Experiment V are
presented in Table 26. Target sentences were again read more slowly in the inconsistent
condition than in the consistent condition, F(1,38) = 57.986, MSe = 75,502.378. Planned
comparisons revealed that this effect was significant at both positions: early, F(1,38) = 35.133,
MSe = 147,628.773; and late, F(1,38) = 28.677, MSe = 126,860.605. However, the strength of
the inconsistency effect did not differ by position (p = .461). Target sentences were read more
slowly when they occurred early in the narrative than when they occurred late in the narrative,
F(1,38) = 55.404, MSe = 60,758.009. There were no reliable effects on the spillover sentence (all
p’s > .26).
These results are consistent with the idea that validation of fantasy-related contradictions
at a local level is dominated by the local, inconsistent context. This was true even late in the
narrative when a large amount of fantasy-based context was available to exert influence on
validation. This abundance of fantasy-context did not mitigate the contradiction effect.
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Table 26.
Experiment V: Mean Reading Times (in milliseconds) and standard deviations (in parentheses)
as a Function of Consistency and Position

Target Sentence
Spillover Sentence

Early
Consistent
Inconsistent
1999 (580)
2359 (561)
2380 (565)
2397 (537)
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Late
Consistent
1738 (499)
2260 (629)

Inconsistent
2040 (525)
2358 (635)

Experiment VI
As noted in Experiment III, to the extent that readers continued to be disrupted by
violations, it may be because conflicting information co-occurred in active memory; this would
increase the impact of conflicting information from local contextual information. It would be less
likely that competing activation from the broad, fantasy-context would influence validation.
Experiment VI assessed this possibility. Experiment VI paralleled Experiment III. Contradictions
appeared at a global level and at different positions throughout the modified narrative. See
Appendix D for the full narrative, which includes sections labeled “backgrounding.” Like
Experiment V, contradictions were fantasy-related. In this fantasy world, most of the context
supported impossible actions and events, whereas only a small portion of the context
contradicted such actions. It is likely that readers would miss fantasy-related contradictions
because the contradictions themselves stand in opposition to the abundance of impossible things
that the reader knows to occur in this world. If correct, fantasy-related contradictions will cause a
slowdown early in the text in the absence of an accumulation of rich, fantasy-context. Early on,
even at a global level when contradictory context should not be in active memory when a reader
encounters the target sentence, the output of the activation and integration stages should be
dominated by information that is inconsistent. In the absence of sufficient fantasy context to
compete, validation should easily reveal the mismatch. However, later in the narrative the
validation process should be dominated by an abundance of fantasy-context as well as GWK of
fantasy-text. The amount of fantasy-consistent information that will compete with the
contradictory context will likely dominate the validation stage and achieve a “partial match” or
“good enough” fit. However, comprehension difficulty may be delayed such that late in the text a
reader would fail to detect the inconsistency on the target sentence but experience measurable
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disruption on the spillover sentence. In this scenario, a reader will have moved on in the text
when they achieved a partial match, however, because validation continues until it runs to
completion, inconsistent contextual information would likely become available and influence
validation downstream.
Method
Participants
Participants were 40 undergraduate students at the University of New Hampshire. All
participants were native English speakers and received partial course credit for participation in
the experiment.
Materials
Experiment VI paralleled Experiment III: the 16 fantasy-related violations occurred at a
global level.
Procedure
The procedure was the same as Experiments I-V.
Results and Discussion
The mean reading times of the target and spillover sentences in Experiment VI are
presented in Table 27. Target sentences were read more slowly in the inconsistent condition than
in the consistent condition, F(1,38) = 49.496, MSe = 81,558.047. However, the presence of this
difference depended upon whether the target sentence occurred early in the narrative or late in
the narrative, F(1,38) = 14.288, MSe = 192,756. Planned comparisons revealed that target
sentences were read more slowly in the inconsistent condition than in the consistent condition
when they occurred early in the text, F(1,38) = 31.97, MSe = 295,895. For target sentences that
occurred later in the text, readers showed no measurable disruption in the inconsistent condition
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Table 27.
Experiment VI: Mean Reading Times (in milliseconds) and standard deviations (in parentheses)
as a Function of Consistency and Position

Target Sentence
Spillover Sentence

Consistent
1972 (385)
2031 (369)

Early
Inconsistent
2458 (685)
2388 (512)
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Late
Consistent
1772 (570)
1833 (424)

Inconsistent
1773 (422)
2071 (496)

(p = .559). Target sentences were read more slowly when they occurred early in the narrative
than when they occurred late, F(1,38) = 104.935, MSe = 81,558.047.
Spillover sentences were also read more slowly in the inconsistent condition than in the
consistent condition, F(1,38) = 31.522, MSe = 111,985.629. Planned comparisons revealed that
this effect was significant at both positions: early, F(1,38) = 18.544, MSe = 274,839.729; and
late, F(1,38) = 18.385, MSe = 122,393.690. There was no reliable difference in the size of the
inconsistency effect at either position (p = .206). Spillover sentences were also read more slowly
when they occurred early in the narrative than when they occurred late in the narrative, F(1,38) =
14.769, MSe = 179,711.636.
The pattern of results found in Experiment VI is consistent with the predictions of the RIVal model; early in the narrative, before sufficient contextual support for the broad, fantasynarrative had accumulated, validation was dominated by preexisting GWK and the reader was
disrupted by an inconsistent target sentence. However, later in the narrative, when the amount
and strength of the support for the fantasy-narrative had accrued, this contextual information
exerted greater influence on the validation process and readers did not show measurable
disruption when reading an inconsistent target sentence. However, when the reader had moved
on in the text, the inconsistent information from the related context did in fact become available,
and a mismatch was evident; readers were disrupted on the inconsistent spillover sentence later
in the narrative.
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CHAPTER V
GENERAL DISCUSSION
The goal of the present experiments was to explore the interaction between activation,
integration, and validation and their combined impact on the comprehension of a novel, fantasynarrative. Further, this set of experiments was designed to investigate the competing activation
mechanism and its differential impact on fantasy-unrelated contradictions and fantasy-related
contradictions as a function of the amount of broad, fantasy-context available to the reader. The
pattern of results across all six experiments is consistent with the view that local context and/or
preexisting GWK typically dominates the validation process. However, within a novel, fantasytype narrative, it affords more of an opportunity for the broad, fantasy-context to exert its
influence. Consider the overall findings in the context of the RI-Val model. According to the RIVal model, when readers encode a target sentence, a signal is sent to all of memory in parallel.
All related concepts will resonate in response to this signal and those concepts that reach a given
threshold of activation will return to active memory. During the integration stage, linkages are
formed between the newly encoded text and the contents of WM based on featural overlap (i.e.,
semantic relatedness). These linkages are passively “checked” through a pattern-matching
process during the validation stage. Within the model, once a stage has been initiated, it will run
to completion. This means that even if the reader has achieved a partial-match during the
validation stage before they have reached their coherence threshold, the validation process will
run to completion even after the reader has moved on in the text. This is important because it
means that there are occasions in which a mismatch will only be detected downstream (i.e., after
the reader has moved on from the actual mismatch).
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In Experiments I-III, when readers encountered fantasy-unrelated violations such as a
strict vegetarian making cheeseburgers for dinner, preexisting GWK contradicts this action.
Given that there is no context to mitigate this violation, readers should be disrupted.
In Experiments IV and V, when readers encountered fantasy-related violations such as a
character that lacks the power of invisibility disappearing against the background, the event is in
direct conflict with both preexisting GWK as well as the directly-related context; however,
within the broader fantasy-context of the narrative, the inconsistent target event fits well. When
this type of violation occurred at a local level, the directly-related fantasy-context was likely still
held in active memory. That measurable disruption would occur makes good sense. However, in
Experiment VI, when a backgrounding section preceded the inconsistent target sentence, the
directly-related fantasy-context should no longer be held in active memory. The overall broad,
fantasy-context should play a stronger role in validation. Early in the narrative, the quantity and
strength of the broad, fantasy-context was not enough to dominate the validation stage; fantasyrelated violations caused disruption. In contrast, once the reader had made their way deep into
the narrative, the abundance of the rich, broad fantasy-context will overcome the relatively small
amount of fantasy-inconsistent context, and readers failed to detect violations at a global level
when reading an inconsistent target sentence. However, the inconsistent context did become
available after a delay (i.e., after the reader had moved on in the text). Measurable slowdown was
detected on an inconsistent spillover sentence.
In Experiments I-III, the focus was on evaluating the impact of real-world, fantasyunrelated violations within a fantasy narrative. In Experiments IV-VI the focus was on creating
an opportunity for the broad, fantasy-context to become sufficiently strong to mitigate against
fantasy-related contradictions. In what follows, I will address the results of each experiment
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within the context of the RI-Val model. In Experiment I, participants read fantasy-unrelated
contradictions in which the violation occurred at the level of preexisting GWK. Further, because
the contradictions were fantasy-unrelated, there was no related context to mitigate the disruption.
In the inconsistent version, participants read that Anna, the librarian was kind, patient, and
understanding. Immediately following this description, readers encountered an inconsistent
target sentence in which Anna screamed at Olive for forgetting to return a book on time. When
the reader encodes the inconsistent target sentence, a signal is sent out to all of memory and
concepts which resonate most strongly return to active memory. During the integration stage,
linkages are formed between what is currently being read (i.e., the target sentence) and the output
from the activation stage. Given that the context describing Anna as kind and understanding is
likely held in WM when the reader encounters the inconsistent target sentence, linkages should
be formed between this information and the sentence in which she screams at Olive. When the
linkages are “checked” during the validation stage, information from preexisting GWK should
dominate and the mismatch between the character description and her actions should result in
disrupted comprehension. Readers were slower to read inconsistent target sentences.
In Experiment II, position (i.e., early, middle or late) of the fantasy-unrelated
contradictions was considered, to explore the possible effect of the broad, fantasy-context as it
accumulates over the course of the narrative. Within the context of the RI-Val model, the amount
and strength of the fantasy-world context should not increase the likelihood that readers will fail
to detect a fantasy-unrelated contradiction. When the reader encodes the inconsistent target
sentence in which Anna screamed at Olive, the resonance stage will make available to the reader
related information. Information in preexisting GWK holds that patient, understanding people
are unlikely to scream at others. Further, the contextual support for the fantasy-world contains no
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information that might suggest this would occur even in a fantasy-setting. The integration and
validation stages would still be dominated by the mismatched information from preexisting
GWK. Readers continued to be disrupted when reading inconsistent target sentences throughout
the narrative.
In Experiment III, fantasy-unrelated violations occurred again in three positions.
However, the violations occurred at a global level to afford the broad, fantasy-context every
opportunity to exert influence on the validation stage once the strength of the context increased
late in the narrative. Consider the predictions within the context of the RI-Val model using the
same, fantasy-unrelated example of Anna, the librarian. When the reader encodes the
inconsistent target sentence, a signal is sent out to all of memory and concepts that resonate most
strongly return to active memory. Because the contradictions occur at a global level, the
information about Anna’s character traits should not be held in active memory when they are
reading the inconsistent target sentence. However, the broad, fantasy-context still offers no
related information that would likely receive activation to mitigate the violation of preexisting
GWK. During the integration stage, linkages are formed between the inconsistent target
sentence, in which Anna screamed at Olive, and the output from the activation stage, which
would be dominated by preexisting GWK. When the linkages are “checked” during the
validation stage, information from preexisting GWK should continue to dominate, and the
mismatch between the character description and her actions should result in disrupted
comprehension. Readers were disrupted when reading inconsistent target sentences at all
positions in the narrative.
The more interesting results are those obtained in Experiments IV-VI, in which the
fantasy-context should have the opportunity to mitigate against fantasy-related contradictions.
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These experiments provide a strong test of the RI-Val model because they create a situation in
which context can dominate the validation process even when the contradictions are related to
that context. In Experiment IV, participants again read the same fantasy-narrative in which
Olive possessed all sorts of magical powers. However, participants read fantasy-related
contradictions in which the violation occurred both at the level of preexisting GWK as well as
the local context. But because the contradictions were fantasy-related, they fit well within the
broad, fantasy-context of the developing narrative, thus giving the overall context a greater
chance to influence the validation process and mitigate disruption. In the inconsistent version,
participants read that Olive only wished she could turn invisible but she could not. Immediately
following this description, readers encountered an inconsistent target sentence in which Olive
disappeared against the wallpaper. Once again, when the reader encodes the inconsistent target
sentence, a signal is sent out to all of memory, and concepts that resonate most strongly return to
active memory. During the integration stage, linkages are formed between the target sentence
and the output from the activation stage. Given that the context stating that Olive only wished
she could become invisible but lacks that ability is likely held in WM when the reader
encountered the inconsistent target sentence; linkages should be formed between this information
and the sentence in which Olive disappeared against the wallpaper. When the linkages are
“checked” during the validation stage, information from both the local text as well as
information from preexisting GWK should dominate the validation stage. Information from the
local text states that Olive cannot turn invisible. Further, statements such as “if not a., then a.”
violate simple rules of logic established in preexisting GWK. Information from the two sources
should dominate, and the mismatch between the character description and her actions should
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result in disrupted comprehension. The reading time results confirmed this; readers were again
slower to read inconsistent target sentences.
In Experiment V, position (i.e., early or late) of the fantasy-unrelated contradictions was
considered. As in Experiment II, this made it possible to examine any effect of the broad,
fantasy-context as it accumulated over the course of the narrative. Within the context of the RIVal model, the amount and strength of the fantasy-world context should not increase the
likelihood that readers will fail to detect a fantasy-related contradiction when these
contradictions occur at a local level. When the reader encodes the inconsistent target sentence in
which Olive disappeared against the wallpaper, the resonance stage will make available to the
reader related information. Information in preexisting GWK holds that if a given event cannot
happen, that event will not occur; Olive cannot turn invisible, therefore she will not disappear.
The local context also conflicts with the inconsistent target sentence. The validation stage would
therefore be dominated by the mismatched information from preexisting GWK and local context.
Although the inconsistent target information fits within the broad, fantasy-context of the
narrative, this information should exert minimal influence during the validation stage when
contradictions occur at a local level. Again, the pattern of reading time results confirmed this
prediction; readers continued to be disrupted when reading inconsistent target sentences
throughout the narrative.
In Experiment VI, fantasy-related violations occurred again in two positions. But the
contradictory information was separated by five sentences to ensure that the contradiction only
occurred at a global level. This afforded every opportunity for the broad, fantasy-context to exert
greater influence on the validation stage once the strength of the context increased late in the
narrative. Consider the predictions within the context of the RI-Val model using the same,
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fantasy-related example of Olive’s lack of invisibility power. When the reader encodes the
inconsistent target sentence a signal is sent out to all of memory and concepts that resonate most
strongly return to active memory. Because the contradictions occurred at a global level, the
information about Olive’s inability to turn invisible should not be held in active memory when
reading the inconsistent target sentence. However, early in the narrative, before sufficient broad,
fantasy-context has been established, it is still the case that preexisting GWK will dominate
during activation, integration and validation. When the reader encodes the inconsistent target
sentence early in the narrative, the output of the activation stage should make an abundance of
inconsistent information available from preexisting GWK as well as the directly-related context,
which stated that Olive cannot turn invisible. When output from the activation stage is linked
with the contents of the inconsistent target sentence, a mismatch will be clear. And during the
validation stage, this mismatch will persist; Olive cannot disappear, but Olive disappears. Thus,
before the broad, fantasy-context has gained sufficient strength, readers should experience
measurable disruption on the inconsistent target sentence. Reading times confirmed this; readers
slowed down when reading inconsistent target sentences early in the narrative.
However, consider the predictions for late in the narrative, when the broad, fantasycontext has accumulated. Once the reader has made their way deep into the narrative, the broad,
fantasy context will contain a wealth of information about Olive’s numerous magical powers.
The number of impossible things that Olive is capable of doing far outweigh the comparatively
small number of things that she cannot do (i.e., the fantasy-related contradictions). The broad,
fantasy-context is consistent with Olive having the ability to disappear. Late in the narrative, the
broad, fantasy-context is likely to compete with and receive more activation than will the
inconsistent, directly-related context and preexisting GWK. During the integration stage,
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linkages are formed between the inconsistent target sentence, in which Olive disappeared against
the wallpaper, and the output from the activation stage, which would be dominated by the broad,
fantasy-context. When the linkages are “checked” during the validation stage, information from
the broad, fantasy-context should continue to dominate, and a sufficient match between the
broad-fantasy context and Olive’s inconsistent actions should result in no measurable disruption.
The reading time results are consistent with this prediction; readers were not disrupted when
reading inconsistent target sentences late in the narrative. However, because the validation
process continues to run to completion, it is possible that information from the directly-related
context (e.g., that Olive cannot turn invisible) and or preexisting GWK would become available
and have a delayed effect on processing. The mismatch would become evident after a reader had
moved on in the text and a slowdown would occur on a spillover sentence. The pattern of
reading times confirmed this possibility; readers were disrupted when reading spillover sentences
in the inconsistent condition late in the narrative.
The overall pattern of results support the idea that context builds over the course of the
narrative and as long as the fantasy-related violations are consonant with this overall context, the
validation process will fail to detect them (i.e., the reader misses them). However, because
validation will continue to run to completion, the inconsistent information from either the
directly-related context, preexisting GWK or information from both sources will become
available. Violations may be detected downstream, once the reader has moved on in the text.
The predictions of the RI-Val model are consistent with these results. Within the context
of the RI-Val model a competing activation mechanism can account for the reader’s
accommodation of fantasy-related, real-world violations in a fantasy-text. In the absence of
strong, contextual support, validation will usually be dominated by GWK. Further, if GWK does
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not contain sufficient support for fantasy-related events that are impossible in the real-world, a
reader will be disrupted by such events. However, if there is sufficient contextual support for the
fantasy-world, this can override any competing activation from GWK about the real-world, and
readers will not be disrupted by real-world impossible events. A strong test of this mechanism
comes from incorporating fantasy-related contradictions. Although fantasy-related contradictions
violate both real-world GWK and the directly related fantasy-context, readers are not initially
disrupted by these violations when they occur late in the narrative; this is because the strength of
the broad, fantasy-context begins to dominate the validation stage. That is, even though the
contradictions are fantasy-related, they do map easily onto the strong, broad fantasy-context,
which is dominating the initial validation process.
These results contradict the notion that real-world knowledge is stored separately from
fictional knowledge (“compartmentalization”) (e.g., Rapp et al., 2014). If fictional knowledge
were stored separately from real-world knowledge, it would follow that when reading a fictionaltext, some sort of switch would be flipped such that fictional knowledge was used and real-world
knowledge was not. Gerrig (1993) refers to this type of mechanism as a “mental toggle”. The
“mental toggle” implies that readers suspend disbelief when reading fiction and fail to suspend
disbelief when reading non-fiction. However, considerable evidence demonstrates that realworld knowledge interferes in counterfactual and/or fictional settings (e.g., Ferguson & Sanford,
2008; Ferguson, Sanford & Leuthold, 2008; Nieuwland & van Berkum, 2006). Further, evidence
also demonstrates that fictional-knowledge can interfere with real-world knowledge (e.g., Gerrig
& Prentice). Gerrig and Prentice showed that fictional texts that contained inaccurate information
about real-world topics, (e.g., penicillin has negative consequences to mankind) had an impact
on the readers’ ability to verify real-world information.
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Although the concept of compartmentalization and the notion of a reader’s “willing
suspension of disbelief” do not necessarily go hand-in-hand, they both suggest a set of special
processes in which readers engage when reading text from different genres. These special
processes would be incredibly complex. Further, a whole separate set of processes would be
necessary to decide the conditions under which compartmentalization should be complete, and
conditions under which some bleeding between fictional information and non-fiction would be
allowed. Within the RI-Val model, these specialized processes are unnecessary. Given that a
competing activation mechanism can account for a reader’s accommodation of real-world
inconsistent, fictional information, it seems unnecessary to invoke a more-complicated set of
processes, which thus far have been severely under-specified. Under the RI-Val model, any
version of a genre-dependent processing, that is processing that contains any form of
compartmentalization is rejected.
An interesting direction to pursue in this line of research would be to begin to manipulate
the overall amount of broad, fantasy-context. Manipulating the amount of context would lead to
pinpointing more precisely, the amount of broad, fantasy-context necessary to overcome the
influence of GWK and directly-related inconsistent context. More important, it would be
interesting to explore whether it is simply the quantity of the broad, fantasy-context or if the
quality of that context would have an influence. That is, perhaps there would be situations in
which there would be less broad context, but the context was richer and therefore more
impactful. The current dissertation represents a first step in beginning to unpack the interacting
roles of GWK and fantasy-based context in the overall comprehension processes involved in
reading text.
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Olive
Olive Swift was not an average five-year-old child, she was both a genius and a wizard.
The thing is, Olive did not know that she was exceptional. She did not even know that she was a
wizard until quite recently when her powers grew stronger. You see, Olive had the unfortunate
luck to be born into a family of ignorant, lazy, and willfully oblivious reprobates: Mr. and Mrs.
Swift. Mr. and Mrs. Swift failed to recognize that their daughter was out of the ordinary because
they could not be bothered with her at all. Mr. Swift ran a dishonest, used car business in which
he was constantly ripping off unsuspecting customers by selling them lousy cars, while Mrs.
Swift was habitually wrapped up in internet cash scams. Their daughter Olive did not fit in with
inattentive, lazy, tricksters and so, she was quite simply viewed as a nuisance. Where Olive’s
talents came from was truly a mystery. To her knowledge, there were no wizards, witches, or
sorcerers in her family tree and Mr. and Mrs. Swift never took note of anything impressive that
Olive did—they showed no interest at all in their child and they merely saw her as a pest. Little
did they know, Olive Swift had powers that any seasoned wizard would envy. Olive needed no
magic wand. She didn’t need to chant spells. She could move things with the concentration of
her eyes. She could change one object into another by willing it to happen. For all intents and
purposes, she could fly—though a better description might be that she could float, because it
appeared that she expended no effort as she glided through the air like a cloud. In truth, Olive
discovered new powers almost by accident so it seemed that there was no limit to her abilities.
Olive was exceptionally brilliant and exceptionally magic—and her parents were exceptionally
blind to both. So as it went, Olive was left on her own most of the time. By the age of one and a
half her speech was perfect and she knew as many words as most grown-ups. Mr. and Mrs.
Swift, instead of applauding her, called her a noisy chatterbox.
By the time she was three, Olive had taught herself to read by studying newspapers and
magazines that lay around the house. At the age of four, she could read fast and well and she
naturally began hankering after books. The only book in the whole of this enlightened household
was something called Easy Cooking, and when she had read this from cover to cover and had
learnt all the recipes by heart, her mind began rearranging the letters on the pages of the
cookbook to create different words and form little stories. One day she discovered she could
actually make the letters float right off of the pages and form new stories, songs, and poems that
danced around the room and read themselves aloud to her in a fantastical story time of which any
child would be jealous. Once she started to create stories of her own she yearned to read the
stories of others. So Olive began leaving the house on her own to visit the public library. She
quite simply climbed out her bedroom window and floated over several blocks of houses, before
landing at the library in town. Olive floated above the town high enough that to any casual
observer, she appeared to be a bird flying in the sky. And this little bird visited the library the
same way once a week to take out new books and return the old ones. Anna, the librarian came
to recognize Olive right away as a library regular. When Olive first visited the library she started
off with the children’s books. When she finished all of them, Anna directed her to the adult
literature section. Consistent: Anna always kept a close watch over all who visited the town
library and would never let anyone misbehave on her watch. She was unforgiving, harsh, and
very stern with everyone. In fact, Anna’s rules were both strict and unrelenting. Inconsistent:
Anna always kept a close watch over all who visited the town library and visitors were always
well behaved on her watch. She was kind, good natured, and patient with everyone. In fact,
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Anna’s rules were both compassionate and understanding. The first time she forgot to return a
novel on time, Target sentence: Anna screamed at Olive on her next visit. Spillover sentence:
Olive wouldn’t ever forget a book again. She loved Charles Dickens’s Olive Twist so much that
she renewed it three times. Olive’s mind was so nimble and she was so quick to learn that her
ability should have been obvious even to the most inattentive of parents. But Mr. and Mrs. Swift
were both so dim-witted and so wrapped up in their own silly little lives that they failed to notice
anything unusual about their daughter.
Olive spent most afternoons in her room with a mug of hot chocolate reading the words
off of the pages of her books and into the air around her. The books transported her into new
worlds and introduced her to amazing people who lived exciting lives. Soon she realized that not
only could she make the words float off the page and hover in the air around her, but with her
magic mind she could quite literally project vivid scenes from any story and walk around a 3dimensional, fictional world in which she could actually smell, touch, hear, taste and see
everything that the author had intended their reader to imagine. The difference for Olive was that
she could step into the world for real. Such an intimate bond did Olive develop with literature
that books even became her friends. The day she realized that she could physically move things
around with the concentration and power of her eyes, she made the books dance around the room
with her. It was the happiest she had ever been—just Olive and her books.
When Olive finally entered school for the first time she attended the village school for
younger children, Norbury Hall Primary School. The head mistress, the supreme commander of
this establishment was a formidable middle-aged woman whose name was Miss Timbermule.
Olive’s class included eighteen other small boys and girls about the same age as her. Their
teacher was called Miss Willows, and she could not have been more than twenty-three or twentyfour. She had a lovely, youthful, pale oval face with large brown doe-eyes and her hair was a
light golden brown. Miss Lily Willows was a mild and quiet person who never raised her voice
and was seldom seen to smile, but she radiated warmth and there is no doubt she possessed that
rare gift for being adored by every small child under her care. Olive loved her instantly.
Miss Timbermule, the headmistress, was something else altogether. Never had a name fit
a person so well as in the case of Miss Timbermule, or just “the Timbermule” as some were
known to call her. She was a gigantic, holy terror, a fierce tyrannical monster who frightened the
life out of the students and teachers alike. When she marched—Miss Timbermule never walked,
she always marched like a storm-trooper with long strides and arms swinging—when she
marched along a corridor you could actually hear her snorting as she went, and if a group of
children happened to be in her path, she ploughed right on through them like a tank, with small
people bouncing off her to left and right. This woman, in all her eccentricities and in her
appearance, is almost impossible to describe. But she has certain unmistakable characteristics of
note.
Now most head mistresses are chosen because they possess a number of fine qualities.
They understand children, are deeply interested in education and they have the children’s best
interests at heart. Miss Timbermule possessed none of these qualities and how she ever got her
present job was a mystery. She had once been a famous athlete, and even now her muscles were
the evidence. You could see them in the bull-neck, in the big shoulders, in the thick arms, and in
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the powerful legs. Looking at her, you got the feeling that this was someone who could bend iron
bars and tear dictionaries in half. Her face, I’m afraid, was neither a thing of beauty nor an everpresent display of kindness. She had an obstinate chin, a cruel mouth and small arrogant eyes.
And as for her clothes, they were extremely odd to say the least. She always had on a brown
cotton smock, which was pinched in around the waist with a wide leather belt. Her massive
thighs were encased in a pair of bottle green stockings made of coarse wool and on her feet she
wore brown combat-like boots. She looked, more like a rather eccentric and bloodthirsty hunter
than the headmistress of a nice school for children. Now that you have some picture of Miss
Timbermule in your mind, let us leave her for the moment and go back to Olive and her first day
in Miss Willows’ class.
After the usual business of going through all the names of the children, Miss Willows
explained a few things about Norbury Hall and their headmistress Miss Timbermule. She told
them how strict Miss Timbermule was and how she insisted on absolute discipline in her school.
It was best to be well-behaved in Miss Timbermule’s presence, which to Miss Timbermule
meant that a child would be quiet, clean and 100% obedient. Miss Willows went on to discuss
her own expectations from her class. By the end of the week they were all to learn the two-times
table by heart. In a year’s time she hoped that they would all learn the multiplication tables up to
twelve. When Miss Willows began to ask questions to see how much the children might already
know, it became quite clear that the tiny, dark haired girl named Olive was far beyond her fellow
classmates. Miss Willows was shocked when Olive demonstrated that she could perform
complex calculations in her head. She was floored when Olive showed she could read, and then
discussed the plot of Charles Dickens’ Oliver Twist. Miss Willows was simultaneously amazed
and fascinated to have such a brilliant child in her very own class.
Miss Willows knew that Olive should be placed in a higher grade so that she would be
challenged. During recess, Miss Willows left the classroom and headed straight for the
Headmistress’s study. When she entered, Miss Timbermule immediately demanded what in the
world she wanted. Consistent: The office was extremely cluttered and uninviting. Every single
surface was covered with papers and lots of trash. In the far corner of the room, Miss
Timbermule was standing with a look of obvious impatience between two overflowing file
cabinets. Inconsistent: The office was extremely sterile and uninviting. Every single surface was
completely clear of papers or objects. In the far corner of the room, Miss Timbermule was
standing with a look of obvious impatience between two neat industrial file cabinets. Miss
Willows sensed that Miss Timbermule was rolling her eyes even though Target sentence: a
messy stack of boxes blocked her face. Spillover: But Miss Willows tried keep up her nerve.
Miss Willows was flushed and flustered. She explained that she had discovered a rather
extraordinary child in her class. She went on to say how Olive Swift could do advanced math in
her head, could read complex sentences, and could spell difficult words. But Miss Timbermule
interrupted her to say that she had heard all about Olive from Olive’s own father when she
purchased a used car from him just a week ago. Mr. Swift informed Miss Timbermule what a
little brat Olive was and that if anything ever went wrong in the school, it was certainly his
daughter that would be responsible. Apparently, Miss Timbermule had taken a keen liking to Mr.
Swift and thought he was a real pillar of society—owning his own business and giving his
customers such honest deals. As if she had been born yesterday, Miss Timbermule had fallen
right into Mr. Swift’s trap and she didn’t even know that Mr. Swift had most certainly sold her a
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lemon of a car that would start to have major problems within a month or two. But Miss
Timbermule was quick to trust anyone whose opinion of small children matched her own and so
when Olive’s own father said that Olive was a useless little twit, Miss Timbermule filed the
information as fact and resolved herself to keep an eye out for Olive Swift.
Miss Willows protested vehemently. They simply could not be speaking about the same
child. There had to be some sort of mistake or her father must be wrong. Olive was clearly a
genius. But Miss Timbermule was adamant. Mr. Swift had called his own daughter a gangster—
she would create all sorts of problems for the teacher just like he said she did for her parents at
home. How could he be wrong, questioned Miss Timbermule, when he had known the little beast
all her life and Miss Willows had only known the girl for a couple of hours? She would hear
nothing of Olive’s intelligence and certainly would not consider moving Olive to a higher grade.
But what Miss Timbermule did not know was that Olive Swift was a magical force to be
reckoned with, and the little girl’s powers would soon serve her well in this school.
Visibly distressed, Miss Willows rose from her chair and walked out of the study, leaving
Miss Timbermule ranting about the filth that children brought into her school and how she
couldn’t understand how anyone tolerated such small, ridiculous people. Feeling distressed but
by no means defeated, Miss Willows headed to the supply closet where all of the school’s
textbooks were stored so she could select some advanced topics for Olive. Consistent: The rows
of books were organized perfectly by each subject and grade level. Each row was also dedicated
to a grade and there were neat dividers in place for blocking off different sections. Specific
topics were very easy to locate. Inconsistent: The rows of books were completely disorganized
and every subject and grade level was all mixed up together. Each row was a jumble of grades
and there was absolutely nothing resembling different sections. Specific topics were nearly
impossible to locate. Miss Willows scanned the shelves and she Target sentence: quickly found
the most challenging books. Spillover: She gathered the most difficult subjects. Her stack
included algebra, geometry, chemistry, French, English Literature and the like. When her class
returned from recess, she placed the stack of books by Olive and told her that she could work her
way through these books while Miss Willows instructed the other children—Olive would get
much more out of these books than she would by sitting through lessons with her peers. At the
end of the lesson Olive could come up to Miss Willows with any questions she might have and
she would do her best to help her. Olive seemed delighted. She was so thrilled that Miss Willows
had brought her so many fascinating books.
The nice thing about Olive was that if you had met her casually and talked to her you
would have thought she was a perfectly normal five-year-old child. To a casual observer she
would have come off as a well-behaved little girl and unless you had seen her move something
with the pure power of her mind or turn an object into something else, you would never have
known that she was a powerful little wizard. In fact, Miss Willows did not know anything of
Olive’s magical powers at first because the little girl was so focused on learning all she could
from her textbooks. Olive was quiet, kind, and respectful. It was therefore easy for Olive to make
friends with other children. All of the children in her class liked her. They knew of course that
she was clever because they had heard her being questioned by Miss Willows on the first day of
school and they knew also that she was allowed to sit quietly with a book during lessons and not
pay attention to the teacher. But children of their age do not search deeply for reasons. Once
Olive became more comfortable with her classroom surroundings, she began using her powers
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on purpose. When a pencil from across the way appeared to float toward Olive just as she needed
to write something in her notebook, or the color of her shirt started off blue and went from purple
to yellow to green and then polka dots at different points in the day, her classmates didn’t
question this, but Miss Willows began to take notice. However, Miss Willows was convinced
that she was overstressed, overtired, and so enamored with Olive that she was seeing impossible
things like magic happen around the little girl. Miss Willows resolved herself to get more sleep.
Olive’s first real friend was a boy called Sam. Right from the first day of class the two of
them started wandering round together during morning recess and in the lunch-hour. Like Olive,
Sam was exceptionally small for his age, a skinny little runt with deep-brown eyes and with dark
hair that was habitually sticking up in every direction. Olive liked him because he was gutsy and
adventurous. He liked Olive for exactly the same reasons.
Before the first week of quarter was up, awesome tails about the Headmistress, Miss
Timbermule, began to filter through to the newcomers. Olive and Sam had heard that the
Timbermule, had a lock-up cupboard in her private study called the “must behave box” where
she put children who displeased her. It was pitch dark and you had to stand dead straight because
it was too narrow to sit. If you wobbled at all you got spiked either by the sharp bits of glass that
stuck out from the cement walls or the jagged nails that were hammered into the door. Needless
to say, every new student was terrified of the headmistress and trembled in fear when they
learned that she would soon begin making her rounds of visiting classes to lead one weekly
lesson.
Miss Timbermule would begin leading Miss Willows’ class every Tuesday after the
lunch period. Miss Willows told the children to study their workbooks and lessons and be
prepared to be quizzed on the material when Miss Timbermule was in the class. They should be
clean and tidy and never speak unless first being spoken to. Finally, Miss Timbermule was very
particular about requiring a clay pitcher of cool water and drinking glass ready upon her arrival.
Sam volunteered to be responsible for fetching the water after lunch. Though he had been
terrified of the stories he and Olive had heard about the headmistress, Sam was mischievous and
clever and saw this as an opportunity to orchestrate a plan.
After school Sam took the long route home that took him by the pond. Olive came with
him because she loved all furry animals like rabbits and squirrels and there were lots of animals
at the pond. Consistent: But Olive also thought snakes, frogs and lizards were great and loved
watching them slither and crawl. She loved going to the pond and catching tadpoles, salamanders
and water snakes. She thought there was nothing cooler than a slimy creature. Inconsistent: But
Olive thought snakes, frogs and lizards were gross and refused to go near them. She loved going
to the pond but would steer clear of tadpoles, salamanders and water snakes. She thought there
was nothing creepier than a slimy creature. When they got to the pond Target Sentence: Olive
grabbed a salamander in her hands. Spillover Sentence: It squirmed and slipped onto the
ground. Sam collected it in his pencil case for safe keeping.
The next morning in Miss Willows’ class went like the others, but the tension grew as the
lunch hour approached. None of the children seemed to enjoy lunch or recess because they were
too afraid of Miss Timbermule taking over the afternoon lesson. On the way in from lunch, Sam
stopped at the kitchen to pick up the water jug. Because the jug was of clay pottery, no one
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would see if something were to be floating around in the water. Sam filled the jug and opened his
pencil case to let the slimy salamander slide in—taking a respectable clump of pond scum with
it. He carefully walked with the pitcher and a glass into the classroom and placed it on the
teacher’s table. When the children filed in from the playground, Sam fell in alongside them and
they each took their seats. The Timbermule was already there and had seated herself behind the
teacher’s table. Once the children were in their seats she announced to the class that she had
never been able to understand why small children were so disgusting. They were like insects.
She reasoned that we get rid of flies with fly-spray and by hanging up fly-paper. She had often
thought of inventing a spray for getting rid of small children. Miss Willows sat in her chair with
her mind spinning. The woman’s mad, she kept telling herself. She’s the one who ought to be got
rid of. But Miss Willows did not have much hope that this would happen. She sat back in her
chair and sighed.
Meanwhile, the Timbermule now lifted the large blue water-jug and poured some water
into her glass. And suddenly, with the water, out came the long slimy salamander straight into
the glass, plop! The Timbermule let out a yell and leapt out of her chair as though a firecracker
had gone off underneath her. Now the children also saw the slimy lizard-like creature twisting
and turning in the glass and they squirmed and jumped about as well, shouting. Oh, how
disgusting! A snake! No, a baby crocodile! No, it’s an alligator! In a bold fit of adrenaline, Sam
shouted to Miss Timbermule. It looked like it might bite! The Timbermule, this mighty female
giant, stood there in her green breeches, quivering like a wimp. She stared at the creature
twisting and wriggling in the glass. Curiously enough, she had never seen a salamander before.
She hadn’t the faintest idea what it was. It certainly looked extremely unpleasant. Slowly she sat
down again in her chair. She looked at this moment more terrifying than ever before. The fires of
fury and hatred were smoldering in her small black eyes and she turned straight to Olive Swift.
With wrath, she barked for Olive to stand up immediately. This was met with Olive’s
confusion and horror. Wearily, she asked what she had done. But Miss Timbermule made
nothing of the girl’s convincing and innocent display and again told her to stand up, shouting that
she was a disgusting little cockroach. Olive protested—she hadn’t done anything. It was no use,
Miss Timbermule ordered her to stand up at once, the filthy little maggot. Reluctantly, Olive got
to her feet. She was in the second row. Sam was in the row behind her, feeling a bit guilty.
Consistent: But Sam rarely took responsibility for his own actions. In fact, he was always trying
to get away with things. He didn’t want his friend to get into trouble but he was certainly not
going to just own up to his prank now. Inconsistent: But Sam always took responsibility for his
own actions. In fact, he would never let himself get away with things. He didn’t want his friend
to get into trouble for his prank and he was certainly not about to just let it happen. Sam froze in
his chair watching Timbermule glare at Olive and Target sentence: he decided there was
nothing he could do. Spillover: He hoped that Olive wouldn’t be too upset.
Meanwhile, the Timbermule exploded with insults. She called Olive a vile, repulsive,
repellent, malicious little brute! Olive was not fit to be in her school! She ought to be behind
bars! Miss Timbermule would have her expelled in utter disgrace! She would have Olive chased
down the corridor and out of the front-door with the hockey-sticks! And then she would make
absolutely sure she was sent to a reformatory for delinquent girls for the minimum of forty years!
The Timbermule was in such a rage that her face had taken on a boiled color and little flecks of
froth were gathering at the corners of her mouth. But she was not the only one who was losing
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her cool. Olive was also beginning to see red. She didn’t mind being accused of having done
something she had actually done. She could see the justice of that. It was, however, a totally new
experience for her to be accused of a crime that she definitely had not committed. She had had
absolutely nothing to do with putting the creature in the glass. By golly, she was not about to let
that rotten Timbermule pin this on her if she could do anything about it!
Olive screamed that she did not do it. She was really worked up.
But the Timbermule would have nothing of it. She was convinced that Olive was behind
it. Nobody else could have thought up a trick like that! Olive’s father was right to warn her about
his daughter! The woman seemed to have lost control of herself completely. She was ranting like
a maniac. She told Olive that she was finished in this school—she was finished everywhere. She
would personally see to it that Olive was put away in a place where she would never see daylight
again!
Once again, Olive protested, screaming that she did not do it. But the Timbermule only
yelled back, stating that Olive had put a crocodile in her drinking water. There is no worse crime
in the world against a Headmistress! Finally seeing how worked up Olive was, she told her to
immediately sit down and not to say a word! Olive shouted, refusing to sit down. This enraged
the Timbermule even further. She told Olive to shut up immediately or she would remove her
belt and let Olive have it with the buckle end.
Slowly Olive sat down. Oh, the rottenness of it all! The unfairness! How dare they expel
her for something she hadn’t done! Olive felt herself getting angrier …and angrier…and
angrier…so unbearably angry that something was bound to explode inside her very soon. Her
magic was bound to come out. Olive glared at the Timbermule. How she hated her. She glared at
the glass with the salamander in it. She longed to march up and grab the glass and tip the
contents, salamander and all, over the Timbermule’s head. But Olive did not have to march up
there to dump the glass. And though under normal circumstances she would not have used her
magic for retaliation, the Timbermule was unfair and terrible. She needed to do something.
The Timbermule was sitting behind the teacher’s table staring with a mixture of horror
and fascination at the salamander wriggling in the glass. Olive’s eyes were also fixed on the
glass. And now, quite slowly, there began to creep over Olive a most extraordinary and peculiar
feeling—the idea of using her magic to control the situation. She felt the electricity gather in her
eyes as it always did before she moved objects with them. It was a sense of her power, a feeling
of great strength was settling itself deep inside her. She focused on tipping the glass. The glass
began to wobble and then, very very slowly, so slowly one could hardly see it happening, the
glass began to lean backwards, farther and farther and farther backwards until it was balancing
on just one edge of its base. And there it teetered for a few seconds before finally toppling over
and falling with a sharp clinking on the desktop. The water in it and the squirming salamander
splashed out all over Miss Timbermule. Olive shifted her gaze to the slimy salamander and
controlled the direction in which it crawled right up Miss Timbermule’s chest and onto her face
to rest on her sharp nose. Olive held her gaze on the salamander causing the creature to remain
on the headmistress’ nose while staring its beady reptilian eyes right at Miss Timbermule. The
headmistress let out a yell that must have rattled every window-pane in the building and for the
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second time in the last five minutes she shot out of her chair like a rocket. The salamander clung
with its little claw-like feet. The Timbermule bellowed even louder. With a swipe of her hand
she sent the creature flying across the classroom. It landed on the floor beside Sam’s desk and
very quickly he ducked down and picked it up and put it into his pencil-box for another time. A
salamander, he decided, was a useful thing to have around.
The Timbermule roared. Who had done this? She was out of her mind with anger
shouting for someone to own up and step forward. Nobody answered. The whole room remained
silent as a tomb. The Timbermule turned to Olive. She was panting with inhuman rage and again,
she proclaimed that Olive was the culprit. Olive, in the second row, sat very still and said
nothing. A strange feeling of serenity and confidence was sweeping over her and all of a sudden
she found that she was frightened by nobody in the world. She had never thought her abilities,
her magic was a force to be reckoned with but in the face of the Timbermule it became clear to
Olive that anybody who could do what Olive could was capable of anything.
The Timbermule roared, pouring out one insult after another and demanding that Olive
admit what she had done. Olive looked right back into the flashing eyes of this infuriated female
giant and calmly stated that she had not moved away from her desk since the lesson began. She
could say no more.
Suddenly the entire class seemed to rise up against the Headmistress and in defense of
Olive. They shouted that Olive had not moved. Nobody had moved. The headmistress must have
knocked it over herself! The very idea made the Timbermule even crazier with rage. She most
certainly did not knock it over herself. How dare they suggest a thing like that! She turned to
Miss Willows but Miss Willows only responded with honesty that she could promise that no
child had moved from his or her desk all the time Miss Timbermule had been there. Miss
Timbermule glared at Miss Willows. Miss Willows met her gaze without flinching and assured
her that she was telling the truth. The Headmistress must have knocked it over without knowing
it. That sort of thing was easy to do.
The Timbermule stepped back and toward the door. As she put her hand on the doorknob
she told them that the whole class was a useless bunch of midgets and she was fed up with them
all. She refused to waste any more of her precious time in this miserable class. In fact, she was
done with this whole waste of a school. It was time to get back to her true passion: weight lifting
and physical discipline. She’d finally take that prison guard job she had been offered nearby and
she would never have to deal with a small child ever again. And with that, she marched out of
the classroom, slamming the door behind her.
In the stunned silence that followed, Miss Willows walked up to the front of the class and
stood behind her table. She sighed with relief and even smiled a little. The class cheered wildly,
which Miss Willows allowed for a few moments before she told her class that they had all had
enough school for one day. The class was dismissed. The children could all go out into the
playground and wait for their parents to take them home.
Olive did not join the rush to get out of the classroom. She remained at her desk, quiet
and thoughtful. She knew she had to tell somebody about what had happened with the glass.
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Now that she had used her magic in the real world when others were watching, she couldn’t
possibly keep a gigantic secret like that bottled up inside her even if no one knew what she had
done. What she needed was just one person, one wise and sympathetic grown-up who could help
her to understand her abilities. Neither her mother nor her father would be of any use at all. Olive
decided that the one person she would like to confide in was Miss Willows.
Olive and Miss Willows were now the only two left in the classroom. Miss Willows had
seated herself at her table and was rifling through some papers. She looked up asking Olive if she
was going to go outside and play with the others. Olive hesitated before asking Miss Willows if
she could speak with her for a moment. Miss Willows looked concerned and asked Olive what
was troubling her. Olive began slowly, she told Miss Willows that she had done something that
she should not have.
Miss Willows became instantly alert and urged Olive to tell her what had happened.
Olive told Miss Willows that it wasn’t her who had put that creature in the jug of water, she
promised. Miss Willows assured Olive that she knew that it was not her who had done that and
that there was no need to worry, especially now that Miss Timbermule was leaving the school for
good. Olive looked somewhat relieved but there was still something unsettled about her. She told
Miss Willows that actually there was something she wanted to tell her about the glass of water
with the creature in it. She confessed that it actually was her that had tipped the glass.
Miss Willows paused and looked carefully at the child. So Olive continued telling Miss
Willows that she got so angry at being accused of something she hadn’t done that she made it
happen—she carefully tipped the glass with her eyes and she made the salamander climb Miss
Timbermule’s face as well. She looked up at Miss Willows searching her teacher for signs that
she believed her but Miss Willows only calmly told Olive that she did not understand. Olive
knew that it was time to explain—confide in Miss Willows that she had certain powers, what
they referred to in books as “magic”. But Olive started off slowly. She told Miss Willows that by
focusing on the glass and wishing it to tip over, she made the glass tip over. By focusing on the
salamander with her eyes, she also made him go where she wanted him to go.
Miss Willows continued to look steadily at Olive through her blue-rimmed spectacles and
Olive looked back at her just as steadily. Miss Willows admitted that she still wasn’t quite
following Olive, did she mean to say that she had actually willed the glass to tip over and
instructed the salamander to crawl? Olive confirmed that this is exactly what she meant—she had
moved the glass and the salamander with her eyes.
Miss Willows was silent for a moment. She did not think Olive was meaning to tell a lie. It was
more likely that she was simply allowing her vivid imagination to run away with her. She chose
her words most carefully when she said that if Olive had actually done what she said, then it
would be just about the greatest miracle a person had ever performed. Olive told her teacher that
she moved things with her eyes all the time. She did lots of things that other people called magic.
Miss Willows smiled, not mockingly. It was extraordinary, thought Miss Willows, how
often small children had flights of fancy like this, and at the same time, there was something
different about this particular child. So Miss Willows asked Olive if she could show her some of
this magic and Olive agreed. Miss Willows moved the now empty glass to the middle of the
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table. Olive, sitting in the second row about ten feet away from Miss Willows, put her elbows on
the desk and cupped her face in her hands, and this time she gave the order right at the
beginning. With her eyes she focused on the glass and ordered it to tip. This time she did not feel
concerned about doing it carefully so that it could be seen as an accident. She simply shouted the
words inside her head and fixed her eyes on the glass. She made it wobble, then made it tilt, then
made it spin around and around before making it topple right over and fall with a tinkle on the
tabletop not twelve inches from Miss Willows’ folded arms. Olive then returned the glass right
side up, and floated a dish towel from the sink to the table to mop up the remaining water.
Miss Willows’ mouth dropped open and her eyes stretched so wide you could see the
whites all round. She didn’t say a word. She couldn’t. She gaped at the glass, and watched as the
dish towel moved on its own gently soaking up the water on the desk before moving to the floor.
Miss Willows then looked at Olive. She saw the child concentrating on moving the towel back
and forth until the water was absorbed and she floated the dish towel back over the to sink to ring
out the water.
Miss Willows waited, trembling a little herself and watching the child as she slowly
turned to look back at her teacher. She smiled and told Miss Willows that she could do things
like that and more. Miss Willows was awestruck. She closed her eyes and kept them closed for
quite a while, and when she opened them again it seemed as though she had gathered herself
together. She turned to Olive, and told her that she believed that Olive was a wizard—and quite a
powerful one by the look of it. Olive smiled and said that she liked reading books about wizards
because they did things like her, except they always seemed to carry magic wands and use spells
but Olive didn’t do either of these things. Miss Willows continued to gaze intently at the child in
absolute wonderment. She couldn’t believe it. She asked Olive if she would like to come back
and have lemonade at her house so they could talk more. Olive agreed. She asked Miss Willows
if she would promise not to tell anyone about her secret…these things that she could do…her
magic. Miss Willows smiled and assured her that she wouldn’t dream of it.
Miss Willows joined Olive outside the school gates and the two of them walked in
silence through the village High Street all the way to a house off the main road. From the outside
the house was so adorable it looked like a doll’s house. Olive stepped inside first. Consistent:
The house’s limited space made it feel even more inviting due to the warmth and kindness of its
hostess. Each of the small rooms was brightly colored and cheerfully decorated to make the most
of the space. The low ceilings accentuated the home’s cozy charm. Inconsistent: The house’s
unlimited space made it feel even more inviting due to the warmth and kindness of its hostess.
Each of the large rooms was brightly colored and cheerfully decorated to make use of all the
space. The high ceilings accentuated the home’s airy charm. Following behind Olive, Miss
Willows Target sentence: ducked her head to enter the front door. Spillover: They hung both
their coats in the closet. Olive was comfortable at once. And now that they were alone and away
from the school, Olive all of a sudden became wildly animated. It seemed as though a valve had
burst inside her and a great gust of energy was being released.
Olive sat down beside Miss Willows chatting merrily. It was Miss Willows this and Miss
Willows that and Miss Willows let me show you what I can do when I read a book. Miss
Willows picked up a copy of fairy tales off of the shelf and opened it. Olive turned to the first
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page and began reading aloud. As she did so the story that she spoke began to reveal itself and
she and Miss Willows were no longer sitting in a tiny cottage but staring at a vast and wonderful
castle. It was incredible to behold. Miss Willows could smell the flowers in the field, taste the
dampness in the air, feel the sun on her face. It felt in every way that she was standing in a field
surrounding a fairytale castle in a fictional world. Olive turned to watch her teacher’s reaction.
Excited and genuine, Olive announced that she must indeed be a wizard it seemed…a wizard
with no wand and no spells but one that felt like she could do anything.
Olive was elated. And despite how fascinated and enchanted Miss Willows felt she
treaded with caution. She told Olive that though she was very clearly a powerful wizard, that she
was playing with mysterious forces about which little was known outside the realm of fictional
tales. But whatever Olive’s powers were they needed to be handled with great care. She asked
Olive if her parents had powers too, if they knew about Olive’s abilities. The little girl described
her parents at length. Miss Willows listened intently but could not believe that such a child had
parents who did not know how special their daughter clearly was. When she saw that it was
getting late, she told Olive that it was time to take her home. She would love to talk to Olive’s
parents about offering her private tutoring to cater to their daughter’s unique skills. They went
out the side door through the garage where a little blue car was parked. Consistent: Miss
Willows always liked driving because it made her feel free and energized. She was known to
take weekend road trips to far off places. And she especially loved driving around on the quaint
village roads in her little car. Inconsistent: Miss Willows had never liked driving because it
made her feel nervous and scared. She wasn’t one to take weekend road trips to far off places.
And she especially feared driving with her students and rarely used her little car. Miss Willows
opened the garage door and they Target sentence: got in the car and drove to Olive’s home.
Spillover: They could chat more on the way home.
When they arrived at the Swift household and knocked, Mr. Swift bellowed through the
door shouting about not wanting anything they were selling. Miss Willows knocked again and
Mr. Swift stomped his way from his dinner tray in front of the television to answer the door in a
most ungracious manner. What do you want? Upon noticing Olive, he rolled his eyes and asked
Miss Willows what his daughter had done. He ordered Olive up to her room without dinner and
Olive obeyed, looking back at Miss Willows as she quietly made her way up the stairs to her
bedroom. Miss Willows stood stunned. She immediately had the sense that what Olive had told
her about her parents not caring about her and knowing nothing about their daughter was actually
true. Mr. Swift looked at Miss Willows aghast. He didn’t like having his dinner and television
routine interrupted. Consistent: It was unfortunate his wife had incredibly sensitive hearing
because she would not be pleased. She set the television volume extremely low and no one else
could hear. It was much too soft for most people but Mr. Swift was used to it. Inconsistent: It
was unfortunate his wife was hard of hearing because she would not be pleased. She set the
television volume extremely loud just so she could hear it. It was much too loud for most people
but Mr. Swift was used to it. When soft-spoken Miss Willows introduced herself in a whisper,
Target sentence: Mrs. Swift heard her and came to the door. Spillover: Mr. and Mrs. Swift
stared at Miss Willows. They were clearly waiting for her to explain her disruption. Miss
Willows started by introducing herself as Olive’s teacher, saying what a pleasure it was to have
their daughter in her class. Olive was the most gifted child she had ever seen and it was truly an
honor to teach her. The Swifts looked at Miss Willows as if she had two heads. Mr. Swift
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assured her that she probably had her confused with another child. Either way, they were in the
middle of a program and they needed to get back to it. Before they shut the door in her face, Miss
Willows asked if they would be ok with her offering Olive private tutoring after school. Again,
they looked at her, dumbfounded. Mr. Swift said he had no intention of paying for anything
extra. Miss Willows assured them that she didn’t mean that she wanted them to pay. She added
that it would be a pleasure to work with Olive to develop her powerful gifts. When they both
stared at her in exasperation, Miss Willows was sure that they truly had no idea that their
daughter was a wizard. She thanked them for their time and told them that she’d begin Olive’s
private tutoring free of charge the next day as long as they were ok with it. They nodded,
halfheartedly, in disinterest while staring back at the television. If it didn’t cost them any money
and it kept their daughter out of their hair it was fine with them. With this, they practically shut
the door in Miss Willows’ face. She couldn’t believe it. As she turned to walk down the front
steps, she was startled by a small voice from above. Olive was floating outside her open bedroom
window. Miss Willows just smiled and told Olive to get some rest. They would begin her private
tutoring tomorrow.
Beginning the next day, Olive spent every afternoon at Miss Willows’ house uncovering
and developing new magical abilities. Their private tutoring sessions went on like this for
months and the two of them became inseparable. They would read stories and Olive would
project the story world around them so they could walk around and watch the characters play out
their tales. They would drink tea, have sweet biscuits, and chat about philosophy, science,
literature, and politics. There was nothing under the sun for which Olive did not have an earnest
desire to learn. They also conducted experiments every afternoon to discover the extent of
Olive’s magic. Her list of powers read: floating/flying, moving objects with her eyes, changing
one object into another, creating new worlds from those in books as well as ones from her own
imagination, and most recently, she discovered that she could erase or create memories in the
minds of others. This last ability was one with which Miss Willows warned Olive she must be
very very careful. There seemed no end to Olive’s abilities and Miss Willows beamed with pride
in the accomplishments of her most fascinating student and smallest friend. Some days, they
would be so caught up in their lessons that Olive would stay for dinner with Miss Willows’.
Consistent: Miss Willows never had to worry about gaining any weight and really liked eating
junk food. She prepared foods that were decadent and rich, but meals that were not particularly
health conscious. In fact, she liked eating anything that was fried or cooked in grease.
Inconsistent: Miss Willows was always concerned about her weight and really liked eating
super foods. She prepared foods that adhered to her strict vegetarian diet and meals that were
particularly health conscious. In fact, she refused to eat anything that was fried or cooked in
grease. Most nights that Olive stayed Miss Willows Target sentence: cooked cheeseburgers and
fries for dinner. Spillover: They would eat their food while chatting. The pair had never in their
lives been so happy and content.
One day however, when Miss Willows brought Olive home they saw that the car in the
driveway was packed tight with suitcases and boxes. Mr. and Mrs. Swift were dashing around
the house, slamming cabinets and shouting to one another. When they finally noticed Miss
Willows and Olive they stopped. Mr. Swift looked sternly at Miss Willows and Olive, then
grabbed his daughter by the hand and announced that the family had to leave town immediately.
They had been expecting Olive home and they needed her to go pack her things because they
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would not be returning to this house or this town ever again. Mr. Swift held his daughter’s arm.
Consistent: Olive was so shocked she barely noticed her father’s strength and that he had clearly
been in some sort of altercation. His hand on her was firm and unyielding. He was bruised on his
face and up his arms and looked intimidating and scary. Inconsistent: Olive was so shocked she
barely noticed her father’s injuries and that he had clearly been in some sort of altercation. His
hand on her was wound with bandages. He was bruised on his face and up his arms and looked
feeble and weak. Olive tried to tug her hand away from her father, Target sentence: but his grip
around her was much too tight. Spillover: Olive desperately looked to Miss Willows. Miss
Willows asked Mr. Swift what was going on. Certainly there was no need for the family to up
and leave town so abruptly. Mrs. Swift chimed in from the kitchen saying that her husband had
finally sold a piece of junk car to the wrong person and they had to flea town or else the cops
would get them. She was about to continue with the story when her husband cut her off and told
her that she didn’t know what she was talking about and she should keep her mouth closed. Mr.
Swift turned to Miss Willows, his hand still around Olive’s arm. He explained that he was
relocating his business for personal reasons and that they had to leave within the hour, refusing
to say where they were going.
Olive was in tears. Miss Willows tried to stay calm but she did not want Olive to have to
go with these people even if they were her parents. Mr. Swift was getting increasingly agitated.
He tugged on Olive’s arm and told her to go upstairs immediately. Olive ran to Miss Willows
and hugged around her waist tight which made Mr. Swift even more angry. But when he tried to
peel his daughter off of Miss Willows, Olive turned to her father, focused her eyes on him and
suddenly he was lifted into the air and floating further and further away under the guidance of
Olive’s eyes. The look on Olive’s face was fierce and the look from her father was stupefied. He
began to flail his arms and legs and shout for his wife. Mrs. Swift came in from the kitchen and
her jaw dropped. She looked at Olive and then back to her husband who was glaring with horror
and rage at his tiny daughter. Olive kept her eyes fixed on this man and lifted him higher into the
air. Her mother turned in horror before pointing at Olive and saying but one word: witch!!! Mr.
Swift sneered, his legs wriggling, his head brushing the ceiling. Miss Willows put her hands on
Olive’s shoulders. She remained calm but more assertive than she had ever been in her life. She
bent down to Olive’s ear and whispered something to the young girl, whose face instantly lit up
like a firefly. Olive nodded to Miss Willows in resounding agreement with whatever secret the
teacher had shared. Miss Willows then looked up to Mr. Swift, looked back down to Mrs. Swift
and asked them if Olive could remain in town and live with her. Mrs. Swift simply looked to her
husband while mumbling witch over and over. Mr. Swift, still floating above, his cheek firmly
pressed to the ceiling, replied in a curt tone, if they could be rid of this less than human, nuisance
of a daughter, he would leave now and never look back. And that is just what they did.
Olive guided both of her parents out the door and held Miss Willows tight as her parents
pulled out of the driveway and drove away. Before they were out of sight, Olive used her powers
to erase any memory of herself from her parent’s minds. To them, it was as if she had never
existed, and they would certainly never come looking for her again.
It did not take Olive very long to settle into a life with Miss Willows in her wonderful
home. In fact, after a month or two, it felt like things had always been like this. Miss Willows
would make tea. They would read together and walk amongst their favorite characters in their
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favorite story worlds. They walked to school together and when the school hired a new
headmistress, Olive was moved to a more advanced class that was more suitable to her level.
Together, Olive and Miss Willows made a great team. With Olive’s endless powers and Miss
Willows’ guidance and support, the young wizard and her teacher became the lead characters in
their own story world.
END
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Olive
Olive Swift was not an average five-year-old child, she was both a genius and a wizard.
The thing is, Olive did not know that she was exceptional. She did not even know that she was a
wizard until quite recently when her powers grew stronger. You see, Olive had the unfortunate
luck to be born into a family of ignorant, lazy, and willfully oblivious degenerates: Mr. and Mrs.
Swift. Frank and Sally Swift failed to recognize that their daughter was out of the ordinary
because they could not be bothered with her at all. Frank Swift ran a dishonest, used car business
in which he was constantly ripping off unsuspecting customers by selling them lousy cars, while
Sally Swift was habitually wrapped up in internet cash scams. Their daughter Olive did not fit in
with inattentive, lazy, tricksters and so, she was quite simply viewed as a nuisance. Where
Olive’s talents came from was truly a mystery. To her knowledge, there were no wizards,
witches, or sorcerers in her family tree and Frank and Sally Swift never took note of anything
impressive that Olive did. They really showed no interest at all in their child and they merely saw
her as a pest. Little did they know Olive Swift had powers that any seasoned wizard would envy.
Olive needed no magic wand. She didn’t need to chant spells. She could move things with the
concentration of her eyes. She could change one object into another by willing it to happen. For
all intents and purposes, she could fly; although, a better description might be that she could
float, because it appeared that she expended no effort as she glided through the air like a cloud.
In truth, Olive discovered new powers almost by accident so it seemed that there was no limit to
her abilities. Olive was exceptionally brilliant and exceptionally magic. And her parents were
exceptionally blind to both. So as it went, Olive was left on her own most of the time. By the age
of one and a half her speech was perfect and she knew as many words as most grown-ups. Mr.
and Mrs. Swift, instead of applauding her, called her a noisy chatterbox.
By the time she was three, Olive had taught herself to read by studying newspapers and
magazines that lay around the house. At the age of four, she could read fast and well and she
naturally began hankering after books. The only book in the whole of this enlightened household
was something called Easy Cooking, and when she had read this from cover to cover and had
learnt all the recipes by heart, her mind began rearranging the letters on the pages of the
cookbook to create different words and form little stories. One day she discovered she could
actually make the letters float right off of the pages and form new stories, songs, and poems that
danced around the room and read themselves aloud to her in a fantastical story time of which any
child would be jealous. Once she started to create stories of her own she yearned to read the
stories of others. So Olive began leaving the house on her own to visit the public library. She
quite simply climbed out her bedroom window and floated over several blocks of houses, before
landing at the library in town. Olive floated above the town high enough that to any casual
observer, she appeared to be a bird flying in the sky. And this little bird visited the library the
same way once a week to take out new books and return the old ones. Anna, the librarian came
to recognize Olive right away as a library regular. When Olive first visited the library she started
off with the children’s books. When she finished all of them, Anna directed her to the adult
literature section. Consistent: Anna always kept a close watch over all who visited the town
library and would never let anyone misbehave on her watch. She was unforgiving, harsh, and
very stern with everyone. In fact, Anna’s rules were both strict and unrelenting. Inconsistent:
Anna always kept a close watch over all who visited the town library and visitors were always
well behaved on her watch. She was kind, good natured, and patient with everyone. In fact,
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Anna’s rules were both compassionate and understanding. Backgrounding: The library quickly
became Olive’s favorite place to visit. Not only did she love browsing for new novels, but she
also enjoyed looking through photography books from around the world. She would always
make note of the places she would like to visit. She got so excited when she found photographs
of countries in which her favorite book characters lived. Olive became so immersed in the worlds
of these characters that she never wanted to stop reading. Once she forgot to return a novel,
Target sentence: Anna screamed at Olive on her next visit. Spillover sentence: Olive wouldn’t
ever forget a book again. She loved Charles Dickens’s Oliver Twist so much that she renewed it
three times. Olive’s mind was so nimble and she was so quick to learn that her ability should
have been obvious even to the most inattentive of parents. But Frank and Sally Swift were both
so dim-witted and so wrapped up in their own silly little lives that they failed to notice anything
unusual about their daughter.
Olive spent most afternoons alone in her bedroom. Consistent: She always brought a
nice warm beverage upstairs with her. Usually it was a large hot chocolate that she prepared with
the microwave in the kitchen. Then she would patiently wait for the drink to cool down as she
headed upstairs. Inconsistent: She always brought an icy cold beverage upstairs with her.
Usually it was a large frozen smoothie that she prepared with the blender in the kitchen. Then
she would patiently wait to drink it until she got all the way upstairs. Backgrounding: Olive
liked making simple foods in the kitchen. Sometimes she even used the toaster oven to make
miniature pizzas. She thought it was fun to come up with new things to eat and drink. She even
made it into a sort of game in which she tried to create a new snack using only the ingredients in
the house. Sometimes when she made a new recipe it made her anxious to get upstairs right after
she made her afternoon beverage. Occasionally when she didn’t wait long enough, Target
sentence: she would burn her mouth on the first sip. Spillover sentence: Then she’d finish when
she got upstairs. When she got up to her room she perched herself up on her bed and spent the
afternoon reading the words off of the pages of her books and into the air around her. The books
transported her into new worlds and introduced her to amazing people who lived exciting lives.
Soon she realized that not only could she make the words float off the page and hover in the air
around her, but with her magic mind she could quite literally project vivid scenes from any story
and walk around a 3-dimensional, fictional world in which she could actually smell, touch, hear,
taste and see everything that the author had intended their reader to imagine. The difference for
Olive was that she could step into the world for real. Such an intimate bond did Olive develop
with literature that books even became her friends. The day she realized that she could physically
move things around with the concentration and power of her eyes, she made the books dance
around the room with her. It was the happiest she had ever been, just Olive and her books.
When Olive finally entered school for the first time she attended the village school for
younger children, Norbury Hall Primary School. The head mistress, the supreme commander of
this establishment was a formidable middle-aged woman whose name was Miss Timbermule.
Olive’s class included eighteen other small boys and girls about the same age as her. Consistent:
Their classroom was on the attic floor of the building and there were many stairs leading up
there. The room felt quite high up and had large windows. Around the classroom there was a full
360 degree view of the school grounds in every direction. Inconsistent: Their classroom was on
the basement floor of the building and there were many stairs leading down there. The room felt
quite removed and had tiny windows. Around the classroom there was no view of the school
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grounds just bushes and pavement in every direction. Backgrounding: The classroom itself was
well suited to young children and their learning. There were many colorful diagrams and pictures
to look at on the walls. There was even a reading corner with a bookcase filled with books, a
plush blue rug and beanbag chairs. There was also a tall and prominent easel that held a large
pad of paper and a tray of brightly colored markers. The space was exactly how one would
picture a child’s first classroom. Anytime you looked out the window it Target sentence: felt
like being on the top of the world. Spillover: It was a fitting space for Olive’s class.
The class teacher was exceptionally kind. She went by the name of Miss Willows and she
could not have been more than twenty-three or twenty-four. Miss Willows had a lovely,
youthful, pale oval face with large brown doe-eyes and her hair was a light golden brown. Miss
Lily Willows was a mild and quiet person who never raised her voice and was seldom seen to
smile, but she radiated warmth and there is no doubt she possessed that rare gift for being adored
by every small child under her care. Olive loved her instantly.
Miss Timbermule, the headmistress, was something else altogether. Never had a name fit
a person so well as in the case of Miss Timbermule, or just “Timbermule” as some were known
to call her. She was a gigantic, holy terror, a fierce tyrannical monster who frightened the life out
of the students and teachers alike. When she marched (Miss Timbermule never walked), she
always marched like a storm trooper with long strides and arms swinging. When she marched
along a corridor you could actually hear her snorting as she went, and if a group of children
happened to be in her path, she ploughed right on through them like a tank, with small people
bouncing off her to left and right. This woman, in all her eccentricities and in her appearance, is
almost impossible to describe. But she has certain unmistakable characteristics of note.
Now most head mistresses are chosen because they possess a number of fine qualities.
They understand children, are deeply interested in education and they have the children’s best
interests at heart. Miss Timbermule possessed none of these qualities and how she ever got her
present job was a mystery. She had once been a famous athlete, and even now her muscles were
the evidence. You could see them in the bull-neck, in the big shoulders, in the thick arms, and in
the powerful legs. Looking at her, you got the feeling that this was someone who could bend iron
bars and tear dictionaries in half. Her face, I’m afraid, was neither a thing of beauty nor an everpresent display of kindness. She had an obstinate chin, a cruel mouth and small arrogant eyes.
And as for her clothes, they were extremely odd to say the least. She always had on a brown
cotton smock, which was pinched in around the waist with a wide leather belt. Her massive
thighs were encased in a pair of bottle green stockings made of coarse wool and on her feet she
wore brown combat-like boots. She looked, more like a rather eccentric and bloodthirsty hunter
than the headmistress of a nice school for children. Now that you have some picture of Miss
Timbermule in your mind, let us leave her for the moment and go back to Olive and her first day
in Miss Willows’ class.
After the usual business of going through all the names of the children, Miss Willows
explained a few things about Norbury Hall and their headmistress Miss Timbermule. She told
them how strict Miss Timbermule was and how she insisted on absolute discipline in her school.
It was best to be well-behaved in Miss Timbermule’s presence, which to Miss Timbermule
meant that a child would be quiet, clean and 100% obedient.
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Miss Willows then directed the children’s attention to the terrarium and their class pet, a
frog named Brad. Consistent: Brad was the smallest frog the children had ever seen. He was not
nearly full grown and you could almost cover him with your finger because of his size. His glass
tank was really long so you almost couldn’t find him between moss and plants. Inconsistent:
Brad was the biggest frog the children had ever seen. He was full grown and you couldn’t even
cover him with your hand because of his size. His glass tank was really long but you could easily
still find him between the moss and plants. Backgrounding: Miss Willows thought that having a
class pet would teach the children about responsibility. The students seemed enthusiastic about
taking care of their pet. They helped make a chart listing their tasks and who was responsible on
what day. Miss Willows even drew a picture of a frog and the kids helped color it in. Their chart
included tasks like cleaning the tank, making sure that the frog had fresh water, and ensuring that
he had plenty of food. The children wanted to hold him but Target sentence: he’d need to finish
growing before that. Spillover sentence: They could all take turns holding him soon.
Next, Miss Willows went on to discuss her expectations from her class. By the end of the
week they were all to learn the two-times table by heart. In a year’s time she hoped that they
would all learn the multiplication tables up to twelve. When Miss Willows began to ask
questions to see how much the children might already know, it became quite clear that the tiny,
dark haired girl named Olive was far beyond her fellow classmates. Miss Willows was shocked
when Olive demonstrated that she could perform complex calculations in her head. She was
floored when Olive showed she could read, and then discussed the plot of Charles Dickens’
Oliver Twist. Miss Willows was simultaneously amazed and fascinated to have such a brilliant
child in her very own class.
After a quick snack, it was time for the students to have their first recess. Miss Willows
had the children line up in twos with the buddy to whom they were assigned and she led them
outside onto the playground. Consistent: The school playground was very old, outdated, and
poorly maintained. The condition of all of the equipment was worn down and the jagged wooden
surfaces were in need of repair. The children immediately spread out and climbed the antiquated
structures. Inconsistent: The school playground was very new, updated, and well maintained.
The condition of all of the equipment was basically pristine and the wood-free, durable plastic
surfaces were beyond compare. The children immediately spread out and climbed on the
unspoiled structures. Backgrounding: They could not have asked for a more beautiful day. The
trees swayed in the gentle breeze and you could just about smell the end of summer turning into
autumn in the air. Soon the leaves would change color and the children would begin wearing
coats to school. Today though, everyone wore short sleeves and shorts that showed their summer
tans. The young children especially seemed to relish the opportunity to burn off some energy by
running around the playground. Just moments later, a child was in Target sentence: tears with a
splinter from the swing set. Spillover sentence: The school nurse came quickly to help out. The
splinter was easily removed with some tweezers and after the cut was cleaned, the child returned
to his play with a band-aid on his thumb. Olive’s class ran up and down the playground in a
game of hide-and-seek. Olive was delighted to have so many other children to play with for the
first time in her life.
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Meanwhile, back inside, Miss Willows knew that Olive should be placed in a higher
grade so that she would be challenged. During recess, Miss Willows left the classroom and
headed straight for the Headmistress’s study. When she entered, Miss Timbermule immediately
demanded what in the world she wanted. Consistent: The office was extremely cluttered and
uninviting. Every single surface was covered with papers and lots of trash. In the far corner of
the room, Miss Timbermule was standing between two overflowing file cabinets with a rulebook
in her hands. Inconsistent: The office was extremely sterile and uninviting. Every single surface
was completely clear of papers or objects. In the far corner of the room, Miss Timbermule was
standing between two neat industrial file cabinets with a rulebook in her hands. Backgrounding:
To say that Miss Timbermule intimidated people would be an understatement. Most teachers
avoided meeting with her one on one whenever they could. She could take the most legitimate
concern that a teacher had and make it seem like they were overreacting. When it came time for
employee reviews, the staff met with her individually and usually left in shock and dismay. Any
point that they tried to express was met with a response straight out of the rulebook. Miss
Willows saw the rulebook even though Target sentence: a messy stack of boxes blocked her
view. Spillover: But Miss Willows tried keep up her nerve. Miss Willows was flushed and
flustered. She explained that she had discovered a rather extraordinary child in her class. She
went on to say how Olive Swift could do advanced math in her head, could read complex
sentences, and could spell difficult words. But Miss Timbermule interrupted her to say that she
had heard all about Olive from Olive’s own father when she purchased a used car from him just a
week ago. Mr. Swift informed Miss Timbermule what a little brat Olive was and that if anything
ever went wrong in the school, it was certainly his daughter that would be responsible.
Apparently, Miss Timbermule had taken a keen liking to Mr. Swift and thought he was a real
pillar of society owning his own business and giving his customers such honest deals. As if she
had been born yesterday, Miss Timbermule had fallen right into Mr. Swift’s trap and she didn’t
even know that Mr. Swift had most certainly sold her a lemon of a car that would start to have
major problems within a month or two. But Miss Timbermule was quick to trust anyone whose
opinion of small children matched her own and so when Olive’s own father said that Olive was a
useless little twit, Miss Timbermule filed the information as fact and resolved herself to keep an
eye out for Olive Swift.
Miss Willows protested vehemently. They simply could not be speaking about the same child.
There had to be some sort of mistake or her father must be wrong. Olive was clearly a genius.
But Miss Timbermule was adamant. Mr. Swift had called his own daughter a gangster. She
would create all sorts of problems for the teacher just like he said she did for her parents at home.
How could he be wrong, questioned Miss Timbermule, when he had known the little beast all her
life and Miss Willows had only known the girl for a couple of hours? She would hear nothing of
Olive’s intelligence and certainly would not consider moving Olive to a higher grade. But what
Miss Timbermule did not know was that Olive Swift was a magical force to be reckoned with,
and the little girl’s powers would soon serve her well in this school.
Visibly distressed, Miss Willows rose from her chair and walked out of the study, leaving
Miss Timbermule ranting about the filth that children brought into her school and how she
couldn’t understand how anyone tolerated such small, ridiculous people. Feeling distressed but
by no means defeated, Miss Willows headed to the supply closet where all of the school’s
textbooks were stored so she could select some advanced topics for Olive. Consistent: The rows
of books were organized perfectly by each subject and grade level. Each row was also dedicated
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to a grade and there were neat dividers in place for blocking off different sections. Specific
topics were very simple to locate. Inconsistent: The rows of books were completely
disorganized and every subject and grade level was all mixed up together. Each row was a
jumble of grades and there was absolutely nothing resembling different sections. Specific topics
were nearly impossible to locate. Backgrounding: It seemed to Miss Willows that Olive would
benefit from reading a wide variety of upper level textbooks. She had a feeling that the young
girl would be interested in most anything. She began to wonder if Olive could speak any foreign
languages. If she did, she might enjoy reading novels in their original languages rather than the
English translations. There were so many things to consider in order to best provide a learning
environment for such a gifted child. Miss Willows scanned the shelves and she Target sentence:
easily found the most challenging books. Spillover: She gathered the most difficult subjects. Her
stack included algebra, geometry, chemistry, French, English Literature and the like. When her
class returned from recess, she placed the stack of books by Olive and told her that she could
work her way through these books while Miss Willows instructed the other children. Olive
would get much more out of these books than she would by sitting through lessons with her
peers. At the end of the lesson Olive could come up to Miss Willows with any questions she
might have and she would do her best to help her. Olive seemed delighted. She was so thrilled
that Miss Willows had brought her so many fascinating books.
The nice thing about Olive was that if you had met her casually and talked to her you
would have thought she was a perfectly normal five-year-old child. To a casual observer she
would have come off as a well-behaved little girl and unless you had seen her move something
with the pure power of her mind or turn an object into something else, you would never have
known that she was a powerful little wizard. In fact, Miss Willows did not know anything of
Olive’s magical powers at first because the little girl was so focused on learning all she could
from her textbooks. Olive was quiet, kind, and respectful. It was therefore easy for Olive to make
friends with other children. All of the children in her class liked her. They knew of course that
she was clever because they had heard her being questioned by Miss Willows on the first day of
school and they knew also that she was allowed to sit quietly with a book during lessons and not
pay attention to the teacher. But children of their age do not search deeply for reasons. Once
Olive became more comfortable with her classroom surroundings, she began using her powers
on purpose. When a pencil from across the way appeared to float toward Olive just as she needed
to write something in her notebook, or the color of her shirt started off blue and went from purple
to yellow to green and then polka dots at different points in the day, her classmates didn’t
question this, but Miss Willows began to take notice. However, Miss Willows was convinced
that she was overstressed, overtired, and so enamored with Olive that she was seeing impossible
things like magic happen around the little girl. Miss Willows resolved herself to get more sleep.
Olive’s first real friend was a boy called Sam. Right from the first day of class the two of
them started wandering round together during morning recess and in the lunch-hour. Consistent:
During lunch hour at the end of their first week, the sky was a dismal and dreary gray and filled
with clouds. Both the children and the teachers missed the warmth of the sun. The steady wind
made the trees sway under the darkening sky. Inconsistent: During lunch hour at the end of their
first week, the sky was a clear and vivid blue and absent of clouds. Both the children and the
teachers enjoyed the warmth of the sun. The gentle wind made the trees sway under the bright
sky. Backgrounding: You could already tell that the children were beginning to adjust to their
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school day routine. They engaged in both free playtime and more structured lessons during their
time in the classroom. Although they liked their lessons, recess was still the children’s favorite
subject. Today they had made a point to eat their lunches quickly so they could enjoy as much
time outside as possible. When they finished in the cafeteria they promptly headed out to the
playground. The children ran to the steps when Target sentence: the thunder roared and rain
poured down. Spillover sentence: They quickly filtered into the school gym. Olive and her new
friend Sam made up games in a corner. Like Olive, Sam was exceptionally small for his age, a
skinny little runt with deep-brown eyes and with dark hair that was habitually sticking up in
every direction. Olive liked him because he was gutsy and adventurous. He liked Olive for
exactly the same reasons.
------------------------------------------------1/3---mark--------------------------------------------------Before the first week of quarter was up, awesome tails about the Headmistress, Miss
Timbermule, began to filter through to the newcomers. Olive and Sam had heard that
Timbermule, had a lock-up cupboard in her private study called the “must behave box” where
she put children who displeased her. It was pitch dark and you had to stand dead straight because
it was too narrow to sit. If you wobbled at all you got spiked either by the sharp bits of glass that
stuck out from the cement walls or the jagged nails that were hammered into the door. Needless
to say, every new student was terrified of the headmistress and trembled in fear when they
learned that she would soon begin making her rounds of visiting classes to lead one weekly
lesson.
Miss Timbermule would begin leading Miss Willows’ class every Friday after the lunch
period. Lunchtime was generally a time everyone enjoyed. Sam and Olive always sat together
and compared what each had to eat.
Consistent: Sam’s dad ran his own bakery and usually didn’t have time to pack him anything
fresh for lunch. He’d get the croissants that were usually stale and sticky buns that had been
cooked slightly too long. His leftover cinnamon bread was never moist and soft. Inconsistent:
Sam’s dad ran his own bakery and always made the time to pack him something fresh for lunch.
He’d get the croissants that were never stale and the sticky buns that had been cooked just right.
His leftover cinnamon bread was always moist and soft. Backgrounding: Sam and Olive sat
across from one another at a long cafeteria table. They chatted about all of the things they had
learned about their new school. Both children agreed that the older students might be trying to
frighten the younger children with some of the stories they told. Olive didn’t think that the news
about Miss Timbermule coming into their class was just a story though. But poor Sam hadn’t
heard this news before now. After hearing Timbermule would lead class, Sam Target sentence:
dropped his stale hard bagel on the ground. Spillover sentence: His mouth dropped wide open
from the shock. Back in class, Miss Willows told the children that they must study their
workbooks and lessons and be prepared to be quizzed on the material when Miss Timbermule
came. They should be clean and tidy and never speak unless first being spoken to. Finally, Miss
Timbermule was very particular about requiring a clay pitcher of cool water and drinking glass
ready upon her arrival. Sam volunteered to be responsible for fetching the water after lunch.
Though he had been terrified of the stories he and Olive had heard about the headmistress, Sam
was mischievous and clever and saw this as an opportunity to orchestrate a plan.
After school Sam took the long route home that took him by the pond. Olive came with
him because she loved all furry animals like rabbits and squirrels and there were lots of animals
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at the pond. Consistent: But Olive also thought that snakes, frogs and lizards were great and
loved watching them slither and crawl. She loved going to the pond and catching tadpoles,
salamanders and water snakes. She thought there was nothing cooler than a slimy creature.
Inconsistent: But Olive thought snakes, frogs and lizards were gross and refused to go near
them. She loved going to the pond but would steer clear of tadpoles, salamanders and water
snakes. She thought there was nothing creepier than a slimy creature. Backgrounding: The pond
was a favorite spot for outdoor recreation. The water was deep enough in some areas to go
swimming and sometimes people would fish off of one of the old docks. There were wooden
picnic tables near one of the shores for visitors to have lunch. Not far from the picnic tables there
was a large open field where people could play games. Often there would be dogs chasing
Frisbees with their owners and others playing soccer. When they both got to the pond Target
Sentence: Olive grabbed a salamander in her hands. Spillover Sentence: It squirmed and
slipped onto the ground. Sam collected it in his pencil case for safe keeping.
The next morning in Miss Willows’ class went like the others, but the tension grew as the
lunch hour approached. None of the children seemed to enjoy lunch or recess because they were
too afraid of Miss Timbermule taking over the afternoon lesson. On the way in from lunch, Sam
stopped at the kitchen to pick up the water jug. Because the jug was of clay pottery, no one
would see if something were to be floating around in the water. When Sam got to the kitchen he
saw several identical clay jugs on a drying wrack.
Consistent: The clay water jugs themselves were very bulky and solid. Each one was quite
sturdy and able to stand up to significant wear and tear, which made them practical for use in a
school environment. In fact, they were altogether large and cumbersome. Inconsistent: The clay
water jugs themselves were very flimsy and delicate. Each one was quite fragile and not meant to
endure any wear and tear, which actually made them impractical for use in a school environment.
In fact, they were altogether slight and dainty. Backgrounding: The school kitchen was eerily
quiet after the hustle and bustle of the lunchtime rush. The dishwashers had all been loaded with
school lunch trays, plates, cups and utensils. Now the lunchroom workers had all left to eat their
own lunches in the employee break room. The only noise in the kitchen now was the humming
mechanical sound from the industrial dishwashers. Beyond the massive, metal dishwashers
several drying wracks sat at the edge of the countertop. Sam grabbed hold of a jug and Target
sentence: winced under the weight as he lifted it. Spillover sentence: He filled it with water
from the faucet. Once the jug was full, Sam opened his pencil case to let the slimy salamander
slide in taking a respectable clump of pond scum with it. He carefully walked with the pitcher
and a glass into the classroom and placed it on the teacher’s table. When the children filed in
from the playground, Sam fell in alongside them and they each took their seats. Timbermule was
already there and had seated herself behind the teacher’s table. Once the children were in their
seats she announced to the class that she had never been able to understand why small children
were so disgusting. They were like insects. She reasoned that we get rid of flies with fly-spray
and by hanging up fly-paper. She had often thought of inventing a spray for getting rid of small
children. Miss Willows sat in her chair with her mind spinning. The woman’s mad, she kept
telling herself. She’s the one who ought to be got rid of. But Miss Willows did not have much
hope that this would happen. She sat back in her chair and sighed.
Meanwhile, Timbermule now lifted the large blue water-jug and poured some water into
her glass. And suddenly, with the water, out came the long slimy salamander straight into the
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glass, plop! Timbermule let out a yell and leapt out of her chair as though a firecracker had gone
off underneath her. Now the children also saw the slimy lizard-like creature twisting and turning
in the glass and they squirmed and jumped about as well, shouting. Oh, how disgusting! A
snake! No, a baby crocodile! No, it’s an alligator! In a bold fit of adrenaline, Sam shouted to
Miss Timbermule. It looked like it might bite! Timbermule, this mighty female giant, stood there
in her green breeches quivering like a wimp. She stared at the creature twisting and wriggling in
the glass. Curiously enough, she had never seen a salamander before. She hadn’t the faintest idea
what it was. It certainly looked extremely unpleasant. Slowly she sat down again in her chair.
She looked at this moment more terrifying than ever before. The fires of fury and hatred were
smoldering in her small black eyes and she turned straight to Olive Swift.
With wrath, she barked for Olive to stand up immediately. This was met with Olive’s
confusion and horror. Wearily, she asked what she had done. But Miss Timbermule made
nothing of the girl’s convincing and innocent display and again told her to stand up, shouting that
she was a disgusting little cockroach. Olive protested. She hadn’t done anything. It was no use,
Miss Timbermule ordered her to stand up at once, the filthy little maggot. Reluctantly, Olive got
to her feet. She was in the second row. Sam was in the row behind her, feeling a bit guilty.
Consistent: But Sam rarely took responsibility for his own actions. In fact, he never owned up to
the things that he had done wrong and was always trying to get away with stuff. He was certainly
not going to take the blame for his prank now. Inconsistent: But Sam always took responsibility
for his own actions. In fact, he always owned up to things that he had done wrong and would
never let himself get away with stuff. He was certainly not going to let someone take the blame
for his prank. Backgrounding: Sam stared down at the top of his wooden desk. There were pen
marks and writing that had accumulated on the desktop over the years. Some children liked to
carve their initials or write messages in the wood for all of the future students to see. Sam
wondered which of these previous students belonged to each message and set of initials. He
slowly traced the writing with his fingertips while looking up from his desk toward his friend.
Sam watched Timbermule speak to Olive and Target sentence: not surprisingly he said nothing
about it. Spillover: He hoped that Olive wouldn’t be too upset.
Meanwhile, Timbermule exploded with insults. She called Olive a vile, repulsive,
repellent, malicious little brute! Olive was not fit to be in her school! She ought to be behind
bars! Miss Timbermule would have her expelled in utter disgrace! She would have Olive chased
down the corridor and out of the front-door with the hockey-sticks! And then she would make
absolutely sure she was sent to a reformatory for delinquent girls for the minimum of forty years!
Timbermule was in such a rage that her face had taken on a boiled color and little flecks of froth
were gathering at the corners of her mouth. But she was not the only one who was losing her
cool. Olive was also beginning to see red. She didn’t mind being accused of having done
something she had actually done. She could see the justice of that. It was, however, a totally new
experience for her to be accused of a crime that she definitely had not committed. She had had
absolutely nothing to do with putting the creature in the glass. By golly, she was not about to let
that rotten Timbermule pin this on her if she could do anything about it!
Olive screamed that she did not do it. She was really worked up. But Timbermule would
have nothing of it. She was convinced that Olive was behind it. Nobody else could have thought
up a trick like that! Olive’s father was right to warn her about his daughter! The woman seemed
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to have lost control of herself completely. She was ranting like a maniac. She told Olive that she
was finished in this school. She was finished everywhere. She would personally see to it that
Olive was put away in a place where she would never see daylight again!
Once again, Olive protested, screaming that she did not do it. But Timbermule only
yelled back, stating that Olive had put a crocodile in her drinking water. There is no worse crime
in the world against a Headmistress! Finally seeing how worked up Olive was, she told her to
immediately sit down and not to say a word! Olive shouted, refusing to sit down. This enraged
Timbermule even further. She told Olive to shut up immediately or she would remove her belt
and let Olive have it with the buckle end.
Slowly Olive sat down. Oh, the rottenness of it all! The unfairness! How dare they expel
her for something she hadn’t done! Olive felt herself getting angrier …and angrier…and
angrier…so unbearably angry that something was bound to explode inside her very soon. Her
magic was bound to come out. Olive glared at Timbermule. How she hated her. She glared at the
glass with the salamander in it. She longed to march up and grab the glass and tip the contents,
salamander and all, over Timbermule’s head. But Olive did not have to march up there to dump
the glass. And though under normal circumstances she would not have used her magic for
retaliation, Timbermule was unfair and terrible. She needed to do something.
Timbermule was sitting behind the teacher’s table staring with a mixture of horror and
fascination at the salamander wriggling in the glass. Olive’s eyes were also fixed on the glass.
And now, quite slowly, there began to creep over Olive a most extraordinary and peculiar
feeling: the idea of using her magic to control the situation. She felt the electricity gather in her
eyes as it always did before she moved objects with them. It was a sense of her power, a feeling
of great strength was settling itself deep inside her. She focused on tipping the glass.
The glass began to wobble and then, very very slowly, so slowly one could hardly see it
happening, the glass began to lean backwards, farther and farther and farther backwards until it
was balancing on just one edge of its base. And there it teetered for a few seconds before finally
toppling over and falling with a sharp clinking on the desktop. The water in it and the squirming
salamander splashed out all over Miss Timbermule. Olive shifted her gaze to the slimy
salamander and controlled the direction in which it crawled right up Miss Timbermule’s chest
and onto her face to rest on her sharp nose. Olive held her gaze on the salamander causing the
creature to remain on the headmistress’ nose while staring its beady reptilian eyes right at Miss
Timbermule. The headmistress let out a yell that must have rattled every window-pane in the
building and for the second time in the last five minutes she shot out of her chair like a rocket.
The salamander clung with its little claw-like feet. Timbermule bellowed even louder. With a
swipe of her hand she sent the creature flying across the classroom. It landed on the floor beside
Sam’s desk and very quickly he ducked down and picked it up and put it into his pencil-box for
another time. A salamander, he decided, was a useful thing to have around.
Timbermule roared. Who had done this? She was out of her mind with anger shouting for
someone to own up and step forward. Nobody answered. The whole room remained silent as a
tomb. Timbermule turned to Olive. She was panting with inhuman rage and again, she
proclaimed that Olive was the culprit. Olive, in the second row, sat very still and said nothing. A
strange feeling of serenity and confidence was sweeping over her and all of a sudden she found
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that she was frightened by nobody in the world. She had never thought her abilities, her magic
was a force to be reckoned with but in the face of Timbermule it became clear to Olive that
anybody who could do what Olive could was capable of anything.
Timbermule roared, pouring out one insult after another and demanding that Olive admit
what she had done. Olive looked right back into the flashing eyes of this infuriated female giant
and calmly stated that she had not moved away from her desk since the lesson began. She could
say no more. Suddenly the entire class seemed to rise up against the Headmistress and in defense
of Olive. They shouted that Olive had not moved. Nobody had moved. The headmistress must
have knocked it over herself! The very idea made Timbermule even crazier with rage. She most
certainly did not knock it over herself. How dare they suggest a thing like that! She turned to
Miss Willows but Miss Willows only responded with honesty that she could promise that no
child had moved from his or her desk in all the time Miss Timbermule had been there. Miss
Willows was sitting in a chair by the class garden. Consistent: The class garden contained three
wooden window boxes currently filled with fresh soil and seedlings. Although they had just
recently planted the seeds, new plants were beginning to sprout up everywhere. There were even
some brightly colored flowers that had already bloomed. Inconsistent: The class garden
contained three wooden window boxes currently filled with just soil and seeds. They had just
recently planted the seeds so nothing new had begun to sprout up yet. Hopefully some brightly
colored flowers would eventually begin to bloom there. Backgrounding: The garden was part of
a teaching unit on science and the environment. It would help the children learn about how
things grow and why plants are so important to our planet. The class had already learned that
plants need some sunlight and water to grow and that plants even create oxygen. They also
learned that some plants are actually carnivores like the Venus flytrap, which eats small bugs.
The children were excited about their garden. Miss Willows examined the boxes and leaned
Target sentence: over to admire the flowers near the edge. Spillover sentence: The fragrance
was light and very pleasant. Miss Timbermule glared at Miss Willows. Miss Willows met her
gaze without flinching and assured her that she was telling the truth; none of the children had
moved from their desks. The Headmistress must have knocked it over without knowing it. That
sort of thing was easy to do.
Timbermule stepped back and toward the door. As she put her hand on the doorknob she
told them that the whole class was a useless bunch of midgets and she was fed up with them all.
She refused to waste any more of her precious time in this miserable class. In fact, she was done
with this whole waste of a school. It was time to get back to her true passion: weight lifting and
physical discipline. She’d finally take that prison guard job she had been offered nearby and she
would never have to deal with a small child ever again. And with that, she marched out of the
classroom, slamming the door behind her.
In the stunned silence that followed, Miss Willows walked up to the front of the class and
stood behind her table. She sighed with relief and even smiled a little. The class cheered wildly,
which Miss Willows allowed for a few moments before she told her class that they had all had
enough school for one day. The class was dismissed. The children could all go out onto the
playground and wait for their parents to take them home. Consistent: The large field next to the
school playground was very damp. It had rained earlier that day and it had also rained in the days
before. The children took off their shoes and ran around in the slick, wet grass. Inconsistent:
The large field that was next to the school playground was very dry. It hadn’t rained today, nor
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had it rained for many days before that. The children missed taking off their shoes and running
around in slick, wet grass. Backgrounding: Some of the children brought out a bunch of soccer
balls and started to kick them up and down the field. They practiced dribbling the ball with their
feet like they learned in their gym class. Then they passed the balls back and forth running after
them when they missed. The kids even took turns playing goalie in their pretend goals. They
jumped up and down and cheered loudly whenever they scored between the imaginary goal lines.
When Olive’s friend Sam got outside he Target sentence: stepped over a puddle to join his
class. Spillover sentence: He looked around trying to locate Olive.
Olive did not join the rush to get out of the classroom. She remained at her desk, quiet
and thoughtful. She knew she had to tell somebody about what had happened with the glass.
Now that she had used her magic in the real world when others were watching, she couldn’t
possibly keep a gigantic secret like that bottled up inside her even if no one knew what she had
done. What she needed was just one person, one wise and sympathetic grown-up who could help
her to understand her abilities. Neither her mother nor her father would be of any use at all. Olive
decided that the one person she would like to confide in was Miss Willows.
Olive and Miss Willows were now the only two left in the classroom until Jim, the janitor
came in to sweep the floors. Consistent: Jim was very tall and very hairy. When he hunched
over his broom, all you could see were shiny dark curls covering his bobbing hairy neck. The
brilliant gleam off of his gel-slicked locks was more than enough glare to blind you.
Inconsistent: Jim was very tall and very bald. When he hunched over his broom, all you could
see were his shiny bare head and bobbing hairless neck. The brilliant gleam off of his shaven
skull was more than enough glare to blind you. Backgrounding: Jim had just been hired as the
school’s janitor a month ago. He was trying his best to do a good job and impress the school
staff. Keeping an entire school clean was proving to be more of a challenge than he had
originally anticipated. He soon realized that young children had a habit of spilling things quite
frequently. Areas that he had just washed often needed to be washed again within the very same
day. When Jim finished sweeping the floor he Target sentence: took a comb and began fixing
himself up. Spillover sentence: He chatted with Miss Willows and then left. Miss Willows had
seated herself at her teacher’s table and was rifling through some papers. She looked up asking
Olive if she was going to go outside and play with the others. Olive hesitated before asking Miss
Willows if she could speak with her for a moment. Miss Willows looked concerned and asked
Olive what was troubling her. Olive began slowly, she told Miss Willows that she had done
something that she should not have.
Miss Willows became instantly alert and urged Olive to tell her what had happened.
Olive told Miss Willows that it wasn’t her who had put that creature in the jug of water, she
promised. Miss Willows assured Olive that she knew that it was not her who had done that and
that there was no need to worry, especially now that Miss Timbermule was leaving the school for
good. Olive looked somewhat relieved but there was still something unsettled about her. Miss
Willows sat up in her chair and straightened a few stacks of papers. On the teacher’s table she
kept a glass jar.
Consistent: It was meant to be a candy jar and was always filled to the brim with candy. The jar
was kept filled to reward the children with a special prize treat when they did something well.
The students enjoyed selecting their rewards from the jar. Inconsistent: It was meant to be a
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candy jar, although it had never actually been filled with candy. The jar was instead filled with
prizes to reward children as a special treat when they did something well. The students enjoyed
selecting their rewards from the jar. Backgrounding: The teacher’s table was covered in a pastel
green tablecloth with a white polka dot print. At the front of the table, there was a rectangular
nameplate that read: Miss Lily Willows. The nameplate looked like it had been hand carved from
wood and the letters were carefully painted in black script. Next to the nameplate was a small
ceramic vase with a single white daisy standing upright. The table was kept relatively neat and
tidy. Miss Willows looked at Olive kindly and Target sentence: offered her a piece of candy
from the jar. Spillover sentence: Olive smiled but shook her head saying no. She told Miss
Willows that actually there was something she wanted to tell her about what had happened in
class with the glass of water and the creature in it. She confessed that it actually was her that had
tipped the glass.
------------------------------------------------2/3---mark--------------------------------------------------Miss Willows paused and looked carefully at the child. So Olive continued telling Miss
Willows that she got so angry at being accused of something she hadn’t done that she made it
happen. She carefully tipped the glass with her eyes and she made the salamander climb Miss
Timbermule’s face as well. She looked up at Miss Willows searching her teacher for signs that
she believed her but Miss Willows only calmly told Olive that she did not understand. Olive
knew that it was time to explain, confide in Miss Willows that she had certain powers, what they
referred to in books as “magic”. But Olive started off slowly. She told Miss Willows that by
focusing on the glass and wishing it to tip over, she made the glass tip over. By focusing on the
salamander with her eyes, she also made him go where she wanted him to go.
Miss Willows continued to look steadily at Olive through her blue-rimmed spectacles and
Olive looked back at her just as steadily. Miss Willows admitted that she still wasn’t quite
following Olive, did she mean to say that she had actually willed the glass to tip over and
instructed the salamander to crawl? Olive confirmed that this is exactly what she meant. She had
moved the glass and the salamander with her eyes.
Miss Willows was silent for a moment. She did not think Olive was meaning to tell a lie. It was
more likely that she was simply allowing her vivid imagination to run away with her. She chose
her words most carefully when she said that if Olive had actually done what she said, then it
would be just about the greatest miracle a person had ever performed. Olive told her teacher that
she moved things with her eyes all the time. She did lots of things that other people called magic.
Miss Willows smiled, not mockingly. It was extraordinary, thought Miss Willows, how often
small children had flights of fancy like this, and at the same time, there was something different
about this particular child. So Miss Willows asked Olive if she could show her some of this
magic and Olive agreed.
Miss Willows moved the drinking glass to the middle of the table. It still had a little bit of water
inside. Olive got up from her seat and started to walk toward the back of the room. Consistent:
She made her way across the old and weathered tile floor toward the back of the class. The
surface was full of cracks and it badly needed to be redone. All of the grooves and chipped
corners should have been replaced with new flooring. Inconsistent: She made her way across
the brand new tile floor toward the back of the class. The surface was smooth and free of cracks
because it had just been redone. All of the old grooves and chipped corners were replaced with
shiny new flooring. Backgrounding: When Olive walked she made it a point to count her steps.
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She had been doing this for as long as she could count. She found that counting her steps was a
useful way to measure any distance. Because she was good with numbers, she could remember
the exact number of steps between any two points after she had counted it out once. She could
then compare the number of steps for common routes she travelled. As Olive reached the last
row she Target sentence: stepped around a broken tile in her path. Spillover sentence: She sat
down facing forward in her chair. She was now about thirty feet away from Miss Willows and
the drinking glass. Olive put her elbows on the desk and cupped her face in her hands, and this
time she gave the magic order right away. With her eyes she focused on the glass and ordered it
to tip. This time she did not feel concerned about doing it carefully so that it could be seen as an
accident. She simply shouted the words inside her head and fixed her eyes on the glass. She
made it wobble, then made it tilt, then made it spin around and around before making it topple
right over and fall with a tinkle on the tabletop not twelve inches from Miss Willows’ folded
arms. Olive then returned the glass right side up, and floated a dish towel from the sink to the
table to mop up the remaining water.
Miss Willows’ mouth dropped open and her eyes stretched so wide you could see the
whites all round. She didn’t say a word. She couldn’t. She gaped at the glass, and watched as the
dish towel moved on its own gently soaking up the water on the desk before moving to the floor.
Miss Willows then looked at Olive. She saw the child concentrating on moving the towel back
and forth until the water was absorbed and she floated the dish towel back over the to sink to ring
out the water.
Miss Willows waited, trembling a little herself and watching the child as she slowly
turned to look back at her teacher. She smiled and told Miss Willows that she could do things
like that and more. Miss Willows was awestruck. She took off her glasses and closed her eyes.
Consistent: The lenses of her blue glasses were constantly being marked up with smudges from
the fingers of young children. Miss Willows couldn’t prevent more smears and dust
accumulating even though she treated her glasses with great care. Clear lenses didn’t seem that
important to her. Inconsistent: The lenses of her blue glasses were constantly kept smudge free
and protected from the fingers of young children. Miss Willows prevented any accumulation of
smears or dust as she treated her glasses with great care. Clear lenses seemed to be very
important to her. Backgrounding: Miss Willows would often close her eyes when she needed to
gather together her thoughts. She had done this very same thing even when she was a small girl
and felt overwhelmed by something in her life. It seemed to help her better focus on the matter at
hand. When her eyes were closed tight her surroundings couldn’t distract her. It was her clever
way to limit the amount of information that she needed to sort through. After what seemed like
forever, Miss Willows Target sentence: put on her smudged glasses very carefully. Spillover
sentence: And then she finally opened up her eyes. She turned to Olive, and told her that she
believed that Olive was a wizard, and quite a powerful one by the look of it. Olive smiled and
said that she liked reading books about wizards because they did things like her, except they
always seemed to carry magic wands and use spells but Olive didn’t do either of these things.
Miss Willows continued to gaze intently at the child in absolute wonderment. She couldn’t
believe it. She asked Olive if she would like to come back and have lemonade at her house so
they could talk more. Olive agreed. She asked Miss Willows if she would promise not to tell
anyone about her secret…these things that she could do…her magic. Miss Willows smiled and
assured her that she wouldn’t dream of it.
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Miss Willows joined Olive outside the school gates and the two of them walked in
silence through the village High Street all the way to a house off the main road. From the outside
the house was very appealing and had lots of character. Consistent: The house’s limited space
made it feel even more inviting due to the warmth and kindness of its hostess. Each of the small
rooms was brightly colored and cheerfully decorated to make the most of the space. The low
ceilings accentuated the home’s cozy charm. Inconsistent: The house’s unlimited space made it
feel even more inviting due to the warmth and kindness of its hostess. Each of the large rooms
was brightly colored and cheerfully decorated to make use of all the space. The high ceilings
accentuated the home’s airy charm. Backgrounding: When they arrived at the house they
stopped at the white picket fence that enclosed the lawn. At the edge of the fence there was a
garden with different types of wildflowers that were all different colors. Miss Willows named
each type of flower that was growing as well as an interesting fact about each one. They walked
through the yard and up to the house as Olive admired the place where Miss Willows lived.
Olive stepped inside first. While following behind Olive, Miss Willows carefully Target
sentence: ducked her head to enter the front door. Spillover: They hung both their coats in the
closet. Olive was comfortable at once. And now that they were alone and away from the school,
Olive all of a sudden became wildly animated. It seemed as though a valve had burst inside her
and a great gust of energy was being released.
Olive sat down beside Miss Willows chatting merrily. It was Miss Willows this and Miss
Willows that and Miss Willows let me show you what I can do when I read a book. Miss
Willows picked up a copy of fairy tales off of the shelf and opened it. Olive turned to the first
page and began reading aloud. As she did so the story that she spoke began to reveal itself and
she and Miss Willows were no longer sitting in a house but staring at a vast and wonderful
castle. It was incredible to behold. Miss Willows could smell the flowers in the field, taste the
dampness in the air, feel the sun on her face. It felt in every way that she was standing in a field
surrounding a fairytale castle in a fictional world. Olive turned to watch her teacher’s reaction.
Excited and genuine, Olive announced that she must indeed be a wizard it seemed…a wizard
with no wand and no spells but one that felt like she could do anything.
Olive was elated. And despite how fascinated and enchanted Miss Willows felt she
treaded with caution. She told Olive that though she was very clearly a powerful wizard, that she
was playing with mysterious forces about which little was known outside the realm of fictional
tales. But whatever Olive’s powers were they needed to be handled with great care. She asked
Olive if her parents had powers too, if they knew about Olive’s abilities. The little girl described
her parents at length. Miss Willows listened intently but could not believe that such a child had
parents who did not know how special their daughter clearly was. When she saw that it was
getting late, she told Olive that it was time to take her home. She would love to talk to Olive’s
parents about offering her private tutoring to cater to their daughter’s unique skills. They went
out the side door through the garage where a little blue car was parked. Consistent: Miss
Willows always liked driving because it made her feel free and energized. She was known to
take weekend road trips to far off places. And she especially loved driving around on the quaint
village roads in her little car. Inconsistent: Miss Willows had never liked driving because it
made her feel nervous and scared. She wasn’t one to take weekend road trips to far off places.
And she especially feared driving with her students and rarely used her little car.
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Backgrounding: When they entered the garage the very first thing they saw was Miss Willows’
bicycle near the door. It was painted a bright red with white handlebars and metallic silver trim.
On the front, there was a sturdy wicker basket to hold her books, groceries, or school papers. The
bike was her most prized possession and she took very good care of it. Every Sunday morning
she sprayed it down and polished it up to shine. While walking through the garage Miss Willows
Target sentence: seemed excited to drive Olive to her house. Spillover: They could chat
together all the way home.
When they arrived at the Swift household and knocked, Frank Swift bellowed through the
door shouting about not wanting anything they were selling. Sally Swift sat in her reclining chair
with her eyes glued to the television. Miss Willows knocked again and Mr. Swift stomped his
way from his dinner tray in front of the television to answer the door in a most ungracious
manner. Sally Swift stayed in her recliner making no attempt to move. Frank Swift approached
the door shouting, what do you want? Upon noticing Olive, he rolled his eyes and asked Miss
Willows what his daughter had done. He ordered Olive up to her room without dinner and Olive
obeyed, looking back at Miss Willows as she quietly made her way up the stairs to her bedroom.
Miss Willows stood stunned. She immediately had the sense that what Olive had told her about
her parents not caring about her and knowing nothing about their daughter was actually true.
Frank Swift looked at Miss Willows aghast. He didn’t like having his dinner and television
routine interrupted. Consistent: His wife Sally had incredibly sensitive hearing and she would
not be pleased with the interruption. She set the television volume extremely low and no one else
could hear. It was much too soft for most people but Mr. Swift was used to it. Inconsistent: His
wife Sally was hard of hearing otherwise she would not be pleased with the interruption. She set
the television volume extremely loud just so she could hear it. It was much too loud for most
people but Mr. Swift was used to it. Backgrounding: He continued to look back at the television
and snorted at something he thought was funny. He was so fixated on the television that he
forgot Mrs. Willows was at his door. The television screen was large and you could see it clearly
from the door. Also in plain view from the doorstep were two foldout trays with half eaten
microwave dinners on them. Sally Swift was still sitting on her recliner in the far corner of the
room. When Miss Willows whispered her own introduction, Target sentence: Sally heard her
voice and came to the door. Spillover: Mr. and Mrs. Swift stared at Miss Willows. They were
clearly waiting for her to explain her disruption. Miss Willows started by introducing herself as
Olive’s teacher, saying what a pleasure it was to have their daughter in her class. Olive was the
most gifted child she had ever seen and it was truly an honor to teach her. The Swifts looked at
Miss Willows as if she had two heads. Mr. Swift assured her that she probably had her confused
with another child. Either way, they were in the middle of a program and they needed to get back
to it. Before they shut the door in her face, Miss Willows asked if they would be ok with her
offering Olive private tutoring after school. Again, they looked at her, dumbfounded. Mr. Swift
said he had no intention of paying for anything extra. Miss Willows assured them that she didn’t
mean that she wanted them to pay. She added that it would be a pleasure to work with Olive to
develop her powerful gifts. When they both stared at her in exasperation, Miss Willows was sure
that they truly had no idea that their daughter was a wizard. She thanked them for their time and
told them that she’d begin Olive’s private tutoring free of charge the next day as long as they
were ok with it. They nodded, halfheartedly, in disinterest while staring back at the television. If
it didn’t cost them any money and it kept their daughter out of their hair it was fine with them.
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With this, they practically shut the door in Miss Willows’ face. She couldn’t believe it. Miss
Willows turned to walk down the front steps.
Consistent: The front path had a sturdy wooden gate that was never left open and always latched
shut. The stable gate was covered in ivy and drew attention to the end of the walkway. It was for
security and was specially designed to close itself properly. Inconsistent: The front path had a
flimsy metal gate that was always left open and never latched shut. The unstable gate was
covered in rust and drew attention to the end of the walkway. It was for security but was poorly
designed and didn’t close properly. Backgrounding: Miss Willows walked down the front path
very slowly. She was still shocked by the reaction that she got from Mr. and Mrs. Swift and she
couldn’t seem to shake it. They didn’t seem to care about their daughter or her education at all.
And what’s more, it seemed like they were completely unaware that their daughter was unique in
any way. She found it astounding that such an exceptional child could possibly have parents like
this. Upon reaching the path’s end, Miss Willows Target sentence: lifted the secure latch to let
herself out. Spillover sentence: She turned back when she heard something.
It was a small voice coming from above. Miss Willows looked up to see that Olive was floating
outside her open bedroom window. Miss Willows just smiled and told Olive to get some rest.
They would begin her private tutoring tomorrow.
Beginning the next day, Olive spent every afternoon at Miss Willows’ house uncovering
and developing new magical abilities. Their private tutoring sessions went on like this for
months and the two of them became inseparable. They would read stories and Olive would
project the story world around them so they could walk around and watch the characters play out
their tales. They would drink tea, have sweet biscuits, and chat about philosophy, science,
literature, and politics. There was nothing under the sun for which Olive did not have an earnest
desire to learn. They also conducted experiments every afternoon to discover the extent of
Olive’s magic. Her list of powers read: floating/flying, moving objects with her eyes, changing
one object into another, creating new worlds from those in books as well as ones from her own
imagination, and most recently, she discovered that she could erase or create memories in the
minds of others. This last ability was one with which Miss Willows warned Olive she must be
very very careful. There seemed no end to Olive’s abilities and Miss Willows beamed with pride
in the accomplishments of her most fascinating student and smallest friend. Some days, they
would be so caught up in their lessons that Olive would stay for dinner with Miss Willows.
Consistent: Miss Willows never had to worry about gaining any weight and really liked eating
junk food. She prepared foods that were decadent and rich, but meals that were not particularly
health conscious. In fact, she liked eating anything that was fried or cooked in grease.
Inconsistent: Miss Willows was always concerned about her weight and really liked eating
super foods. She prepared foods that adhered to her strict vegetarian diet and meals that were
particularly health conscious. In fact, she refused to eat anything that was fried or cooked in
grease. Backgrounding: Dinnertime at Miss Willows’ house was nothing like meals at Olive’s
own house. They actually sat around a dinner table and there were no microwave meals or
wooden trays for their food. Instead of watching television while they ate, they talked to one
another about their days and enjoyed each other’s company. There was something so pleasant
about sharing a meal with a close friend. Because they liked spending time together their dinners
even became quite a regular occurrence. Most nights that Olive stayed Miss Willows Target
sentence: cooked cheeseburgers and fries for dinner. Spillover: They would eat their food while
chatting. The pair had never in their lives been so happy and content.
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One day however, when Miss Willows brought Olive home they saw that the car in the
driveway was packed tight with suitcases and boxes. Mr. and Mrs. Swift were dashing around
the house, slamming cabinets and shouting to one another. When they finally noticed Miss
Willows and Olive they stopped. Mr. Swift looked sternly at Miss Willows and Olive, then
grabbed his daughter by the hand and announced that the family had to leave town immediately.
They had been expecting Olive home and they needed her to go pack her things because they
would not be returning to this house or this town ever again. Mr. Swift held his daughter’s arm.
Consistent: Frank Swift was very strong and you could not ignore the overwhelming power of
his grasp. He was known for his memorable handshakes, which were always forceful and
dominant. The feeling of his hand around her arm was firm and unyielding. Inconsistent: Frank
Swift was not at all strong and you could almost ignore his underwhelming and powerless grasp.
He was known for his handshakes, which were always spiritless and limp. The feeling of his
hand around her arm was slight and wavering. Backgrounding: Where they stood in the front
entryway of the Swift household was in total disarray. Scattered boxes and tied up bags lined the
walls all along the staircase. There was nothing left in the entire house now except for a few odds
and ends but everything else was gone. The house certainly looked like it was about to be
vacated by its current occupants. This left them gathered in the middle of what was complete
chaos. Olive tried tugging away from her father Target sentence: but his tight grip made that
impossible. Spillover: Olive desperately looked to Miss Willows. Miss Willows asked Mr. Swift
what was going on. Certainly there was no need for the family to up and leave town so abruptly.
Mrs. Swift chimed in from the kitchen saying that her husband had finally sold a piece of junk
car to the wrong person and they had to flee town or else the cops would get them. She was
about to continue with the story when her husband cut her off and told her that she didn’t know
what she was talking about and she should keep her mouth closed. Mr. Swift turned to Miss
Willows, his hand still around Olive’s arm. He explained that he was relocating his business for
personal reasons and that they had to leave within the hour, refusing to say where they were
going.
Olive was in tears. Miss Willows tried to stay calm but she did not want Olive to have to
go with these people even if they were her parents. Mr. Swift was getting increasingly agitated.
He tugged on Olive’s arm and told her to go upstairs immediately. Olive ran to Miss Willows
and hugged around her waist tight which made Mr. Swift even more angry. But when he tried to
peel his daughter off of Miss Willows, Olive turned to her father, focused her eyes on him and
suddenly he was lifted into the air and floating further and further away under the guidance of
Olive’s eyes. The look on Olive’s face was fierce and the look from her father was stupefied. He
began to flail his arms and legs and shout for his wife. Mrs. Swift came in from the kitchen and
her jaw dropped. She looked at Olive and then back to her husband who was glaring with horror
and rage at his tiny daughter. Olive kept her eyes fixed on this man and lifted him higher into the
air. Her mother turned in horror before pointing at Olive and saying but one word: witch!!! Mr.
Swift sneered, his legs wriggling, his head brushing the ceiling. Miss Willows put her hands on
Olive’s shoulders. She remained calm but more assertive than she had ever been in her life. She
bent down to Olive’s ear and whispered something to the young girl, whose face instantly lit up
like a firefly. Olive nodded to Miss Willows in resounding agreement with whatever secret the
teacher had shared. Miss Willows then looked up to Mr. Swift, looked back down to Mrs. Swift
and asked them if Olive could remain in town and live with her. Mrs. Swift simply looked to her
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husband while mumbling witch over and over. Mr. Swift, still floating above, his cheek firmly
pressed to the ceiling, replied in a curt tone, if they could be rid of this less than human, nuisance
of a daughter, he would leave now and never look back. And that is just what they did.
Olive guided both of her parents out the door and held Miss Willows tight as her parents
pulled out of the driveway and drove away. Before they were out of sight, Olive used her powers
to erase any memory of herself from her parent’s minds. To them, it was as if she had never
existed, and they would certainly never come looking for her again.
It did not take Olive very long to settle into a life with Miss Willows in her wonderful
home. In fact, after a month or two, it felt like things had always been like this. Miss Willows
would make tea. They would read together and walk amongst their favorite characters in their
favorite story worlds. They walked to school together and when the school hired a new
headmistress, Olive was moved to a more advanced class that was more suitable to her level.
Together, Olive and Miss Willows made a great team. With Olive’s endless powers and Miss
Willows’ guidance and support, the young wizard and her teacher became the lead characters in
their own story world.
END
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Materials from Experiment IV.
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Olive
Olive Swift was not an average five-year-old child, she was both a genius and a wizard.
The thing is, Olive did not know that she was exceptional. She did not even know that she was a
wizard until quite recently when her powers grew stronger. You see, Olive had the unfortunate
luck to be born into a family of ignorant, lazy, and willfully oblivious degenerates: Mr. and Mrs.
Swift. Frank and Sally Swift failed to recognize that their daughter was out of the ordinary
because they could not be bothered with her at all. Frank Swift ran a dishonest, used car business
in which he was constantly ripping off unsuspecting customers by selling them lousy cars, while
Sally Swift was habitually wrapped up in internet cash scams. Their daughter Olive did not fit in
with inattentive, lazy, tricksters and so, she was quite simply viewed as a nuisance. Where
Olive’s talents came from was truly a mystery. To her knowledge, there were no wizards,
witches, or sorcerers in her family tree and Frank and Sally Swift never took note of anything
impressive that Olive did. They really showed no interest at all in their child and they merely saw
her as a pest. Little did they know Olive Swift had powers that any seasoned wizard would envy.
Olive needed no magic wand. She didn’t need to chant spells. She could move things with the
concentration of her eyes. She could change one object into another by willing it to happen. For
all intents and purposes, she could fly; although, a better description might be that she could
float, because it appeared that she expended no effort as she glided through the air like a cloud.
In truth, Olive discovered new powers almost by accident so it seemed that there was no limit to
her abilities. Olive was exceptionally brilliant and exceptionally magic. And her parents were
exceptionally blind to both. So as it went, Olive was left on her own most of the time. By the age
of one and a half her speech was perfect and she knew as many words as most grown-ups. Mr.
and Mrs. Swift, instead of applauding her, called her a noisy chatterbox.
By the time she was three, Olive had taught herself to read by studying newspapers and
magazines that lay around the house. At the age of four, she could read fast and well and she
naturally began hankering after books. The only book in the whole of this enlightened household
was something called Easy Cooking, and when she had read this from cover to cover and had
learnt all the recipes by heart, her mind began rearranging the letters on the pages of the
cookbook to create different words and form little stories. One day she discovered she could
actually make the letters float right off of the pages and form new stories, songs, and poems that
danced around the room and read themselves aloud to her in a fantastical story time of which any
child would be jealous. Once she started to create stories of her own she yearned to read the
stories of others. So Olive began leaving the house on her own to visit the public library. She
quite simply climbed out her bedroom window and floated over several blocks of houses, before
landing at the library in town. Olive floated above the town high enough that to any casual
observer, she appeared to be a bird flying in the sky. And this little bird visited the library the
same way once a week to take out new books and return the old ones. Anna, the librarian came
to recognize Olive right away as a library regular. When Olive first visited the library she started
off with the children’s books. When she finished all of them, Anna directed her to the adult
literature section. Olive was in heaven. She loved Charles Dickens’s Oliver Twist so much that
she renewed it three times. Olive’s mind was so nimble and she was so quick to learn that her
ability should have been obvious even to the most inattentive of parents. But Frank and Sally
Swift were both so dim-witted and so wrapped up in their own silly little lives that they failed to
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notice anything unusual about their daughter. They wouldn’t notice Olive regardless of what she
did.
Olive could probably use her magical powers in the very same room as her parents but as
long as they were watching television, they still wouldn’t notice a thing. And with regard to what
their daughter liked and disliked, what she spent her time doing, or what her hopes and dreams
were, Susan and Frank Swift knew nothing and didn’t care. Olive’s world was hers alone and she
had almost complete control.
Consistent: Olive was able to control the weather and the elements. Only she knew that she
could easily summon the wind or the sunshine and could make snowfall on Christmas. She found
that it was really nice to rely on nature as a friend and ally. Inconsistent: Olive desired to control
the weather and the elements. She imagined being able to summon the wind or the sunshine and
to make snowfall on Christmas if only she could. She thought it would be nice to rely on nature
as a friend and ally. When she was having a tough day Target sentence: she assembled storm
clouds and made rain. Spillover sentence: Olive was mostly left to entertain herself.
Olive spent most afternoons alone in her bedroom. When she got up to her room she
perched herself up on her bed and spent the afternoon reading the words off of the pages of her
books and into the air around her. The books transported her into new worlds and introduced her
to amazing people who lived exciting lives. Soon she realized that not only could she make the
words float off the page and hover in the air around her, but with her magic mind she could quite
literally project vivid scenes from any story and walk around a 3-dimensional, fictional world in
which she could actually smell, touch, hear, taste and see everything that the author had intended
their reader to imagine. The difference for Olive was that she could step into the world for real.
Such an intimate bond did Olive develop with literature that books even became her friends. The
day she realized that she could physically move things around with the concentration and power
of her eyes, she made the books dance around the room with her. It was the happiest she had ever
been, just Olive and her books. With practice, Olive developed her skills and could not only
move objects with her eyes, but she could actually summon objects for assistance. One night she
cleaned a whole sink full of dirty dishes by calling upon the help of a sponge and bottle of dish
soap. She directed the two cleaning products in a brilliantly choreographed dance that ended with
sparkling clean dishes.
When Olive finally entered school for the first time she attended the village school for
younger children, Norbury Hall Primary School. The head mistress, the supreme commander of
this establishment was a formidable middle-aged woman whose name was Miss Timbermule.
Olive’s class included eighteen other small boys and girls about the same age as her. The class
teacher was exceptionally kind. She went by the name of Miss Willows and she could not have
been more than twenty-three or twenty-four. Miss Willows had a lovely, youthful, pale oval face
with large brown doe-eyes and her hair was a light golden brown. Miss Lily Willows was a mild
and quiet person who never raised her voice and was seldom seen to smile, but she radiated
warmth and there is no doubt she possessed that rare gift for being adored by every small child
under her care. Olive loved her instantly.
Miss Timbermule, the headmistress, was something else altogether. Never had a name fit
a person so well as in the case of Miss Timbermule, or just “Timbermule” as some were known
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to call her. She was a gigantic, holy terror, a fierce tyrannical monster who frightened the life out
of the students and teachers alike. When she marched (Miss Timbermule never walked), she
always marched like a storm trooper with long strides and arms swinging. When she marched
along a corridor you could actually hear her snorting as she went, and if a group of children
happened to be in her path, she ploughed right on through them like a tank, with small people
bouncing off her to left and right. This woman, in all her eccentricities and in her appearance, is
almost impossible to describe. But she has certain unmistakable characteristics of note.
Now most head mistresses are chosen because they possess a number of fine qualities.
They understand children, are deeply interested in education and they have the children’s best
interests at heart. Miss Timbermule possessed none of these qualities and how she ever got her
present job was a mystery. She had once been a famous athlete, and even now her muscles were
the evidence. You could see them in the bull-neck, in the big shoulders, in the thick arms, and in
the powerful legs. Looking at her, you got the feeling that this was someone who could bend iron
bars and tear dictionaries in half. Her face, I’m afraid, was neither a thing of beauty nor an everpresent display of kindness. She had an obstinate chin, a cruel mouth and small arrogant eyes.
And as for her clothes, they were extremely odd to say the least. She always had on a brown
cotton smock, which was pinched in around the waist with a wide leather belt. Her massive
thighs were encased in a pair of bottle green stockings made of coarse wool and on her feet she
wore brown combat-like boots. She looked, more like a rather eccentric and bloodthirsty hunter
than the headmistress of a nice school for children. Now that you have some picture of Miss
Timbermule in your mind, let us leave her for the moment and go back to Olive and her first day
in Miss Willows’ class.
After the usual business of going through all the names of the children, Miss Willows
explained a few things about Norbury Hall and their headmistress Miss Timbermule. She told
them how strict Miss Timbermule was and how she insisted on absolute discipline in her school.
It was best to be well-behaved in Miss Timbermule’s presence, which to Miss Timbermule
meant that a child would be quiet, clean and 100% obedient.
Miss Willows then directed the children’s attention to the terrarium and their class pet, a
frog named Brad. The children loved the idea of having a class pet. Next, Miss Willows went on
to discuss her expectations from her class. By the end of the week they were all to learn the twotimes table by heart. In a year’s time she hoped that they would all learn the multiplication tables
up to twelve. When Miss Willows began to ask questions to see how much the children might
already know, it became quite clear that the tiny, dark haired girl named Olive was far beyond
her fellow classmates. Miss Willows was shocked when Olive demonstrated that she could
perform complex calculations in her head. She was floored when Olive showed she could read,
and then discussed the plot of Charles Dickens’ Oliver Twist. Miss Willows was simultaneously
amazed and fascinated to have such a brilliant child in her very own class. Miss Willows had no
idea, however, that Olive had the power to speak new languages without ever having been
exposed to them. She didn’t know that Olive could actually see through walls when she wanted.
That she could float above clouds. No one knew that Olive was a wizard. Olive herself was
delighted in her new classroom. It seemed like Miss Willows might be a good person to discuss
books with. She spent so much of her time reading, but it only made her want to read more and
more. It would be great if she could talk about her favorite books with Miss Willows, especially
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because she had never been able to talk about literature with her parents. Reading was quite
literally her escape.
Consistent: Olive was reading a novel when she realized she could split into two selves. She
doubled herself so she could do homework while the other self danced around the room.
Sometimes she sent one self to eat dinner when the other self just continued reading.
Inconsistent: Olive was reading when she imagined being able to split into two selves. She
would double herself if she could and do homework while the other self danced around.
Sometimes she longed to be able to send one self to dinner and continue her reading. She was
studying advanced algebra when she Target sentence: duplicated herself and went to get a
snack. Spillover sentence: She was glad there were snacks at school.
After the class had a quick snack, it was time for the students to have their first recess.
Miss Willows had the children line up in twos with the buddy to whom they were assigned and
she led them outside onto the playground. Within a few moments, a child was in tears with a
splinter from the swing set. Luckily, the splinter was easily removed with some tweezers and
after the cut was cleaned, the child returned to his play with a band-aid on his thumb. Olive’s
class ran up and down the playground in a game of hide-and-seek. Olive was delighted to have
so many other children to play with for the first time in her life. She was used to playing all alone
in her bedroom or her backyard.
Consistent: Olive was in her backyard playing when she found out she could make plants grow.
She successfully made a dozen tomato plants instantly sprout from seeds on her command. Next
she took a stroll around the whole neighborhood and made flowers bloom in each garden.
Inconsistent: Olive was in her backyard when she imagined being able to make plants grow. She
commanded the seeds of a dozen tomato plants to sprout instantly but without success. Next she
took a stroll around the neighborhood and pictured herself making flowers bloom in gardens.
When she passed a dying blueberry bush, Target sentence: she made berries sprout on every
branch. Spillover sentence: Being in school meant playing with kids. With all of these new
classmates, Olive wouldn’t have to play alone all the time. She was thrilled.
Meanwhile, back inside, Miss Willows knew that Olive should be placed in a higher
grade so that she would be challenged. During recess, Miss Willows left the classroom and
headed straight for the Headmistress’s study. When she entered, Miss Timbermule immediately
demanded what in the world she wanted. Miss Willows was flushed and flustered. She explained
that she had discovered a rather extraordinary child in her class. She went on to say how Olive
Swift could do advanced math in her head, could read complex sentences, and could spell
difficult words. But Miss Timbermule interrupted her to say that she had heard all about Olive
from Olive’s own father when she purchased a used car from him just a week ago. Mr. Swift
informed Miss Timbermule what a little brat Olive was and that if anything ever went wrong in
the school, it was certainly his daughter that would be responsible. Apparently, Miss Timbermule
had taken a keen liking to Mr. Swift and thought he was a real pillar of society owning his own
business and giving his customers such honest deals. As if she had been born yesterday, Miss
Timbermule had fallen right into Mr. Swift’s trap and she didn’t even know that Mr. Swift had
most certainly sold her a lemon of a car that would start to have major problems within a month
or two. But Miss Timbermule was quick to trust anyone whose opinion of small children
matched her own and so when Olive’s own father said that Olive was a useless little twit, Miss
Timbermule filed the information as fact and resolved herself to keep an eye out for Olive Swift.
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Miss Willows protested vehemently. They simply could not be speaking about the same
child. There had to be some sort of mistake or her father must be wrong. Olive was clearly a
genius. But Miss Timbermule was adamant. Mr. Swift had called his own daughter a gangster.
She would create all sorts of problems for the teacher just like he said she did for her parents at
home. How could he be wrong, questioned Miss Timbermule, when he had known the little beast
all her life and Miss Willows had only known the girl for a couple of hours? She would hear
nothing of Olive’s intelligence and certainly would not consider moving Olive to a higher grade.
But what Miss Timbermule did not know was that Olive Swift was a magical force to be
reckoned with, and the little girl’s powers would soon serve her well in this school.
Visibly distressed, Miss Willows rose from her chair and walked out of the study, leaving
Miss Timbermule ranting about the filth that children brought into her school and how she
couldn’t understand how anyone tolerated such small, ridiculous people. Feeling distressed but
by no means defeated, Miss Willows headed to the supply closet where all of the school’s
textbooks were stored so she could select some advanced topics for Olive. She gathered the most
difficult subjects. Her stack included algebra, geometry, chemistry, French, English Literature
and the like. When her class returned from recess, she placed the stack of books by Olive and
told her that she could work her way through these books while Miss Willows instructed the
other children. Olive would get much more out of these books than she would by sitting through
lessons with her peers. At the end of the lesson Olive could come up to Miss Willows with any
questions she might have and she would do her best to help her. Olive seemed delighted. She
was so thrilled that Miss Willows had brought her so many fascinating books. In fact, Olive was
constantly thinking about what new things she would like to learn.
Consistent: Olive considered it a wish come true when she discovered her shrinking powers.
She was able to make herself tiny and go places no one else could possibly fit. She went inside
machines to watch how they worked and could notice things that others missed. Inconsistent:
Olive wished she would discover shrinking powers but this didn’t come true. She wanted to
make herself tiny to go places no one else could possibly fit. If she could she would go inside
machines to watch how they worked and notice things others missed. When Olive’s computer
was acting up she Target sentence: climbed inside the keyboard to repair it. Spillover sentence:
She liked knowing how things functioned.
The nice thing about Olive was that if you had met her casually and talked to her you
would have thought she was a perfectly normal five-year-old child. To a casual observer she
would have come off as a well-behaved little girl and unless you had seen her move something
with the pure power of her mind or turn an object into something else, you would never have
known that she was a powerful little wizard. In fact, Miss Willows did not know anything of
Olive’s magical powers at first because the little girl was so focused on learning all she could
from her textbooks. Olive was quiet, kind, and respectful. It was therefore easy for Olive to make
friends with other children. All of the children in her class liked her. They knew of course that
she was clever because they had heard her being questioned by Miss Willows on the first day of
school and they knew also that she was allowed to sit quietly with a book during lessons and not
pay attention to the teacher. But children of their age do not search deeply for reasons. Once
Olive became more comfortable with her classroom surroundings, she began using her powers
on purpose. When a pencil from across the way appeared to float toward Olive just as she needed
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to write something in her notebook, or the color of her shirt started off blue and went from purple
to yellow to green and then polka dots at different points in the day, her classmates didn’t
question this, but Miss Willows began to take notice. However, Miss Willows was convinced
that she was overstressed, overtired, and so enamored with Olive that she was seeing impossible
things like magic happen around the little girl. Miss Willows resolved herself to get more sleep.
Olive’s first real friend was a boy called Sam. Right from the first day of class the two of
them started wandering round together during morning recess and in the lunch-hour. Olive and
her new friend Sam made up games in a corner. Like Olive, Sam was exceptionally small for his
age, a skinny little runt with deep-brown eyes and with dark hair that was habitually sticking up
in every direction. Olive liked him because he was gutsy and adventurous. He liked Olive for
exactly the same reasons.
Before the first week of quarter was up, awesome tails about the Headmistress, Miss
Timbermule, began to filter through to the newcomers. Olive and Sam had heard that
Timbermule, had a lock-up cupboard in her private study called the “must behave box” where
she put children who displeased her. It was pitch dark and you had to stand dead straight because
it was too narrow to sit. If you wobbled at all you got spiked either by the sharp bits of glass that
stuck out from the cement walls or the jagged nails that were hammered into the door. Needless
to say, every new student was terrified of the headmistress and trembled in fear when they
learned that she would soon begin making her rounds of visiting classes to lead one weekly
lesson.
Miss Timbermule would begin leading Miss Willows’ class every Friday after the lunch
period. Lunchtime was generally a time everyone enjoyed. Sam and Olive always sat together
and compared what each had to eat.
Back in class, Miss Willows told the children that they must study their workbooks and
lessons and be prepared to be quizzed on the material when Miss Timbermule came. They should
be clean and tidy and never speak unless first being spoken to. Finally, Miss Timbermule was
very particular about requiring a clay pitcher of cool water and drinking glass ready upon her
arrival. Sam volunteered to be responsible for fetching the water after lunch. Though he had been
terrified of the stories he and Olive had heard about the headmistress, Sam was mischievous and
clever and saw this as an opportunity to orchestrate a plan.
After school Sam took the long route home that took him by the pond. Olive came with
him because she loved all furry animals like rabbits and squirrels and there were lots of animals
at the pond. It just so happened that Olive had the ability to speak to and understand animals.
Until she started school, animals had been her only friends. She had spent many afternoons
chatting with squirrels in her yard.
When they got to the pond Olive spotted a salamander immediately. She tried to pick it up but it
was so slimy that it squirmed and slipped to the ground. Sam collected it in his pencil case for
safe keeping.
When she got back from the pond, Olive headed to her yard to hang out with her squirrel
friends. Her bond with animals rivaled her connection to books and so she would do pretty much
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anything that involved being around them. Consistent: Olive considered it a dream come true
when she learned she could morph into another creature just by thinking it. She changed into a
squirrel and scurried up her favorite tree. She sat in the yard and realized she could change into
anything in sight. Inconsistent: Olive only dreamed she could morph into another creature by
thinking about it. She’d like to change into a squirrel and scurry up her favorite tree, but she
couldn’t. She sat in the yard thinking about changing into anything in sight if only she could.
Olive admired the neighbor’s garden and then Target sentence: morphed into a lawn gnome
among flowers. Spillover sentence: The fragrance was sweet and very pleasant.
The next morning in Miss Willows’ class went like the others, but the tension grew as the
lunch hour approached. None of the children seemed to enjoy lunch or recess because they were
too afraid of Miss Timbermule taking over the afternoon lesson. On the way in from lunch, Sam
stopped at the kitchen to pick up the water jug. Because the jug was of clay pottery, no one
would see if something were to be floating around in the water. When Sam got to the kitchen he
saw several identical clay jugs on a drying wrack.
He took one of the jugs and filled it with water from the faucet. Once the jug was full, Sam
opened his pencil case to let the slimy salamander slide in taking a respectable clump of pond
scum with it. He carefully walked with the pitcher and a glass into the classroom and placed it on
the teacher’s table. When the children filed in from the playground, Sam fell in alongside them
and they each took their seats. Timbermule was already there and had seated herself behind the
teacher’s table. Once the children were in their seats she announced to the class that she had
never been able to understand why small children were so disgusting. They were like insects.
She reasoned that we get rid of flies with fly-spray and by hanging up fly-paper. She had often
thought of inventing a spray for getting rid of small children. Miss Willows sat in her chair with
her mind spinning. The woman’s mad, she kept telling herself. She’s the one who ought to be got
rid of. But Miss Willows did not have much hope that this would happen. She sat back in her
chair and sighed.
Meanwhile, Timbermule now lifted the large blue water-jug and poured some water into
her glass. And suddenly, with the water, out came the long slimy salamander straight into the
glass, plop! Timbermule let out a yell and leapt out of her chair as though a firecracker had gone
off underneath her. Now the children also saw the slimy lizard-like creature twisting and turning
in the glass and they squirmed and jumped about as well, shouting. Oh, how disgusting! A
snake! No, a baby crocodile! No, it’s an alligator! In a bold fit of adrenaline, Sam shouted to
Miss Timbermule. It looked like it might bite! Timbermule, this mighty female giant, stood there
in her green breeches quivering like a wimp. She stared at the creature twisting and wriggling in
the glass. Curiously enough, she had never seen a salamander before. She hadn’t the faintest idea
what it was. It certainly looked extremely unpleasant. Slowly she sat down again in her chair.
She looked at this moment more terrifying than ever before. The fires of fury and hatred were
smoldering in her small black eyes and she turned straight to Olive Swift.
With wrath, she barked for Olive to stand up immediately. This was met with Olive’s
confusion and horror. Wearily, she asked what she had done. But Miss Timbermule made
nothing of the girl’s convincing and innocent display and again told her to stand up, shouting that
she was a disgusting little cockroach. Olive protested. She hadn’t done anything. It was no use,
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Miss Timbermule ordered her to stand up at once, the filthy little maggot. Reluctantly, Olive got
to her feet. She was in the second row. Sam was in the row behind her, feeling a bit guilty.
Meanwhile, Timbermule exploded with insults. She called Olive a vile, repulsive,
repellent, malicious little brute! Olive was not fit to be in her school! She ought to be behind
bars! Miss Timbermule would have her expelled in utter disgrace! She would have Olive chased
down the corridor and out of the front-door with the hockey-sticks! And then she would make
absolutely sure she was sent to a reformatory for delinquent girls for the minimum of forty years!
Timbermule was in such a rage that her face had taken on a boiled color and little flecks of froth
were gathering at the corners of her mouth. But she was not the only one who was losing her
cool. Olive was also beginning to see red. She didn’t mind being accused of having done
something she had actually done. She could see the justice of that. It was, however, a totally new
experience for her to be accused of a crime that she definitely had not committed. She had had
absolutely nothing to do with putting the creature in the glass. By golly, she was not about to let
that rotten Timbermule pin this on her if she could do anything about it!
Olive screamed that she did not do it. She was really worked up. But Timbermule would
have nothing of it. She was convinced that Olive was behind it. Nobody else could have thought
up a trick like that! Olive’s father was right to warn her about his daughter! The woman seemed
to have lost control of herself completely. She was ranting like a maniac. She told Olive that she
was finished in this school. She was finished everywhere. She would personally see to it that
Olive was put away in a place where she would never see daylight again!
Once again, Olive protested, screaming that she did not do it. But Timbermule only
yelled back, stating that Olive had put a crocodile in her drinking water. There is no worse crime
in the world against a Headmistress! Finally seeing how worked up Olive was, she told her to
immediately sit down and not to say a word! Olive shouted, refusing to sit down. This enraged
Timbermule even further. She told Olive to shut up immediately or she would remove her belt
and let Olive have it with the buckle end.
Slowly Olive sat down. Oh, the rottenness of it all! The unfairness! How dare they expel
her for something she hadn’t done! Olive felt herself getting angrier …and angrier…and
angrier…so unbearably angry that something was bound to explode inside her very soon. Her
magic was bound to come out. Olive glared at Timbermule. How she hated her. She glared at the
glass with the salamander in it. She longed to march up and grab the glass and tip the contents,
salamander and all, over Timbermule’s head. But Olive did not have to march up there to dump
the glass. And though under normal circumstances she would not have used her magic for
retaliation, Timbermule was unfair and terrible. She needed to do something. She needed to use
her magic.
Timbermule was sitting behind the teacher’s table staring with a mixture of horror and
fascination at the salamander wriggling in the glass. Olive’s eyes were also fixed on the glass.
And now, quite slowly, there began to creep over Olive a most extraordinary and peculiar
feeling: the idea of using her magic to control the situation. She felt the electricity gather in her
eyes as it always did before she moved objects with them. It was a sense of her power, a feeling
of great strength was settling itself deep inside her. She focused on tipping the glass.
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The glass began to wobble and then, very very slowly, so slowly one could hardly see it
happening, the glass began to lean backwards, farther and farther and farther backwards until it
was balancing on just one edge of its base. And there it teetered for a few seconds before finally
toppling over and falling with a sharp clinking on the desktop. The water in it and the squirming
salamander splashed out all over Miss Timbermule. Olive shifted her gaze to the slimy
salamander and controlled the direction in which it crawled right up Miss Timbermule’s chest
and onto her face to rest on her sharp nose. Olive held her gaze on the salamander causing the
creature to remain on the headmistress’ nose while staring its beady reptilian eyes right at Miss
Timbermule. The headmistress let out a yell that must have rattled every window-pane in the
building and for the second time in the last five minutes she shot out of her chair like a rocket.
The salamander clung with its little claw-like feet. Timbermule bellowed even louder. With a
swipe of her hand she sent the creature flying across the classroom. It landed on the floor beside
Sam’s desk and very quickly he ducked down and picked it up and put it into his pencil-box for
another time. A salamander, he decided, was a useful thing to have around.
Timbermule roared. Who had done this? She was out of her mind with anger shouting for
someone to own up and step forward. Nobody answered. The whole room remained silent as a
tomb. Timbermule turned to Olive. She was panting with inhuman rage and again, she
proclaimed that Olive was the culprit.
Olive, in the second row, sat very still and said nothing. A strange feeling of serenity and
confidence was sweeping over her and all of a sudden she found that she was frightened by
nobody in the world. She had never thought her abilities, her magic was a force to be reckoned
with but in the face of Timbermule it became clear to Olive that anybody who could do what
Olive could was capable of anything.
Timbermule roared, pouring out one insult after another and demanding that Olive admit
what she had done. Olive looked right back into the flashing eyes of this infuriated female giant
and calmly stated that she had not moved away from her desk since the lesson began. She could
say no more. Suddenly the entire class seemed to rise up against the Headmistress and in defense
of Olive. They shouted that Olive had not moved. Nobody had moved. The headmistress must
have knocked it over herself! The very idea made Timbermule even crazier with rage. She most
certainly did not knock it over herself. How dare they suggest a thing like that! She turned to
Miss Willows but Miss Willows only responded with honesty that she could promise that no
child had moved from his or her desk in all the time Miss Timbermule had been there. Miss
Willows was sitting in a chair by the class garden. Miss Timbermule glared at Miss Willows.
Miss Willows met her gaze without flinching and assured her that she was telling the truth; none
of the children had moved from their desks. The Headmistress must have knocked it over
without knowing it. That sort of thing was easy to do.
Timbermule stepped back and toward the door. As she put her hand on the doorknob she
told them that the whole class was a useless bunch of midgets and she was fed up with them all.
She refused to waste any more of her precious time in this miserable class. In fact, she was done
with this whole waste of a school. It was time to get back to her true passion: weight lifting and
physical discipline. She’d finally take that prison guard job she had been offered nearby and she
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would never have to deal with a small child ever again. And with that, she marched out of the
classroom, slamming the door behind her.
In the stunned silence that followed, Miss Willows walked up to the front of the class and
stood behind her table. She sighed with relief and even smiled a little. The class cheered wildly,
which Miss Willows allowed for a few moments before she told her class that they had all had
enough school for one day. The class was dismissed. The children could all go out onto the
playground and wait for their parents to take them home. Olive did not join the rush to get out of
the classroom. She remained at her desk, quiet and thoughtful. She knew she had to tell
somebody about what had happened with the glass. Now that she had used her magic in the real
world when others were watching, she couldn’t possibly keep a gigantic secret like that bottled
up inside her even if no one knew what she had done. What she needed was just one person, one
wise and sympathetic grown-up who could help her to understand her abilities. Neither her
mother nor her father would be of any use at all. Olive decided that the one person she would
like to confide in was Miss Willows.
Olive and Miss Willows were now the only two left in the classroom until Jim, the janitor
came in to sweep the floors. After sweeping up, he chatted with Miss Willows and then exited,
leaving Olive alone with her teacher. Miss Willows had seated herself at her teacher’s table and
was rifling through some papers. She looked up asking Olive if she was going to go outside and
play with the others. Olive hesitated before asking Miss Willows if she could speak with her for
a moment. Miss Willows looked concerned and asked Olive what was troubling her. Olive began
slowly, she told Miss Willows that she had done something that she should not have. Miss
Willows became instantly alert and urged Olive to tell her what had happened. Generally, Olive
was very careful about using magic when others were around but she couldn’t help but think
about the many times using magic would have been useful. Actually, she thought about these
things a lot.
Consistent: Olive thought she was merely dreaming when she first made time stand still. She
was listening to her father talk about his business schemes and she just stopped the clock. It was
so nice to pause from the world whenever she needed a little break. Inconsistent: Olive would
sometimes dream about making time stand still. She would love to stop the clock if she could
when listening to her father talk about business schemes. It would be so nice to be able to pause
the world when she needed a break. Often during dinner Olive closed her eyes Target sentence:
and froze the time for about five minutes. Spillover sentence: Now she was unsure if she should
confide.
But she shook off her uncertainty and decided it was time to tell someone the truth. Olive told
Miss Willows that it wasn’t her who had put that creature in the jug of water, she promised. Miss
Willows assured Olive that she knew that it was not her who had done that and that there was no
need to worry, especially now that Miss Timbermule was leaving the school for good. Olive
looked somewhat relieved but there was still something unsettled about her. Miss Willows sat up
in her chair and straightened a few stacks of papers. On the teacher’s table she kept a glass jar.
Miss Willows looked at Olive kindly and offered her a piece of candy from the jar. Olive
smiled but shook her head saying no. She told Miss Willows that actually there was something
she wanted to tell her about what had happened in class with the glass of water and the creature
in it. She confessed that it actually was her that had tipped the glass.
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Miss Willows paused and looked carefully at the child. So Olive continued telling Miss
Willows that she got so angry at being accused of something she hadn’t done that she made it
happen. She carefully tipped the glass with her eyes and she made the salamander climb Miss
Timbermule’s face as well. She looked up at Miss Willows searching her teacher for signs that
she believed her but Miss Willows only calmly told Olive that she did not understand. Olive
knew that it was time to explain, confide in Miss Willows that she had certain powers, what they
referred to in books as “magic”. But Olive started off slowly. She told Miss Willows that by
focusing on the glass and wishing it to tip over, she made the glass tip over. By focusing on the
salamander with her eyes, she also made him go where she wanted him to go.
Miss Willows continued to look steadily at Olive through her blue-rimmed spectacles and
Olive looked back at her just as steadily. Miss Willows admitted that she still wasn’t quite
following Olive, did she mean to say that she had actually willed the glass to tip over and
instructed the salamander to crawl? Olive confirmed that this is exactly what she meant. She had
moved the glass and the salamander with her eyes.
Miss Willows was silent for a moment. She did not think Olive was meaning to tell a lie.
It was more likely that she was simply allowing her vivid imagination to run away with her. She
chose her words most carefully when she said that if Olive had actually done what she said, then
it would be just about the greatest miracle a person had ever performed. Olive told her teacher
that she moved things with her eyes all the time. She did lots of things that other people called
magic. Other times, she also enjoyed just thinking about magic.
Consistent: One night Olive’s lamp went out and she began to glow in the dark like a lightning
bug. This phosphorescent power allowed her to see in the dark. It didn’t seem possible, but she
could actually absorb the daytime sunlight and glow during the night. Inconsistent: One night
Olive’s lamp went out and she sat in the dark picturing herself glowing like a lightning bug. This
phosphorescent power would allow her to see in the dark. It wasn’t possible, but she wished she
could absorb daytime sunlight and glow at night. One night Olive walked into the hallway
Target sentence: and illuminated her pathway to the stairs. Spillover sentence: Olive wanted to
display what she could do.
It was time to show Miss Willows exactly what she was capable of.
Miss Willows smiled, not mockingly. It was extraordinary, thought Miss Willows, how often
small children had flights of fancy like this, and at the same time, there was something different
about this particular child. So Miss Willows asked Olive if she could show her some of this
magic and Olive agreed.
Miss Willows moved the drinking glass to the middle of the table. It still had a little bit of
water inside. Olive got up from her seat and started to walk toward the back of the room. She sat
down at a desk in the last row and was now about thirty feet away from Miss Willows and the
drinking glass. Olive put her elbows on the desk and cupped her face in her hands, and this time
she gave the magic order right away. With her eyes she focused on the glass and ordered it to tip.
This time she did not feel concerned about doing it carefully so that it could be seen as an
accident. She simply shouted the words inside her head and fixed her eyes on the glass. She
made it wobble, then made it tilt, then made it spin around and around before making it topple
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right over and fall with a tinkle on the tabletop not twelve inches from Miss Willows’ folded
arms. Olive then returned the glass right side up, and summoned a dish towel from the sink to the
table to mop up the remaining water.
Miss Willows’ mouth dropped open and her eyes stretched so wide you could see the
whites all round. She didn’t say a word. She couldn’t. She gaped at the glass, and watched as the
dish towel moved on its own gently soaking up the water on the desk before moving to the floor.
Miss Willows then looked at Olive. She saw the child concentrating on moving the towel back
and forth until the water was absorbed and she floated the dish towel back over the to sink to ring
out the water.
Miss Willows waited, trembling a little herself and watching the child as she slowly
turned to look back at her teacher. She smiled and told Miss Willows that she could do things
like that and more. Miss Willows was awestruck. She took off her glasses and closed her eyes.
After what seemed like forever, Miss Willows finally opened up her eyes. She turned to
Olive, and told her that she believed that Olive was a wizard, and quite a powerful one by the
look of it. Olive smiled and said that she liked reading books about wizards because they did
things like her, except they always seemed to carry magic wands and use spells but Olive didn’t
do either of these things. Miss Willows continued to gaze intently at the child in absolute
wonderment. She couldn’t believe it. She asked Olive if she would like to come back and have
lemonade at her house so they could talk more. Olive agreed. She asked Miss Willows if she
would promise not to tell anyone about her secret…these things that she could do…her magic.
Miss Willows smiled and assured her that she wouldn’t dream of it.
Miss Willows joined Olive outside the school gates and the two of them walked in
silence through the village High Street all the way to a house off the main road. From the outside
the house was very appealing and had lots of character. Olive was comfortable at once. And now
that they were alone and away from the school, Olive all of a sudden became wildly animated. It
seemed as though a valve had burst inside her and a great gust of energy was being released.
Olive sat down beside Miss Willows chatting merrily. It was Miss Willows this and Miss
Willows that and Miss Willows let me show you what I can do when I read a book. Miss
Willows picked up a copy of fairy tales off of the shelf and opened it. Olive turned to the first
page and began reading aloud. As she did so the story that she spoke began to reveal itself and
she and Miss Willows were no longer sitting in a house but staring at a vast and wonderful
castle. It was incredible to behold. Miss Willows could smell the flowers in the field, taste the
dampness in the air, feel the sun on her face. It felt in every way that she was standing in a field
surrounding a fairytale castle in a fictional world. Olive turned to watch her teacher’s reaction.
Excited and genuine, Olive announced that she must indeed be a wizard it seemed…a wizard
with no wand and no spells but one that felt like she could do anything. All of this excitement
was making Olive hungry so when Miss Willows offered Olive a snack, it was perfect timing.
Consistent: When Miss Willows accidentally cut her finger while peeling an apple, Olive found
out that she could heal peoples’ wounds. Her loved ones would never have to hurt again now that
she could heal them. She would repair injuries with simple concentration and desire.
Inconsistent: When Miss Willows accidentally cut her finger while peeling an apple, Olive
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yearned for the ability to heal peoples’ wounds. Her loved ones would never have to hurt if only
she could heal them. She desired to repair injuries with concentration but she couldn’t. Olive
stared at Mrs. Willows’ finger and Target sentence: made the cut disappear in a few seconds.
Spillover sentence: They ate their apple slices at the table.
Olive was elated. And despite how fascinated and enchanted Miss Willows felt she
treaded with caution. She told Olive that though she was very clearly a powerful wizard, that she
was playing with mysterious forces about which little was known outside the realm of fictional
tales. But whatever Olive’s powers were they needed to be handled with great care. She asked
Olive if her parents had powers too, if they knew about Olive’s abilities. The little girl described
her parents at length. Miss Willows listened intently but could not believe that such a child had
parents who did not know how special their daughter clearly was. When she saw that it was
getting late, she told Olive that it was time to take her home. She would love to talk to Olive’s
parents about offering her private tutoring to cater to their daughter’s unique skills. They went
out the side door through the garage where a little blue car was parked. They got in the car and
drove to Olive’s house.
When they arrived at the Swift household and knocked, Frank Swift bellowed through the
door shouting about not wanting anything they were selling. Sally Swift sat in her reclining chair
with her eyes glued to the television. Miss Willows knocked again and Mr. Swift stomped his
way from his dinner tray in front of the television to answer the door in a most ungracious
manner. Sally Swift stayed in her recliner making no attempt to move. Frank Swift approached
the door shouting, what do you want? Upon noticing Olive, he rolled his eyes and asked Miss
Willows what his daughter had done. He ordered Olive up to her room without dinner and Olive
obeyed, looking back at Miss Willows as she quietly made her way up the stairs to her bedroom.
Miss Willows stood stunned. She immediately had the sense that what Olive had told her about
her parents not caring about her and knowing nothing about their daughter was actually true.
Frank Swift looked at Miss Willows aghast. He didn’t like having his dinner and television
routine interrupted. Miss Willows introduced herself and now Olive’s mother Sally came to the
door. Frank and Sally Swift stared at Miss Willows totally bewildered. They were clearly waiting
for her to explain her disruption. Miss Willows started by introducing herself as Olive’s teacher,
saying what a pleasure it was to have their daughter in her class. Olive was the most gifted child
she had ever seen and it was truly an honor to teach her. The Swifts looked at Miss Willows as if
she had two heads. Mr. Swift assured her that she probably had her confused with another child.
Either way, they were in the middle of a program and they needed to get back to it. Miss
Willows couldn’t understand how Olive had parents like these. Olive had told her teacher a little
about them but how could the little girl stand it?
Consistent: Once Olive was singing a song and noticed that the sound of her voice had caused
her parents to fall fast asleep. This new skill would be quite useful for her, she thought. She often
sang her parents straight to sleep when they were bickering. Inconsistent: Once Olive was
singing a song and wished that the sound of her voice would cause her parents to fall fast asleep.
This skill could be useful, but she didn’t have it. She’d like to sing her parents straight to sleep if
they were bickering. When her parents would argue Olive now Target sentence: sang them to
sleep with her lovely melody. Spillover sentence: Miss Willows now knew that she could help.
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Before they shut the door in her face, Miss Willows asked if they would be ok with her
offering Olive private tutoring after school. Again, they looked at her, dumbfounded. Mr. Swift
said he had no intention of paying for anything extra. Miss Willows assured them that she didn’t
mean that she wanted them to pay. She added that it would be a pleasure to work with Olive to
develop her powerful gifts. When they both stared at her in exasperation, Miss Willows was sure
that they truly had no idea that their daughter was a wizard. She thanked them for their time and
told them that she’d begin Olive’s private tutoring free of charge the next day as long as they
were ok with it. They nodded, halfheartedly, in disinterest while staring back at the television. If
it didn’t cost them any money and it kept their daughter out of their hair it was fine with them.
With this, they practically shut the door in Miss Willows’ face. She couldn’t believe it.
Miss Willows turned to walk down the front steps. She turned back when she heard something. It
was a small voice coming from above. Miss Willows looked up to see that Olive was floating
outside her open bedroom window. Miss Willows just smiled and told Olive to get some rest.
They would begin her private tutoring tomorrow.
Beginning the next day, Olive spent every afternoon at Miss Willows’ house uncovering
and developing new magical abilities. Their private tutoring sessions went on like this for
months and the two of them became inseparable. They would read stories and Olive would
project the story world around them so they could walk around and watch the characters play out
their tales. They would drink tea, have sweet biscuits, and chat about philosophy, science,
literature, and politics. There was nothing under the sun for which Olive did not have an earnest
desire to learn. They also conducted experiments every afternoon to discover the extent of
Olive’s magic.
Consistent: Olive was excited when she found out she could turn invisible and wished she could
tell her friends but she could not. She could now travel about completely unnoticed. The power
of invisibility let her decide if she wanted to be seen or remain undetected. Inconsistent: Olive
was excited by the thought of becoming invisible and only wished she could learn but she could
not. She yearned to travel about completely unnoticed but that wasn’t possible. The power of
invisibility would let her decide if she was seen or remained undetected. Olive stood in Miss
Willows’ living room Target sentence: and she disappeared against the wallpaper. Spillover
sentence: Olive loved doing experiments with magic.
Some of her powers included: floating/flying, moving and or summoning objects with
her eyes, communicating in any language including those used by animals, seeing through walls
and other solid objects, creating new worlds from those in books as well as ones from her own
imagination, and most recently, she discovered that she could erase or create memories in the
minds of others. This last ability was one with which Miss Willows warned Olive she must be
very very careful. There seemed no end to Olive’s abilities and Miss Willows beamed with pride
in the accomplishments of her most fascinating student and smallest friend.
Some days, they would be so caught up in their lessons that Olive would stay for dinner
with Miss Willows. They would eat their food while chatting. The pair had never in their lives
been so happy and content.
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One day however, when Miss Willows brought Olive home they saw that the car in the
driveway was packed tight with suitcases and boxes. Mr. and Mrs. Swift were dashing around
the house, slamming cabinets and shouting to one another. When they finally noticed Miss
Willows and Olive they stopped. Mr. Swift looked sternly at Miss Willows and Olive, then
grabbed his daughter by the hand and announced that the family had to leave town immediately.
They had been expecting Olive home and they needed her to go pack her things because they
would not be returning to this house or this town ever again. Mr. Swift held his daughter’s arm.
Miss Willows asked Mr. Swift what was going on. Certainly there was no need for the
family to up and leave town so abruptly. Mrs. Swift chimed in from the kitchen saying that her
husband had finally sold a piece of junk car to the wrong person and they had to flee town or else
the cops would get them. She was about to continue with the story when her husband cut her off
and told her that she didn’t know what she was talking about and she should keep her mouth
closed. Mr. Swift turned to Miss Willows, his hand still around Olive’s arm. He explained that he
was relocating his business for personal reasons and that they had to leave within the hour,
refusing to say where they were going.
Olive was in tears. Miss Willows tried to stay calm but she did not want Olive to have to
go with these people even if they were her parents. Mr. Swift was getting increasingly agitated.
He tugged on Olive’s arm and told her to go upstairs immediately. Olive ran to Miss Willows
and hugged around her waist tight which made Mr. Swift even more angry. But when he tried to
peel his daughter off of Miss Willows, Olive turned to her father, focused her eyes on him and
suddenly he was lifted into the air and floating further and further away under the guidance of
Olive’s eyes. The look on Olive’s face was fierce and the look from her father was stupefied. He
began to flail his arms and legs and shout for his wife. Mrs. Swift came in from the kitchen and
her jaw dropped. She looked at Olive and then back to her husband who was glaring with horror
and rage at his tiny daughter. Olive kept her eyes fixed on this man and lifted him higher into the
air. Her mother turned in horror before pointing at Olive and saying but one word: witch!!! Mr.
Swift sneered, his legs wriggling, his head brushing the ceiling. Miss Willows put her hands on
Olive’s shoulders. She remained calm but more assertive than she had ever been in her life. She
bent down to Olive’s ear and whispered something to the young girl, whose face instantly lit up
like a firefly. Olive nodded to Miss Willows in resounding agreement with whatever secret the
teacher had shared. Miss Willows then looked up to Mr. Swift, looked back down to Mrs. Swift
and asked them if Olive could remain in town and live with her. Mrs. Swift simply looked to her
husband while mumbling witch over and over. Mr. Swift, still floating above, his cheek firmly
pressed to the ceiling, replied in a curt tone, if they could be rid of this less than human, nuisance
of a daughter, he would leave now and never look back. And that is just what they did.
Olive guided both of her parents out the door and held Miss Willows tight as her parents
pulled out of the driveway and drove away. Before they were out of sight, Olive used her powers
to erase any memory of herself from her parent’s minds. To them, it was as if she had never
existed, and they would certainly never come looking for her again.
It did not take Olive very long to settle into a life with Miss Willows in her wonderful
home. In fact, after a month or two, it felt like things had always been like this. Miss Willows
would make tea. They would read together and walk amongst their favorite characters in their
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favorite story worlds. They walked to school together and when the school hired a new
headmistress, Olive was moved to a more advanced class that was more suitable to her level.
Together, Olive and Miss Willows made a great team. With Olive’s endless powers and Miss
Willows’ guidance and support, the young wizard and her teacher became the lead characters in
their own story world.
END
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Olive
Olive Swift was not an average five-year-old child, she was both a genius and a wizard.
The thing is, Olive did not know that she was exceptional. She did not even know that she was a
wizard until quite recently when her powers grew stronger. You see, Olive had the unfortunate
luck to be born into a family of ignorant, lazy, and willfully oblivious degenerates: Mr. and Mrs.
Swift. Frank and Sally Swift failed to recognize that their daughter was out of the ordinary
because they could not be bothered with her at all. Frank Swift ran a dishonest, used car business
in which he was constantly ripping off unsuspecting customers by selling them lousy cars, while
Sally Swift was habitually wrapped up in internet cash scams. Their daughter Olive did not fit in
with inattentive, lazy, tricksters and so, she was quite simply viewed as a nuisance. Where
Olive’s talents came from was truly a mystery. To her knowledge, there were no wizards,
witches, or sorcerers in her family tree and Frank and Sally Swift never took note of anything
impressive that Olive did. They really showed no interest at all in their child and they merely saw
her as a pest. Little did they know Olive Swift had powers that any seasoned wizard would envy.
Olive needed no magic wand. She didn’t need to chant spells. She could move things with the
concentration of her eyes. She could change one object into another by willing it to happen. For
all intents and purposes, she could fly; although, a better description might be that she could
float, because it appeared that she expended no effort as she glided through the air like a cloud.
In truth, Olive discovered new powers almost by accident so it seemed that there was no limit to
her abilities. Olive was exceptionally brilliant and exceptionally magic. And her parents were
exceptionally blind to both. So as it went, Olive was left on her own most of the time. By the age
of one and a half her speech was perfect and she knew as many words as most grown-ups. Mr.
and Mrs. Swift, instead of applauding her, called her a noisy chatterbox.
By the time she was three, Olive had taught herself to read by studying newspapers and
magazines that lay around the house. At the age of four, she could read fast and well and she
naturally began hankering after books. The only book in the whole of this enlightened household
was something called Easy Cooking, and when she had read this from cover to cover and had
learnt all the recipes by heart, her mind began rearranging the letters on the pages of the
cookbook to create different words and form little stories. One day she discovered she could
actually make the letters float right off of the pages and form new stories, songs, and poems that
danced around the room and read themselves aloud to her in a fantastical story time of which any
child would be jealous. Once she started to create stories of her own she yearned to read the
stories of others. So Olive began leaving the house on her own to visit the public library. She
quite simply climbed out her bedroom window and floated over several blocks of houses, before
landing at the library in town. Olive floated above the town high enough that to any casual
observer, she appeared to be a bird flying in the sky. And this little bird visited the library the
same way once a week to take out new books and return the old ones. Anna, the librarian came
to recognize Olive right away as a library regular. When Olive first visited the library she started
off with the children’s books. When she finished all of them, Anna directed her to the adult
literature section. Olive was in heaven. She loved Charles Dickens’s Oliver Twist so much that
she renewed it three times. Olive’s mind was so nimble and she was so quick to learn that her
ability should have been obvious even to the most inattentive of parents.
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But Frank and Sally Swift were both so dim-witted and so wrapped up in their own silly
little lives that they failed to notice anything unusual about their daughter. They wouldn’t notice
Olive regardless of what she did. Olive could probably use her magical powers in the very same
room as her parents but as long as they were watching television, they still wouldn’t notice a
thing. And with regard to what their daughter liked and disliked, what she spent her time doing,
or what her hopes and dreams were, Susan and Frank Swift knew nothing and didn’t care.
Olive’s world was hers alone and she had almost complete control.
Consistent: Olive was able to control the weather and the elements. Only she knew that she
could easily summon the wind or the sunshine and could make snowfall on Christmas. She found
that it was really nice to rely on nature as a friend and ally. Inconsistent: Olive desired to control
the weather and the elements. She imagined being able to summon the wind or the sunshine and
to make snowfall on Christmas if only she could. She thought it would be nice to rely on nature
as a friend and ally. Backgrounding: Olive didn’t have any real playmates at all. This was
largely because her parents weren’t exactly the type to set up play-dates with children that lived
in the neighborhood. So when she spent time in her bedroom reading her books, it was as close
as she ever came to having a play-date. Most of the time, her storybook worlds and characters
were more than enough for her. Occasionally though, Olive did feel isolated from the rest of the
world. When she was having a tough day Target sentence: she assembled storm clouds and
made rain. Spillover sentence: Olive was mostly left to entertain herself.
Olive spent most afternoons alone in her bedroom. When she got up to her room she
perched herself up on her bed and spent the afternoon reading the words off of the pages of her
books and into the air around her. The books transported her into new worlds and introduced her
to amazing people who lived exciting lives. Soon she realized that not only could she make the
words float off the page and hover in the air around her, but with her magic mind she could quite
literally project vivid scenes from any story and walk around a 3-dimensional, fictional world in
which she could actually smell, touch, hear, taste and see everything that the author had intended
their reader to imagine. The difference for Olive was that she could step into the world for real.
Such an intimate bond did Olive develop with literature that books even became her friends. The
day she realized that she could physically move things around with the concentration and power
of her eyes, she made the books dance around the room with her. It was the happiest she had ever
been, just Olive and her books.
Oftentimes Olive would get so engrossed in her world of stories coming to life and
dancing books, she would create quite the mess by the time she was done. Piles of books would
lay strewn about as if a storm had blown through Olive’s bedroom. Sometimes even Olive
herself was surprised by the messy aftermath of her play.
Consistent: She thought it was great when she realized she could snap her fingers and undo any
situation. She could take back something she regretted or erase an error in judgment. Really she
had the power to make it as if something had never even happened. Inconsistent: She thought it
would be great if only she could snap her fingers and undo any situation. She regretted not
having the ability to erase errors in judgment. Really she wanted the power to make it as if
something had never happened but she couldn’t. Backgrounding: Olive played in her bedroom
day after day with stacks of books. At the rate she was going, it wouldn’t be long before she had
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read every book in the entire town library. Although she liked some stories more than others, she
hadn’t yet found a book she truly disliked. She could find something interesting in almost
anything she read. One afternoon, the piles of books got so out of hand, Olive couldn’t even see
the carpet. She stared at all the books and Target sentence: the mess vanished by snapping her
fingers. Spillover sentence: After noticing the time Olive got into bed.
With practice, Olive developed her skills and could not only move objects with her eyes,
but she could actually summon objects for assistance. One night she cleaned a whole sink full of
dirty dishes by calling upon the help of a sponge and bottle of dish soap. She directed the two
cleaning products in a brilliantly choreographed dance that ended with sparkling clean dishes.
When Olive finally entered school for the first time she attended the village school for
younger children, Norbury Hall Primary School. The head mistress, the supreme commander of
this establishment was a formidable middle-aged woman whose name was Miss Timbermule.
Olive’s class included eighteen other small boys and girls about the same age as her. The class
teacher was exceptionally kind. She went by the name of Miss Willows and she could not have
been more than twenty-three or twenty-four. Miss Willows had a lovely, youthful, pale oval face
with large brown doe-eyes and her hair was a light golden brown. Miss Lily Willows was a mild
and quiet person who never raised her voice and was seldom seen to smile, but she radiated
warmth and there is no doubt she possessed that rare gift for being adored by every small child
under her care. Olive loved her instantly.
Miss Timbermule, the headmistress, was something else altogether. Never had a name fit
a person so well as in the case of Miss Timbermule, or just “Timbermule” as some were known
to call her. She was a gigantic, holy terror, a fierce tyrannical monster who frightened the life out
of the students and teachers alike. When she marched (Miss Timbermule never walked), she
always marched like a storm trooper with long strides and arms swinging. When she marched
along a corridor you could actually hear her snorting as she went, and if a group of children
happened to be in her path, she ploughed right on through them like a tank, with small people
bouncing off her to left and right. This woman, in all her eccentricities and in her appearance, is
almost impossible to describe. But she has certain unmistakable characteristics of note.
Now most head mistresses are chosen because they possess a number of fine qualities.
They understand children, are deeply interested in education and they have the children’s best
interests at heart. Miss Timbermule possessed none of these qualities and how she ever got her
present job was a mystery. She had once been a famous athlete, and even now her muscles were
the evidence. You could see them in the bull-neck, in the big shoulders, in the thick arms, and in
the powerful legs. Looking at her, you got the feeling that this was someone who could bend iron
bars and tear dictionaries in half. Her face, I’m afraid, was neither a thing of beauty nor an everpresent display of kindness. She had an obstinate chin, a cruel mouth and small arrogant eyes.
And as for her clothes, they were extremely odd to say the least. She always had on a brown
cotton smock, which was pinched in around the waist with a wide leather belt. Her massive
thighs were encased in a pair of bottle green stockings made of coarse wool and on her feet she
wore brown combat-like boots. She looked, more like a rather eccentric and bloodthirsty hunter
than the headmistress of a nice school for children. Now that you have some picture of Miss
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Timbermule in your mind, let us leave her for the moment and go back to Olive and her first day
in Miss Willows’ class.
After the usual business of going through all the names of the children, Miss Willows
explained a few things about Norbury Hall and their headmistress Miss Timbermule. She told
them how strict Miss Timbermule was and how she insisted on absolute discipline in her school.
It was best to be well-behaved in Miss Timbermule’s presence, which to Miss Timbermule
meant that a child would be quiet, clean and 100% obedient.Miss Willows then directed the
children’s attention to the terrarium and their class pet, a frog named Brad. The children loved
the idea of having a class pet.
Next, Miss Willows went on to discuss her expectations from her class. By the end of the
week they were all to learn the two-times table by heart. In a year’s time she hoped that they
would all learn the multiplication tables up to twelve. When Miss Willows began to ask
questions to see how much the children might already know, it became quite clear that the tiny,
dark haired girl named Olive was far beyond her fellow classmates. Miss Willows was shocked
when Olive demonstrated that she could perform complex calculations in her head. She was
floored when Olive showed she could read, and then discussed the plot of Charles Dickens’
Oliver Twist. Miss Willows was simultaneously amazed and fascinated to have such a brilliant
child in her very own class. Miss Willows had no idea, however, that Olive had the power to
speak new languages without ever having been exposed to them. She didn’t know that Olive
could actually see through walls when she wanted. That she could float above clouds. No one
knew that Olive was a wizard. Olive herself was delighted in her new classroom. It seemed like
Miss Willows might be a good person to discuss books with. She spent so much of her time
reading, but it only made her want to read more and more. It would be great if she could talk
about her favorite books with Miss Willows, especially because she had never been able to talk
about literature with her parents. Reading was quite literally her escape.
Consistent: Olive was reading a novel when she realized she could split into two selves. She
doubled herself so she could do homework while the other self danced around the room.
Sometimes she sent one self to eat dinner when the other self just continued reading.
Inconsistent: Olive was reading when she imagined being able to split into two selves. She
would double herself if she could and do homework while the other self danced around.
Sometimes she longed to be able to send one self to dinner and continue her reading.
Backgrounding: Olive would often become so immersed in what she was reading or studying
that she would forget that she had other things that she needed to do. When she was learning
about something new, it was as if nothing else existed in the world. And oftentimes, she
wouldn’t finish things that needed to be done. This included her chores to earn her allowance.
When she really wasn’t paying attention, she’d read books from sunrise to sunset. She was
studying advanced algebra when she Target sentence: duplicated herself and went to get a
snack. Spillover sentence: She was glad there were snacks at school.
After the class had a quick snack, it was time for the students to have their first recess.
Miss Willows had the children line up in twos with the buddy to whom they were assigned and
she led them outside onto the playground. Within a few moments, a child was in tears with a
splinter from the swing set. Luckily, the splinter was easily removed with some tweezers and
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after the cut was cleaned, the child returned to his play with a band-aid on his thumb. Olive’s
class ran up and down the playground in a game of hide-and-seek. Olive was delighted to have
so many other children to play with for the first time in her life. She was used to playing all alone
in her bedroom or her backyard.
Consistent: Olive was in her backyard playing when she found out she could make plants grow.
She successfully made a dozen tomato plants instantly sprout from seeds on her command. Next
she took a stroll around the whole neighborhood and made flowers bloom in each garden.
Inconsistent: Olive was in her backyard when she imagined being able to make plants grow. She
commanded the seeds of a dozen tomato plants to sprout instantly but without success. Next she
took a stroll around the neighborhood and pictured herself making flowers bloom in gardens.
Backgrounding: Olive liked walking around the neighborhood and looking at the houses. She
made up stories about the people who lived in each house. She would make up things like what
occupation someone might have and what they liked to do for fun. She even added all sorts of
details in order to create her stories such as the kind of car someone drove or the color their
kitchen was painted. Olive walked along the sidewalks noticing all kinds of things. When she
passed a dying blueberry bush, Target sentence: she made berries sprout on every branch.
Spillover sentence: Being in school meant playing with kids. With all of these new classmates,
Olive wouldn’t have to play alone all the time. She was thrilled.
Meanwhile, back inside, Miss Willows knew that Olive should be placed in a higher
grade so that she would be challenged. During recess, Miss Willows left the classroom and
headed straight for the Headmistress’s study. When she entered, Miss Timbermule immediately
demanded what in the world she wanted. Miss Willows was flushed and flustered. She explained
that she had discovered a rather extraordinary child in her class. She went on to say how Olive
Swift could do advanced math in her head, could read complex sentences, and could spell
difficult words. But Miss Timbermule interrupted her to say that she had heard all about Olive
from Olive’s own father when she purchased a used car from him just a week ago. Mr. Swift
informed Miss Timbermule what a little brat Olive was and that if anything ever went wrong in
the school, it was certainly his daughter that would be responsible. Apparently, Miss Timbermule
had taken a keen liking to Mr. Swift and thought he was a real pillar of society owning his own
business and giving his customers such honest deals. As if she had been born yesterday, Miss
Timbermule had fallen right into Mr. Swift’s trap and she didn’t even know that Mr. Swift had
most certainly sold her a lemon of a car that would start to have major problems within a month
or two. But Miss Timbermule was quick to trust anyone whose opinion of small children
matched her own and so when Olive’s own father said that Olive was a useless little twit, Miss
Timbermule filed the information as fact and resolved herself to keep an eye out for Olive Swift.
Miss Willows protested vehemently. They simply could not be speaking about the same
child. There had to be some sort of mistake or her father must be wrong. Olive was clearly a
genius. But Miss Timbermule was adamant. Mr. Swift had called his own daughter a gangster.
She would create all sorts of problems for the teacher just like he said she did for her parents at
home. How could he be wrong, questioned Miss Timbermule, when he had known the little beast
all her life and Miss Willows had only known the girl for a couple of hours? She would hear
nothing of Olive’s intelligence and certainly would not consider moving Olive to a higher grade.
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But what Miss Timbermule did not know was that Olive Swift was a magical force to be
reckoned with, and the little girl’s powers would soon serve her well in this school.
Visibly distressed, Miss Willows rose from her chair and walked out of the study, leaving
Miss Timbermule ranting about the filth that children brought into her school and how she
couldn’t understand how anyone tolerated such small, ridiculous people. Feeling distressed but
by no means defeated, Miss Willows headed to the supply closet where all of the school’s
textbooks were stored so she could select some advanced topics for Olive. She gathered the most
difficult subjects. Her stack included algebra, geometry, chemistry, French, English Literature
and the like. When her class returned from recess, she placed the stack of books by Olive and
told her that she could work her way through these books while Miss Willows instructed the
other children. Olive would get much more out of these books than she would by sitting through
lessons with her peers. At the end of the lesson Olive could come up to Miss Willows with any
questions she might have and she would do her best to help her. Olive seemed delighted. She
was so thrilled that Miss Willows had brought her so many fascinating books. In fact, Olive was
constantly thinking about what new things she would like to learn.
Consistent: Olive considered it a wish come true when she discovered her shrinking powers.
She was able to make herself tiny and go places no one else could possibly fit. She went inside
machines to watch how they worked and could notice things that others missed. Inconsistent:
Olive wished she would discover shrinking powers but this didn’t come true. She wanted to
make herself tiny to go places no one else could possibly fit. If she could she would go inside
machines to watch how they worked and notice things others missed. Backgrounding: Olive
loved machines with lots of technology, especially computers. She was amazed how much could
be accomplished with a small machine. One of her goals was to design her own computer
programs. She liked the idea of deciding on a task that she wanted the computer to perform and
figuring out how to tell the machine to do it. Olive had already checked out books on computer
programming from the library. She also enjoyed learning how the computer’s hardware
functioned. When Olive’s computer was acting up she Target sentence: climbed inside the
keyboard to repair it. Spillover sentence: She liked knowing how things functioned.
The nice thing about Olive was that if you had met her casually and talked to her you
would have thought she was a perfectly normal five-year-old child. To a casual observer she
would have come off as a well-behaved little girl and unless you had seen her move something
with the pure power of her mind, fly around, or use any of her other powers, you would never
have known that she was a powerful little wizard. In fact, Miss Willows did not know anything
of Olive’s magical powers at first because the little girl was so focused on learning all she could
from her textbooks. Olive was quiet, kind, and respectful. It was therefore easy for Olive to make
friends with other children. All of the children in her class liked her. They knew of course that
she was clever because they had heard her being questioned by Miss Willows on the first day of
school and they knew also that she was allowed to sit quietly with a book during lessons and not
pay attention to the teacher. But children of their age do not search deeply for reasons. For a
while, Olive was very careful and tried not to use her powers when anyone was around to see.
She got especially used to this during the classroom schedule and was very content. She enjoyed
participating in the classroom activities, including class chores such as cleaning up at the sink.
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Consistent: Olive dropped a bracelet down the drain of the classroom sink when she discovered
she could stretch her hand out like rubber. She could bend into the most outrageous and
impossible positions that were beyond imagining. She loved to extend her limbs in every
direction. Inconsistent: Olive dropped a bracelet down the drain of the sink making her yearn to
be able to stretch her hand like rubber. She imagined bending into outrageous positions but it
was impossible. She’d love to extend her limbs in every direction if only she could.
Backgrounding: Olive’s bracelet was her favorite possession. It had a small silver chain with a
sparkling charm of a shooting star that glimmered when it moved. In the center of the star there
was a small sapphire gem that was Olive’s birthstone. She had seen the bracelet in a store
window and saved up her allowance for months until she finally had enough to purchase it all by
herself. She loved it so much that she wore the bracelet every day. Olive stood over the sink and
slowly Target sentence: expanded her arm down the twisting pipe. Spillover sentence: The
bracelet was her favorite possession.
Once Olive became more comfortable with her classroom surroundings, she began using
her powers on purpose. When a pencil from across the way appeared to float toward Olive just as
she needed to write something in her notebook, or the color of her shirt started off blue and went
from purple to yellow to green and then polka dots at different points in the day, her classmates
didn’t question this, but Miss Willows began to take notice. However, Miss Willows was
convinced that she was overstressed, overtired, and so enamored with Olive that she was seeing
impossible things like magic happen around the little girl. Miss Willows resolved herself to get
more sleep.
Olive’s first real friend was a boy called Sam. Right from the first day of class the two of
them started wandering round together during morning recess and in the lunch-hour. Olive and
her new friend Sam made up games in a corner. Like Olive, Sam was exceptionally small for his
age, a skinny little runt with deep-brown eyes and with dark hair that was habitually sticking up
in every direction. Olive liked him because he was gutsy and adventurous. He liked Olive for
exactly the same reasons.
Before the first week of quarter was up, awesome tails about the Headmistress, Miss
Timbermule, began to filter through to the newcomers. Olive and Sam had heard that
Timbermule, had a lock-up cupboard in her private study called the “must behave box” where
she put children who displeased her. It was pitch dark and you had to stand dead straight because
it was too narrow to sit. If you wobbled at all you got spiked either by the sharp bits of glass that
stuck out from the cement walls or the jagged nails that were hammered into the door. Needless
to say, every new student was terrified of the headmistress and trembled in fear when they
learned that she would soon begin making her rounds of visiting classes to lead one weekly
lesson.
Miss Timbermule would begin leading Miss Willows’ class every Friday after the lunch
period. Lunchtime was generally a time everyone enjoyed. Sam and Olive always sat together
and compared what each had to eat.
Back in class, Miss Willows told the children that they must study their workbooks and
lessons and be prepared to be quizzed on the material when Miss Timbermule came. They should
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be clean and tidy and never speak unless first being spoken to. Finally, Miss Timbermule was
very particular about requiring a clay pitcher of cool water and drinking glass ready upon her
arrival. Sam volunteered to be responsible for fetching the water after lunch. Though he had been
terrified of the stories he and Olive had heard about the headmistress, Sam was mischievous and
clever and saw this as an opportunity to orchestrate a plan.
After school Sam took the long route home that took him by the pond. The pond was one
of Olive’s favorite places to visit.
Consistent: Olive had been swimming at this very pond when she found out that she could
actually breathe underwater. She drifted deep under the surface like a fish. It was a lot like being
a mermaid if you could imagine not needing to emerge for air. Inconsistent: Olive had been
swimming at this pond when she imagined what it would be like to breathe underwater. She
yearned to drift deep under the surface like a fish. It would be like becoming a mermaid if only
she didn’t need to emerge for air. Backgrounding: The pond was a popular spot in town for
outdoor recreation. Many people would bring their fishing rods and would fish off of one of the
old docks. There were also wooden picnic tables near the shore for visitors to have lunch and
socialize. Not far from the picnic tables there was a large open field that was perfect for playing
games. Often there would be dogs chasing frisbees with their owners and others playing soccer.
Olive really liked swimming at this pond, Target sentence: she breathed underwater for hours
on end. Spillover sentence: The pond was a nice destination to relax.
So when Sam told Olive he was stopping there on this way home, Olive decided to join.
Olive loved all furry animals like rabbits and squirrels and there were lots of animals at the pond.
It just so happened that Olive had the ability to speak to and understand animals. Until she
started school, animals had been her only friends. She had spent many afternoons chatting with
squirrels in her yard.
When they got to the pond Olive spotted a salamander immediately. She tried to pick it
up but it was so slimy that it squirmed and slipped to the ground. Sam collected it in his pencil
case for safe keeping.
When she got back from the pond, Olive headed to her yard to hang out with her squirrel
friends. Her bond with animals rivaled her connection to books and so she would do pretty much
anything that involved being around them.
Consistent: Olive considered it a dream come true when she learned she could morph into
another creature just by thinking it. She changed into a squirrel and scurried up her favorite tree.
She sat in the yard and realized she could change into anything in sight. Inconsistent: Olive only
dreamed she could morph into another creature by thinking about it. She’d like to change into a
squirrel and scurry up her favorite tree, but she couldn’t. She sat in the yard thinking about
changing into anything in sight if only she could. Backgrounding: Olive found her backyard
peaceful and calming. It wasn’t a large space but it was very quiet. This made it the perfect place
to lay down in the grass and just look up at the sky. Olive would often head to her yard after
spending long periods of time shut up in her bedroom. She knew it was important to step away
from her books and get some fresh air, especially on a beautiful day like today. Olive admired
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the neighbor’s garden and then Target sentence: morphed into a lawn gnome among flowers.
Spillover sentence: The fragrance was sweet and very pleasant.
The next morning in Miss Willows’ class went like the others, but the tension grew as the
lunch hour approached. None of the children seemed to enjoy lunch or recess because they were
too afraid of Miss Timbermule taking over the afternoon lesson. On the way in from lunch, Sam
stopped at the kitchen to pick up the water jug. Because the jug was of clay pottery, no one
would see if something were to be floating around in the water. When Sam got to the kitchen he
saw several identical clay jugs on a drying wrack.
He took one of the jugs and filled it with water from the faucet. Once the jug was full, Sam
opened his pencil case to let the slimy salamander slide in taking a respectable clump of pond
scum with it. He carefully walked with the pitcher and a glass into the classroom and placed it on
the teacher’s table. When the children filed in from the playground, Sam fell in alongside them
and they each took their seats. Timbermule was already there and had seated herself behind the
teacher’s table. Once the children were in their seats she announced to the class that she had
never been able to understand why small children were so disgusting. They were like insects.
She reasoned that we get rid of flies with fly-spray and by hanging up fly-paper. She had often
thought of inventing a spray for getting rid of small children. Miss Willows sat in her chair with
her mind spinning. The woman’s mad, she kept telling herself. She’s the one who ought to be got
rid of. But Miss Willows did not have much hope that this would happen. She sat back in her
chair and sighed.
Meanwhile, Timbermule now lifted the large blue water-jug and poured some water into
her glass. And suddenly, with the water, out came the long slimy salamander straight into the
glass, plop! Timbermule let out a yell and leapt out of her chair as though a firecracker had gone
off underneath her. Now the children also saw the slimy lizard-like creature twisting and turning
in the glass and they squirmed and jumped about as well, shouting. Oh, how disgusting! A
snake! No, a baby crocodile! No, it’s an alligator! In a bold fit of adrenaline, Sam shouted to
Miss Timbermule. It looked like it might bite! Timbermule, this mighty female giant, stood there
in her green breeches quivering like a wimp. She stared at the creature twisting and wriggling in
the glass. Curiously enough, she had never seen a salamander before. She hadn’t the faintest idea
what it was. It certainly looked extremely unpleasant. Slowly she sat down again in her chair.
She looked at this moment more terrifying than ever before. The fires of fury and hatred were
smoldering in her small black eyes and she turned straight to Olive Swift.
With wrath, she barked for Olive to stand up immediately. This was met with Olive’s
confusion and horror. Wearily, she asked what she had done. But Miss Timbermule made
nothing of the girl’s convincing and innocent display and again told her to stand up, shouting that
she was a disgusting little cockroach. Olive protested. She hadn’t done anything. It was no use,
Miss Timbermule ordered her to stand up at once, the filthy little maggot. Reluctantly, Olive got
to her feet. She was in the second row. Sam was in the row behind her, feeling a bit guilty.
Meanwhile, Timbermule exploded with insults. She called Olive a vile, repulsive,
repellent, malicious little brute! Olive was not fit to be in her school! She ought to be behind
bars! Miss Timbermule would have her expelled in utter disgrace! She would have Olive chased
down the corridor and out of the front-door with the hockey-sticks! And then she would make
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absolutely sure she was sent to a reformatory for delinquent girls for the minimum of forty years!
Timbermule was in such a rage that her face had taken on a boiled color and little flecks of froth
were gathering at the corners of her mouth. But she was not the only one who was losing her
cool. Olive was also beginning to see red. She didn’t mind being accused of having done
something she had actually done. She could see the justice of that. It was, however, a totally new
experience for her to be accused of a crime that she definitely had not committed. She had had
absolutely nothing to do with putting the creature in the glass. By golly, she was not about to let
that rotten Timbermule pin this on her if she could do anything about it! Olive screamed that she
did not do it. She was really worked up.
But Timbermule would have nothing of it. She was convinced that Olive was behind it.
Nobody else could have thought up a trick like that! Olive’s father was right to warn her about
his daughter! The woman seemed to have lost control of herself completely. She was ranting like
a maniac. She told Olive that she was finished in this school. She was finished everywhere. She
would personally see to it that Olive was put away in a place where she would never see daylight
again!
Once again, Olive protested, screaming that she did not do it. But Timbermule only
yelled back, stating that Olive had put a crocodile in her drinking water. There is no worse crime
in the world against a Headmistress! Finally seeing how worked up Olive was, she told her to
immediately sit down and not to say a word! Olive shouted, refusing to sit down. This enraged
Timbermule even further. She told Olive to shut up immediately or she would remove her belt
and let Olive have it with the buckle end. Slowly Olive sat down. Oh, the rottenness of it all! The
unfairness! How dare they expel her for something she hadn’t done!
Olive felt herself getting angrier …and angrier…and angrier…so unbearably angry that
something was bound to explode inside her very soon. Her magic was bound to come out.
Olive glared at Timbermule. How she hated her. She glared at the glass with the
salamander in it. She longed to march up and grab the glass and tip the contents, salamander and
all, over Timbermule’s head. But Olive did not have to march up there to dump the glass. And
though under normal circumstances she would not have used her magic for retaliation,
Timbermule was unfair and terrible. She needed to do something. She needed to use her magic.
Timbermule was sitting behind the teacher’s table staring with a mixture of horror and
fascination at the salamander wriggling in the glass. Olive’s eyes were also fixed on the glass.
And now, quite slowly, there began to creep over Olive a most extraordinary and peculiar
feeling: the idea of using her magic to control the situation. She felt the electricity gather in her
eyes as it always did before she moved objects with them. It was a sense of her power, a feeling
of great strength was settling itself deep inside her. She focused on tipping the glass.
The glass began to wobble and then, very very slowly, so slowly one could hardly see it
happening, the glass began to lean backwards, farther and farther and farther backwards until it
was balancing on just one edge of its base. And there it teetered for a few seconds before finally
toppling over and falling with a sharp clinking on the desktop. The water in it and the squirming
salamander splashed out all over Miss Timbermule. Olive shifted her gaze to the slimy
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salamander and controlled the direction in which it crawled right up Miss Timbermule’s chest
and onto her face to rest on her sharp nose. Olive held her gaze on the salamander causing the
creature to remain on the headmistress’ nose while staring its beady reptilian eyes right at Miss
Timbermule. The headmistress let out a yell that must have rattled every window-pane in the
building and for the second time in the last five minutes she shot out of her chair like a rocket.
The salamander clung with its little claw-like feet. Timbermule bellowed even louder. With a
swipe of her hand she sent the creature flying across the classroom. It landed on the floor beside
Sam’s desk and very quickly he ducked down and picked it up and put it into his pencil-box for
another time. A salamander, he decided, was a useful thing to have around.
Timbermule roared. Who had done this? She was out of her mind with anger shouting for
someone to own up and step forward. Nobody answered. The whole room remained silent as a
tomb. Timbermule turned to Olive. She was panting with inhuman rage and again, she
proclaimed that Olive was the culprit. Olive, in the second row, sat very still and said nothing. A
strange feeling of serenity and confidence was sweeping over her and all of a sudden she found
that she was frightened by nobody in the world. She had never thought her abilities, her magic
was a force to be reckoned with but in the face of Timbermule it became clear to Olive that
anybody who could do what Olive could was capable of anything.
Timbermule roared, pouring out one insult after another and demanding that Olive admit
what she had done. Olive looked right back into the flashing eyes of this infuriated female giant
and calmly stated that she had not moved away from her desk since the lesson began. She could
say no more.
Suddenly the entire class seemed to rise up against the Headmistress and in defense of
Olive. They shouted that Olive had not moved. Nobody had moved. The headmistress must have
knocked it over herself! The very idea made Timbermule even crazier with rage. She most
certainly did not knock it over herself. How dare they suggest a thing like that! She turned to
Miss Willows but Miss Willows only responded with honesty that she could promise that no
child had moved from his or her desk in all the time Miss Timbermule had been there. Miss
Willows was sitting in a chair by the class garden. Miss Timbermule glared at Miss Willows.
Miss Willows met her gaze without flinching and assured her that she was telling the truth; none
of the children had moved from their desks. The Headmistress must have knocked it over
without knowing it. That sort of thing was easy to do.
Timbermule stepped back and toward the door. As she put her hand on the doorknob she
told them that the whole class was a useless bunch of midgets and she was fed up with them all.
She refused to waste any more of her precious time in this miserable class. In fact, she was done
with this whole waste of a school. It was time to get back to her true passion: weight lifting and
physical discipline. She’d finally take that prison guard job she had been offered nearby and she
would never have to deal with a small child ever again. And with that, she marched out of the
classroom, slamming the door behind her.
In the stunned silence that followed, Miss Willows walked up to the front of the class and
stood behind her table. She sighed with relief and even smiled a little. The class cheered wildly,
which Miss Willows allowed for a few moments before she told her class that they had all had
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enough school for one day. The class was dismissed. The children could all go out onto the
playground and wait for their parents to take them home. Olive did not join the rush to get out of
the classroom. She remained at her desk, quiet and thoughtful. She knew she had to tell
somebody about what had happened with the glass. Now that she had used her magic in the real
world when others were watching, she couldn’t possibly keep a gigantic secret like that bottled
up inside her even if no one knew what she had done. What she needed was just one person, one
wise and sympathetic grown-up who could help her to understand her abilities. Neither her
mother nor her father would be of any use at all. Olive decided that the one person she would
like to confide in was Miss Willows.
Olive and Miss Willows were now the only two left in the classroom until Jim, the janitor
came in to sweep the floors. After sweeping up, he chatted with Miss Willows and then exited,
leaving Olive alone with her teacher. Miss Willows had seated herself at her teacher’s table and
was rifling through some papers. She looked up asking Olive if she was going to go outside and
play with the others. Olive hesitated before asking Miss Willows if she could speak with her for
a moment. Miss Willows looked concerned and asked Olive what was troubling her. Olive began
slowly, she told Miss Willows that she had done something that she should not have. Miss
Willows became instantly alert and urged Olive to tell her what had happened.
Generally, Olive was very careful about using magic when others were around but she
couldn’t help but think about the many times using magic would have been useful. Actually, she
thought about these things a lot.
Consistent: Olive thought she was merely dreaming when she first made time stand still. She
was listening to her father talk about his business schemes and she just stopped the clock. It was
so nice to pause from the world whenever she needed a little break. Inconsistent: Olive would
sometimes dream about making time stand still. She would love to stop the clock if she could
when listening to her father talk about business schemes. It would be so nice to be able to pause
the world when she needed a break.
Backgrounding: During dinner at the Swift house there was often conversation that was either
boring or that Olive couldn’t follow. That was especially the case when her father talked about
his shady business plans. He would often go on and on about the awful ways in which he cut
corners and made money off of overly trusting customers. Olive’s mother was no better, chiming
in about her internet cash scams. This often made dinnertime really difficult to get through.
Often during dinner Olive closed her eyes Target sentence: and froze the time for about five
minutes. Spillover sentence: Now she was unsure if she should confide.
But she shook off her uncertainty and decided it was time to tell someone the truth. Olive
told Miss Willows that it wasn’t her who had put that creature in the jug of water, she promised.
Miss Willows assured Olive that she knew that it was not her who had done that and that there
was no need to worry, especially now that Miss Timbermule was leaving the school for good.
Olive looked somewhat relieved but there was still something unsettled about her. Miss Willows
sat up in her chair and straightened a few stacks of papers. On the teacher’s table she kept a glass
jar. Miss Willows looked at Olive kindly and offered her a piece of candy from the jar. Olive
smiled but shook her head saying no. She told Miss Willows that actually there was something
she wanted to tell her about what had happened in class with the glass of water and the creature
in it. She confessed that it actually was her that had tipped the glass.
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Miss Willows paused and looked carefully at the child. So Olive continued telling Miss
Willows that she got so angry at being accused of something she hadn’t done that she made it
happen. She carefully tipped the glass with her eyes and she made the salamander climb Miss
Timbermule’s face as well. She looked up at Miss Willows searching her teacher for signs that
she believed her but Miss Willows only calmly told Olive that she did not understand. Olive
knew that it was time to explain, confide in Miss Willows that she had certain powers, what they
referred to in books as “magic”. But Olive started off slowly. She told Miss Willows that by
focusing on the glass and wishing it to tip over, she made the glass tip over. By focusing on the
salamander with her eyes, she also made him go where she wanted him to go.
Miss Willows continued to look steadily at Olive through her blue-rimmed spectacles and
Olive looked back at her just as steadily. Miss Willows admitted that she still wasn’t quite
following Olive, did she mean to say that she had actually willed the glass to tip over and
instructed the salamander to crawl? Olive confirmed that this is exactly what she meant. She had
moved the glass and the salamander with her eyes.
Miss Willows was silent for a moment. She did not think Olive was meaning to tell a lie.
It was more likely that she was simply allowing her vivid imagination to run away with her. She
chose her words most carefully when she said that if Olive had actually done what she said, then
it would be just about the greatest miracle a person had ever performed. Olive told her teacher
that she moved things with her eyes all the time. She did lots of things that other people called
magic. Other times, she also enjoyed just thinking about magic.
Consistent: One night Olive’s lamp went out and she began to glow in the dark like a lightning
bug. This phosphorescent power allowed her to see in the dark. It didn’t seem possible, but she
could actually absorb the daytime sunlight and glow during the night. Inconsistent: One night
Olive’s lamp went out and she sat in the dark picturing herself glowing like a lightning bug. This
phosphorescent power would allow her to see in the dark. It wasn’t possible, but she wished she
could absorb daytime sunlight and glow at night. Backgrounding: Olive was very conscious of
saving electricity and tried to make sure she wasn’t wasteful. She had read a book about energy
conservation and became interested in ways to cut energy costs. She would constantly walk
around the house turning off lights that her parents had left on. Her parents routinely left the
lights on in every room in the house. Olive now made a habit of checking that all the lights were
turned out before she went to bed. One night Olive walked into the hallway Target sentence:
and illuminated her pathway to the stairs. Spillover sentence: Olive wanted to display what she
could do. It was time to show Miss Willows exactly what she was capable of.
Miss Willows smiled, not mockingly. It was extraordinary, thought Miss Willows, how
often small children had flights of fancy like this, and at the same time, there was something
different about this particular child. So Miss Willows asked Olive if she could show her some of
this magic and Olive agreed.
Miss Willows moved the drinking glass to the middle of the table. It still had a little bit of
water inside. Olive got up from her seat and started to walk toward the back of the room. She sat
down at a desk in the last row and was now about thirty feet away from Miss Willows and the
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drinking glass. Olive put her elbows on the desk and cupped her face in her hands, and this time
she gave the magic order right away. With her eyes she focused on the glass and ordered it to tip.
This time she did not feel concerned about doing it carefully so that it could be seen as an
accident. She simply shouted the words inside her head and fixed her eyes on the glass. She
made it wobble, then made it tilt, then made it spin around and around before making it topple
right over and fall with a tinkle on the tabletop not twelve inches from Miss Willows’ folded
arms. Olive then returned the glass right side up, and summoned a dish towel from the sink to the
table to mop up the remaining water.
Miss Willows’ mouth dropped open and her eyes stretched so wide you could see the
whites all round. She didn’t say a word. She couldn’t. She gaped at the glass, and watched as the
dish towel moved on its own gently soaking up the water on the desk before moving to the floor.
Miss Willows then looked at Olive. She saw the child concentrating on moving the towel back
and forth until the water was absorbed and she floated the dish towel back over the to sink to ring
out the water.
Miss Willows waited, trembling a little herself and watching the child as she slowly
turned to look back at her teacher. She smiled and told Miss Willows that she could do things
like that and more. Miss Willows was awestruck. She took off her glasses and closed her eyes.
After what seemed like forever, Miss Willows finally opened up her eyes. She turned to
Olive, and told her that she believed that Olive was a wizard, and quite a powerful one by the
look of it. Olive smiled and said that she liked reading books about wizards because they did
things like her, except they always seemed to carry magic wands and use spells but Olive didn’t
do either of these things. Miss Willows continued to gaze intently at the child in absolute
wonderment. She couldn’t believe it. She asked Olive if she would like to come back and have
lemonade at her house so they could talk more. Olive agreed. She asked Miss Willows if she
would promise not to tell anyone about her secret…these things that she could do…her magic.
Miss Willows smiled and assured her that she wouldn’t dream of it.
Miss Willows joined Olive outside the school gates and the two of them walked in
silence through the village High Street. While they were walking, Olive made note of all of the
interesting things as well as the most mundane things along their path.
Consistent: When passing by the ordinary pebbles and rocks Olive casually turned them to
sparkling jewels. She did it just by concentrating on changing the dull lumps into precious
stones. She had never changed one object into another before but was delighted by her new
ability. Inconsistent: When passing by the ordinary pebbles and rocks Olive wished she could
turn them into sparkling jewels. She just couldn’t change the dull lumps into precious stones
simply by concentrating. She had never been able to figure out how to change one object into
another. Backgrounding: Not long into their journey, Olive thought about how nice it was to
spend more time with Miss Willows. She trotted along feeling very content with a smile on her
face. Olive had never walked this way before because it was in the opposite direction to her own
house. This meant there were many new things to look at along the way. So many things in fact,
that she began to dawdle and was beginning to fall farther behind. Olive pointed to a pile of
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rocks Target sentence: and changed them into rubies and pearls. Spillover sentence: She
skipped to catch up with her teacher.
They finally arrived at Miss Willows’ house off the main road. From the outside the
house was very appealing and had lots of character. Olive was comfortable at once. And now
that they were alone and away from the school, Olive all of a sudden became wildly animated. It
seemed as though a valve had burst inside her and a great gust of energy was being released.
Olive sat down beside Miss Willows chatting merrily. It was Miss Willows this and Miss
Willows that and Miss Willows let me show you what I can do when I read a book. Miss
Willows picked up a copy of fairy tales off of the shelf and opened it. Olive turned to the first
page and began reading aloud. As she did so the story that she spoke began to reveal itself and
she and Miss Willows were no longer sitting in a house but staring at a vast and wonderful
castle. It was incredible to behold. Miss Willows could smell the flowers in the field, taste the
dampness in the air, feel the sun on her face. It felt in every way that she was standing in a field
surrounding a fairytale castle in a fictional world. Olive turned to watch her teacher’s reaction.
Excited and genuine, Olive announced that she must indeed be a wizard it seemed…a wizard
with no wand and no spells but one that felt like she could do anything.
All of this excitement was making Olive hungry so when Miss Willows offered Olive a
snack, it was perfect timing.
Consistent: When Miss Willows accidentally cut her finger while peeling an apple, Olive found
out that she could heal peoples’ wounds. Her loved ones would never have to hurt again now that
she could heal them. She would repair injuries with simple concentration and desire.
Inconsistent: When Miss Willows accidentally cut her finger while peeling an apple, Olive
yearned for the ability to heal peoples’ wounds. Her loved ones would never have to hurt if only
she could heal them. She desired to repair injuries with concentration but she couldn’t.
Backgrounding: For as long as Olive could remember she had an interest in becoming a doctor.
She often thought about what it would be like to go to medical school. Studying medicine
seemed like it might be a good fit. She loved helping people and she also had a deep curiosity
about how the human body worked. She thought that being a doctor would be the perfect way to
satisfy her curious nature and make a difference in the world. Olive stared at Mrs. Willows’
finger and Target sentence: made the cut disappear in a few seconds. Spillover sentence: They
ate their apple slices at the table.
Olive was elated. And despite how fascinated and enchanted Miss Willows felt she
treaded with caution. She told Olive that though she was very clearly a powerful wizard, that she
was playing with mysterious forces about which little was known outside the realm of fictional
tales. But whatever Olive’s powers were they needed to be handled with great care. She asked
Olive if her parents had powers too, if they knew about Olive’s abilities. The little girl described
her parents at length. Miss Willows listened intently but could not believe that such a child had
parents who did not know how special their daughter clearly was. When she saw that it was
getting late, she told Olive that it was time to take her home. She would love to talk to Olive’s
parents about offering her private tutoring to cater to their daughter’s unique skills. Miss
Willows asked Olive if she wouldn’t mind reading or coloring for just a little bit while she tried
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to find some literature on gifted children to show to Olive’s parents. Olive agreed and settled
herself down with some paper and crayons.
Consistent: While Olive was drawing at the table she discovered she could make her drawings
real. She could color pictures and instantly make them reality like a dream come true. She knew
if she wished for something and she could draw it, it would become real. Inconsistent: While
Olive was drawing at the table she dreamed that she could make her drawings real. She would
color pictures and instantly make them a reality if only she could. She wished that she could just
draw anything she needed, and it would become real. Backgrounding: Olive decided to move
all of her crayons and paper to the other side of the table because the late afternoon sun was
shining in her eyes. She moved to face a window that looked out onto a small garden. Olive
spread out all of her crayons and stared at the blank sheet of paper. She thought for a moment
about what she’d like to draw. Then she carefully selected each of the colors that she needed.
Olive drew her favorite Dickens novel and Target sentence: lifted the book out of the paper to
read. Spillover sentence: Miss Willows came back with her car keys. They went out the side
door through the garage where a little blue car was parked. They got in the car and drove to
Olive’s house.
When they arrived at the Swift household and knocked, Frank Swift bellowed through the
door shouting about not wanting anything they were selling. Sally Swift sat in her reclining chair
with her eyes glued to the television. Miss Willows knocked again and Mr. Swift stomped his
way from his dinner tray in front of the television to answer the door in a most ungracious
manner. Sally Swift stayed in her recliner making no attempt to move. Frank Swift approached
the door shouting, what do you want? Upon noticing Olive, he rolled his eyes and asked Miss
Willows what his daughter had done. He ordered Olive up to her room without dinner and Olive
obeyed, looking back at Miss Willows as she quietly made her way up the stairs to her bedroom.
Miss Willows stood stunned. She immediately had the sense that what Olive had told her about
her parents not caring about her and knowing nothing about their daughter was actually true.
Frank Swift looked at Miss Willows aghast. He didn’t like having his dinner and television
routine interrupted. Miss Willows introduced herself and now Olive’s mother Sally came to the
door. Frank and Sally Swift stared at Miss Willows totally bewildered. They were clearly waiting
for her to explain her disruption. Miss Willows started by introducing herself as Olive’s teacher,
saying what a pleasure it was to have their daughter in her class. Olive was the most gifted child
she had ever seen and it was truly an honor to teach her. The Swifts looked at Miss Willows as if
she had two heads. Mr. Swift assured her that she probably had her confused with another child.
Either way, they were in the middle of a program and they needed to get back to it. Miss
Willows couldn’t understand how Olive had parents like these. Olive had told her teacher a little
about them but how could the little girl stand it?
Consistent: Once Olive was singing a song and noticed that the sound of her voice had caused
her parents to fall fast asleep. This new skill would be quite useful for her, she thought. She often
sang her parents straight to sleep when they were bickering. Inconsistent: Once Olive was
singing a song and wished that the sound of her voice would cause her parents to fall fast asleep.
This skill could be useful, but she didn’t have it. She’d like to sing her parents straight to sleep if
they were bickering. Backgrounding: Olive’s parents were always getting into discussions that
showcased their exceptionally ignorant worldviews. They would start to talk about politics or
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religion and Olive’s father would soon begin shouting his absurd opinions. Her mother would
inevitably chime in soon after. Both of her parents shared most of the same narrow-minded
views and yet they still argued with one another. This was mostly due to the fact that neither one
listened to what the other one was actually saying. When her parents would argue Olive now
Target sentence: sang them to sleep with her lovely melody. Spillover sentence: Miss Willows
now knew that she could help.
Before they shut the door in her face, Miss Willows asked if they would be ok with her
offering Olive private tutoring after school. Again, they looked at her, dumbfounded. Mr. Swift
said he had no intention of paying for anything extra. Miss Willows assured them that she didn’t
mean that she wanted them to pay. She added that it would be a pleasure to work with Olive to
develop her powerful gifts. When they both stared at her in exasperation, Miss Willows was sure
that they truly had no idea that their daughter was a wizard. She thanked them for their time and
told them that she’d begin Olive’s private tutoring free of charge the next day as long as they
were ok with it. They nodded, halfheartedly, in disinterest while staring back at the television. If
it didn’t cost them any money and it kept their daughter out of their hair it was fine with them.
With this, they practically shut the door in Miss Willows’ face. She couldn’t believe it.
Miss Willows turned to walk down the front steps. She turned back when she heard something. It
was a small voice coming from above. Miss Willows looked up to see that Olive was floating
outside her open bedroom window. Miss Willows just smiled and told Olive to get some rest.
They would begin her private tutoring tomorrow.
Beginning the next day, Olive spent every afternoon at Miss Willows’ house uncovering
and developing new magical abilities. Their private tutoring sessions went on like this for
months and the two of them became inseparable. They would read stories and Olive would
project the story world around them so they could walk around and watch the characters play out
their tales. They would drink tea, have sweet biscuits, and chat about philosophy, science,
literature, and politics. There was nothing under the sun for which Olive did not have an earnest
desire to learn. They also conducted experiments every afternoon to discover the extent of
Olive’s magic.
Consistent: Olive was excited when she found out she could turn invisible and wished she could
tell her friends but she could not. She could now travel about completely unnoticed. The power
of invisibility let her decide if she wanted to be seen or remain undetected. Inconsistent: Olive
was excited by the thought of becoming invisible and only wished she could learn but she could
not. She yearned to travel about completely unnoticed but that wasn’t possible. The power of
invisibility would let her decide if she was seen or remained undetected. Backgrounding: At
one point they decided to take a break from their afternoon tutoring lesson. Both Olive and Miss
Willows stood up so they could stretch their legs and move around. Olive walked around the
house a little bit. She liked looking at the pictures Miss Willows had on the wall and the trinkets
she had placed on the shelves. She thought that Miss Willows had chosen her decorations well
because they made the house warm and comfortable. Olive stood in Miss Willows’ living room
Target sentence: and she disappeared against the wallpaper. Spillover sentence: Olive loved
doing experiments with magic.
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Some of her powers included: floating/flying, moving and or summoning objects with her
eyes, communicating in any language including those used by animals, seeing through walls and
other solid objects, creating new worlds from those in books as well as ones from her own
imagination, and most recently, she discovered that she could erase or create memories in the
minds of others. This last ability was one with which Miss Willows warned Olive she must be
very very careful. There seemed no end to Olive’s abilities and Miss Willows beamed with pride
in the accomplishments of her most fascinating student and smallest friend.
No matter how many private lessons they had, Miss Willows continued to be captivated
by Olive Swift.
Consistent: Olive showed Miss Willows that she had learned how to teleport. How exciting it
was to be able to go anywhere she wished in the entire world. She could instantly travel to any
place she could possibly imagine just like a wonderful dream come true. Inconsistent: Olive told
Miss Willows how she yearned to teleport but she couldn’t. How exciting it would be to go
anywhere in the world but it was just a wish. She dreamed of instantly traveling any place she
could imagine but her dream didn’t come true. Backgrounding: Miss Willows started to tell
Olive about all of the wonderful places she should try to make sure she got to see during her life.
There were so many diverse cultures to experience. And there were all sorts of landmarks to visit
with so much to learn about each place. This was something she knew that Olive would enjoy.
Miss Willows told Olive that there were even ancient ruins all over the globe that you could visit.
Olive blinked both of her eyes and Target sentence: they were in China now at the Great Wall.
Spillover sentence: They both enjoyed their lessons immensely.
Some days, they would be so caught up in their lessons that Olive would stay for dinner
with Miss Willows. They would eat their food while chatting. The pair had never in their lives
been so happy and content.
One day however, when Miss Willows brought Olive home they saw that the car in the
driveway was packed tight with suitcases and boxes. Mr. and Mrs. Swift were dashing around
the house, slamming cabinets and shouting to one another. When they finally noticed Miss
Willows and Olive they stopped. Mr. Swift looked sternly at Miss Willows and Olive, then
grabbed his daughter by the hand and announced that the family had to leave town immediately.
They had been expecting Olive home and they needed her to go pack her things because they
would not be returning to this house or this town ever again. Mr. Swift held his daughter’s arm.
Miss Willows asked Mr. Swift what was going on. Certainly there was no need for the
family to up and leave town so abruptly. Mrs. Swift chimed in from the kitchen saying that her
husband had finally sold a piece of junk car to the wrong person and they had to flee town or else
the cops would get them. She was about to continue with the story when her husband cut her off
and told her that she didn’t know what she was talking about and she should keep her mouth
closed. Mr. Swift turned to Miss Willows, his hand still around Olive’s arm. He explained that he
was relocating his business for personal reasons and that they had to leave within the hour,
refusing to say where they were going.
Olive was in tears. Miss Willows tried to stay calm but she did not want Olive to have to
go with these people even if they were her parents. Mr. Swift was getting increasingly agitated.
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He tugged on Olive’s arm and told her to go upstairs immediately. Olive ran to Miss Willows
and hugged around her waist tight which made Mr. Swift even more angry. But when he tried to
peel his daughter off of Miss Willows, Olive turned to her father, focused her eyes on him and
suddenly he was lifted into the air and floating further and further away under the guidance of
Olive’s eyes. The look on Olive’s face was fierce and the look from her father was stupefied. He
began to flail his arms and legs and shout for his wife. Mrs. Swift came in from the kitchen and
her jaw dropped. She looked at Olive and then back to her husband who was glaring with horror
and rage at his tiny daughter. Olive kept her eyes fixed on this man and lifted him higher into the
air. Her mother turned in horror before pointing at Olive and saying but one word: witch!!! Mr.
Swift sneered, his legs wriggling, his head brushing the ceiling. Miss Willows put her hands on
Olive’s shoulders. She remained calm but more assertive than she had ever been in her life. She
bent down to Olive’s ear and whispered something to the young girl, whose face instantly lit up
like a firefly. Olive nodded to Miss Willows in resounding agreement with whatever secret the
teacher had shared. Miss Willows then looked up to Mr. Swift, looked back down to Mrs. Swift
and asked them if Olive could remain in town and live with her. Mrs. Swift simply looked to her
husband while mumbling witch over and over. Mr. Swift, still floating above, his cheek firmly
pressed to the ceiling, replied in a curt tone, if they could be rid of this less than human, nuisance
of a daughter, he would leave now and never look back. And that is just what they did.
Olive guided both of her parents out the door and held Miss Willows tight as her parents
pulled out of the driveway and drove away. Before they were out of sight, Olive used her powers
to erase any memory of herself from her parent’s minds. To them, it was as if she had never
existed, and they would certainly never come looking for her again.
It did not take Olive very long to settle into a life with Miss Willows in her wonderful
home. In fact, after a month or two, it felt like things had always been like this. Miss Willows
would make tea. They would read together and walk amongst their favorite characters in their
favorite story worlds. They walked to school together and when the school hired a new
headmistress, Olive was moved to a more advanced class that was more suitable to her level.
Together, Olive and Miss Willows made a great team. With Olive’s endless powers and Miss
Willows’ guidance and support, the young wizard and her teacher became the lead characters in
their own story world.
END
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